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Chisholm urges
involved public

Community-wide *service set
for Thanksgiving holiday
A Community-wide Thanksgiving service will be on Thursday.
Nov. 27, at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor of Memorial Baptist Church,
will deliver the sermon.
The Rev. Rick Dye, associate minister of First United
Methodist Church, will read the scripture. Organist will be
Richard Jones from First Baptist Church.
Dr. David Roos, pastor of First Christian Church, will take the
offering. Prayers will be led by the Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor of First Presbyterian Church, and the Rev.
Mark Welch of Bethesda Ministries.
An offering will be taken to help the benevolent service of
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association.
The public is urged to attend this special union community service, a MCCMA spokesman said.

Census Bureau reports that
Americans are on the move
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Americans are no longer flocking to
the West for the first time in years, despite a jump in the number
of people moving to new homes, the Census Bureau reports.
The West failed to gain migrants from other regions, "reversing, at least temporarily, a decades-old trend of movement," according to a report on geographic mobility in 1983 and 1984,
released by the bureau Thursday.
The slacking of growth in the West has occurred despite
California's increase in high technology jobs, which has drawn
people from other states, said Donald C. Dahmann of the Census
Bureau, who wrote the report.
California's growth was balanced by job losses in the InterMountain region where mineral and energy developments have
declined recently, he said.
Two other trends have been overturned: Americans are moving to the suburbs rather than rural areas and the percentage of
Americans relocating is increasing for the first time in 30 years.
Americans have been highly mobile in recent decades, with as
many as one person in five moving some years, according to
government statistics.
But the rate of movement has been gradually declining, sinking
to 16.6 percent in 1982-83, before reversing ent in the new study.
Overall moving by Americans jumped by more than 2 million
to a total of 39.4 million people, "a reversal of the decline in
mobility that occurred in the 1970s," the report said.
"It's a relatively rare occurrence that we'll see an increase of
that amount," said Datunasui.
The last time the share of Americans relocating increased
from the year before was in 1954-55, when it went from 19.3 percent to 20.4 percent, the report said.

Shirley Chisholm

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Shirley Chisholm, former U.S.
Rep., urged people to become involved during a lecture Thursday at Murray State University.
In her lecture, sponsored by
the Univesity Center Board,
Chisholm said that many of the
advancements and programs in
human, civil and womens rights
that were made during the 1960s
and 70s are being slashed."
In the 60s and 70s, Chisholm
said, blacks, women and
students decided to get involved.
She said that several
movements 'such as the civil
rights movement, the women's
movement, the environmentalism movement, all began
then ancrrnade Progress:- "We
didn't sit back and wait for someone to do something for us,"
she said.
However, now, during this
conservative era, many of those
program established earlier are
being pushed aside -The cur-

rent administration is not cummitted to continuation of civil
rights," Chisholm said. .
She urged those present to
become involved. "The pro.
blems of some of us are the problems of all of us," Chisholm
said.
"There are certain dang(7,r
signals in our land that we must
not ignore," she said.
Chisholm urged people t
speak out otherwise "it might he
too late." "Stand up and F,e
counted," she added
She said that her main pippose was to make people think
not necessarily to get them to
ag'ree with her.
In 1969, Chisholm became the
first black woman elected.to the
U.S Congress.in 1969 and in 1972
became the first black woman 1.,
campaign for the Democratic
Party nomination for president
She has served as chairman of
-the Education and Labor Sur,
(Cont'd on page ?)

Local hospital gets favorable rating
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital received generally
favorable comments in a recently completed survey of area
residents, its board was told last
night.
"Most people who responded
to the survey were pleased with
hospital services,'' Stuart
Poston, MCCH administrator
said.
The majority of the surveys
went to residents of Calloway
County. Residents of Graves,
Marshall and Trigg counties in

Kentucky and Henry County,
Tenn., were also included in the
questionnaire mailing.
Poston said one area which
the survey indicates the hospital
may need to improve is in patient accounts.
"We should probably making
improvements on billing proe ures including more itemizaon," he said.
The survey supported the opinion of Poston and many board
members as to the main reasons
local citizens go elsewhere for

medical services.
"A large percentage of those
that went out of town did so
because of physician referrals."
Poston said. "The specialist that
was needed was not available
locally."
Poston said that is the main
reason the board has undertaken an active posture in
recruiting physicians to
Murray.
Dr. Steve Trevathan, a
urologist, was approved for staff
privileges by the board Thurs-

day. Treva.than, a Murry
native, is expected to arrive in
Murray Dec. 1 and open his
practice Dec. 15.
The board was also informed
that Dr. John Yezerski, an or•
thopedic surgeon, has give
notice that he will come to Murray to begin a practice in July
1987.
Poston announced that two
other physicians, Dr Gordon
'ire and Dr. Charles Tucker
(Cont'd on page?)
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Report: Carroll may face investigation

Elsewhere...
Ow 1ssociated Press

WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats, enjoying their new majority strength, are planning to quickly challenge President
Reagan for control of the legislative agenda when the 100th Congress convenes Jan. 6.
UNITED NATIONS — The U.N. General Assembly votes 79-28
to condemn the United States for its bombing raids on Libya in
April. There were 33 abstentions, most from the West, to a
measure that in all practicality carries no real weight.
DETROIT — About 33,350 General Motors Corp. workers were
told to stay home from work today as a small parts plant strike
continued for a fifth day, gradually shutting GM down.
WASHINGTON — Airlines flying thhe Lockheed L-1011 are examining the wide-body jetliner looking for possible cracks in the
wing supports after a 6%-inch fracture was found in the wing of a
Delta Air Lines jet.
WASHINGTON — Health Secretary Otis Bowen's proposals to
help Americans finance the high cost of catastrophic illness drew
mixed reviews on Capitol Hill, where key Democrats welcomed
the report but questioned the method of solving the problem.
SUVA, Fiji — Pope John Paul II is met with silence on arrival
at this Polynesian island in a traditional Fiji greeting to outsiders. The pontiff, presented a roast pig, is to give a speech today and later meet with Fiji leaders.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Former Gov. Julian Carroll may
have violated federal guidelines
by quoting from a grand jury
transcript at a news conference,
a published report says.
A source in the U.S. attorney's
office in Lexington told The Kentucky Post that federal prosecutors are planning an investigation of the incident.
U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise
told The Courier-Journal on
Thursday that his office had

opened a "preliminary inquiry"
into Carroll's release of what he
described as part of the grand
jury testimony of former state
Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey.
DeFalaise said the inquiry is
"to determine whether or not an
Investigation should be
Initiated."
Under federal guidelines, no
one privy to grand jury proceedings can reveal what was
said inside the grand jury room

except the witness. Breaching
the guidelines can result in a
criminal contempt citation.
Carroll said the transcript was
provided by an attorney, who
believed it had been made public
during a criminal trial.
"I checked with that attorney
and he told me he had it
legitimately and he gave it to me
legitimately and my use of it
was totally legitimate," Carroll
said. He declined to identify the
attorney.

Business atter hours

Today's Index
Two Sections — 34 Pages
16, 17
Classifieds
16
Comics
16
Crosswords
6
Dear Abby
4
Horoscope
4, 5, 6
Murray Today
18
Obituaries
Perspective
3
10, 11
Sports
Christmas
16 Pages
Gift Guide
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Fificecry or by 3730 m Saturday
ore urged to call 753-1916 bet
weer) 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday thsough Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, I a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly clear
with a low in the mid 30s and
light wind. Saturday will bring increasing cloudiness and
a high in the upper 505. South
wind will be 5 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a cltance•of stionstrs
day, partly cloudy Monday
and Tuesday.
Lake Levels
Ky. Lake
Barkley Lake

354.8
354.5

Murray Calloway Comity Clamber of Commerce President Loretta Jobs speaks with David West, vice
president of Republic Savings Beak mad chief operating officer of'the orgasinatioa's West Kentucky
division of banks.The two moist last night's Chamber of Commerce "Business After Hours"reception,
held at Republic Saving. Bank.
SIM plebs by florid hick

Carroll. who is seeking the office of governor again, quoted
from the transcript Monday during a news conference that he
called to answer questions about
a federal probe of his
administration.
Carroll, who was governor
from 1974 to 1979, said he was the
primary target of the five-year
probe that ended in 1983
Joe Krovisky. a spokesman
(Cont'd on page?

Takeover bid
for Goodyear
comes to end
- CLEVELAND (API -Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
ended the unwanted takeover
bid of financier Sir James
Goldsmith on Thursday by buying back his 11.5 percent stake in
the diversified giant for about
$619 million.
In addition to buying out
Goldsmith, Goodyear's board
approved a $2 billion stock
buyback and a restructuring
plan aimed at shedding its
Celeron Corp. energy subsidiary
and Aerospace and Motor Wheel
units, the company said.
"The unwelcome situation
with which the company was
confronted presented a range of
very difficult choices for the
company," Goodyear Chairman
Robert E . Mercer said in a statement froPh company bead -quarters in Akron.
"We are confident that the
course selected by the board will
result in enhanced overall
values fef our shareholders
through a strong and independent Goodyear." Mercer said
((ont'd on page 15)
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Carroll...
(Cont'd from page 1)
for the U.S. Department of
Justice in Washington, said the
agency could not determine immediately whether release of
the quoted material was appropriate. If the grand jury
testimony was cited in a public
trial, quoting it does not violate
federal guidelines, he said.
"Without really knowing the
circumstances in which it came
into Julian Carroll's hands, we
can't really comment on
whether it was illegal or not."
Krovisky said.
There are two exceptions to
the guidelines. A defendant in a
criminal case is permitted access to any prior statement he,
might have made, including
transcripts of grand jury
testimony. Also, a person can
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gain access to grand jury
testimony if he can convince a
judge 'of a particular need for
the information.
During proceedings in open
court in 1984, McGuffey testified
that Carroll instructed him to
take directions from Howard
"Sonny" Hunt Jr. on awarding
state insurance contracts. At the
time, Hunt was Democratic Party chairman.
Carroll denied giving the instructions. At the news conference, Carroll said he was
quoting McGuffey as saying to
the grand jury in August 1979
that Carroll "has never suggested or dictated to me
anything relative to insurance."
Hunt and McGuffey were indicted in connection with an
insurance-commission kickback
scheme. Hunt pleaded guilty to
some charges and served two
years in prison. McGuffey was

placed in pre-trial diversion.
Carroll would not release the
remainder of McGuffey's grand
jury testimony, telling reporters
Monday, "I don't think I legally
can
Carroll said the attorney who
gave him the transcript said he
believes McGuffey's statements
were quot9d during the trial of
former state Cabinet Secretary
James E. Gray and
businessman Charles J. McNally of Prestonsburg. Both were
indicted and convicted in the
insurance-commission scheme.
Both are appealing their
convictions.
Frankfort attorney William
Johnson, who represented Carroll throughout the investigation, said he wasn't the person
who gave Carroll the transcript.
Carroll said he checked with
the attorney who gave him the
transcript again Tuesday.
"There's no doubt in my
mind," Carroll said. "He said
there was nothing to be concerned with. Under the circumstances, he said that it could
be made public."

KENTUCKY
SPOTLIGHT
GEORGE HACKETT
Associated Press

His history's in "small"doses
LOUISVILLE, Ky. k AP) — Harry Enoch enjoys history in small
doses — the size of a U.S. postage stamp.
He went all the way back to the first stamps issued in 1847, looking
for those that might relate to people and events that have played a
role in Kentucky's past.
"When the search ended, I had acquired 100 stamps that I bought
from dealers or from the post office. They were photostated and used to illustrate a book With fascinating bits of information," Enoch
said.
Anyone'flipping through the pages will learn that:
'Lexington had an early auto industry. In 1899, Thomas Dewhurst
built the "Dewabout," and in 1909-10 the city was producing a fine,
expensive car called the "Lexington."
.The first _school was located at Fort Harrod, where pupils were
taught spelling, reading and sums. A Bible served as a primer.
*Kentucky's most famous son, Abraham Lincoln, won his first law.
case near Hawesville in 1827. He was brought to trial for operating a,
ferry without a license.
*The American Legion got its name from Maurice Gordon of
Madisonville when the organization was formed in France in 1919.
•And for baseball fans who didn't know it, Louisville was the birthplace of the National League in 1876.
Enoch estimates he spent months checking his facts and tracking
down the stamps, all of them new, "but I didn't mind. I'm 40 now
nd I've been a collector ever since I was a youngster when I began
peeling them off envelopes. It was a cheap hobby then."
Researching the historical material was no problem for Enoch.
He's been doing that type of work for years, starting with the Kentucky Energy Cabinet and then moving to his current job as
manager of research and development for the East Kentucky
Power Cooperative at Winchester.
The money for "A Postage Stamp Guide To Kentucky," came out
of his pocket and was published by All-court Press. "That's me," he
said.
There are copies of the book in various school libraries around
Kentucky, and one was sold to the University of Wisconsin. "I've
been surprised at the interest it has generated. At $6.95, I'm not trying to get rich off this thing."
The other half of Enoch's project is hanging in the Lexington
Public Library. It's a 10-inch by 24-inch collage constructed in the
shape of Kentucky.
The material? Those 100 stamps that Enoch located.
Although he's a Kentucky history buff, Enoch said that interest
isn't shared by his two teen-age daughters.
"They think it's boring, but that will change. I'll see to it."

k

(Coned from page 1)
plan visits to Murray in
December and January and are
considering moving here.
Dr. Vire, who previously practiced here, is completing his
residency in dermatology. Dr.
Tucker, a surgeon, is a native of
Calloway County, Poston said.
Poston told the board that the
hospital will begin a shuttle service between the facility and the
parking lot of the 7th and Poplar
Church of Christ next week
when construction of a second
medical arts building and a new
parking lot in the southeast section Of the hospital campus gets
underway.
Most employees will be parking at the church during the day,
Poston. He said the hospital also
plans to circulate a shuttle bus
throughout its other parking
areas to bring patients to the
medical arts building and
hospital.
The board was also informed
that hospital employees recently
contributed ;6,083.85 to the local
United Way drive.
Correction
Due to incorrect information
provided to the Ledger & Times
by organizers of the event, the
name of Krysta Ernstberger
was erroneously listed as
"Krysta. Ingersoll" in the list of
winners in the "Just Say No"
essay contest. The rally where
the winners were announced
took place Tuesday evening at
Murray State University.

Congress starting investigation
into U.S. arms deal with Iranians
WASHINGTON (AP) — An incited Congress is opening what
promises to be a long winter of
Investigations into President
Reagan's sale of weapons to
Iran, a controversy one senior
Democratic senator says marks
"the end of thg Reagan era."
The first hearings on the oncesecret program were scheduled
for today, with the Senate and
House intelligence committees
each set to question CIA Director William Casey behind closed
doors.
Sen. David Durenberger, RMinn., chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence, said his panel will
"take the facts, put them
against the law and then say,
'This is where you went
wrong."
Casey reportedly opposed the

days to help retrieve the situation by restoring a sense of
"political realism" on the White
House staff, Durenberger said.
Durenberger, who predicted
the furor over the secret Iran initiative will force changes on the
White House staff, declined to
say who these private advisers
are

After meeting with Reagan,
House Majority Leader Jim
Wright, D-Texas, in comments
echoed by other lawmakers
throughout the day, told
reporters that the administration had not complied with
several laws requiring that Congress be notified in a "timely"
way of major transfers of arms.

Boy on skateboard injured in accident
A 12-year-old Murray youth
suffered a fractured pelvis in au
accident involving a skateboard
and an automobile late Thursday afternoon.
David Amburgey, who lives on
Clayshire Drive, apparently
rode his skateboard in front of a
car driven by Gayle Adams of
Gatesborough subdivision, ac-

cording to a Murray Police
Department spokesman.
The accident occurred about
5:11 p.m. near the intersection
of Belmont and S. 16th. Amburgey was admitted to Murray Calloway County Hospital where
he was listed in satisfactory condition today, an MCCH
spokesman said.

Wreck ends with alcohol charge

Henry Countian
arrested for theft
A third arrest has been made
In connection with the alleged
theft of tires from Todd Tire Service on S. 4th Street here early
Thdttday.
Richard Lloyd Jackson, 20, of
Paris, Tenn., was arrested
Thursday by Henry County
authorities. He waived extradition and was brought here and
lodge in Calloway County Jail
last night.
Early Thursday morning,
Murray Police charged James
D. Alton, 20, and James D.
Stone, 20, both also of Henry
County, in connection with the
Incident. All three men have
been charged with third degree
burglary and theft of property
valued at more than $100.
According to Murray Police
Det, Sgt, Charles Peeler, bond
has been set at $5,000 for each.

A wreck late Thursday night
on U.S. 641 S. has resulted in
alcohol-related charges being
filed against two men and drug
charges against one of them.
The accident occurred at 11:05
p.m. Thursday when a northbound car driven by David C.
Wheeler, 27, of Rt.5 Murray, left
the roadway on the left side of
the road, struck several
mailboxes and road signs, hit a
culvert, and overturned in a
ditch, according to Chuck
Robertson, information officer
for the Kentucky State Police.

Wheeler and a passenger,
Earle L. Williams, 22, also of
Murray, were taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital where
they were treated and released,
Robertson said.
Wheeler was charged with
DUI and possession of marijuana with the intent to sell and
Williams was charged with
alcohol intoxication, according
to Robertson. Both were lodged
In Calloway County Jail.
The accident was investigated
by Trooper Dennis Crawford.

Two from county participate
in child support conference

David Harrington, Assistant
County Attorney for Calloway
County, and Elaine Paschall,
Administrative Secretary in the
Calloway County Attorney's Office, attended the 1986 Kentucky
Conference on Child Support Enforcement. The conference was
sponsored by the Kentucky
(Coned from page 1)
Cabinet for Human Resources,
committee on Elementary, Division of Child Suppor
t
Secondary and Vocational Enforcement.
Education in the U.S. House of
The program was designed to
Representatives and has been
provide those individuals involvthe only woman on only black to ed in state and local child
supsit on the House Rules Commitport enforcement programs of
tee. Chisholm also served as a
the current legal remedies and
member of the Black Caucus.
administrative procedures
Since retiring from congress available for use in securing the
in 1982, she teaches and lectures payment of child support
obligathroughout the nation.
tions from absent parents. The
She also has two books, "Un- conference covered such topics
bought and Unbossed," her as the location of absent
autobiography, and "The Good
parents, establishing paternity,
Fight," the story of her 1972 bid establish equitable support
for presidency. A third book is obligati on s, monito
ring
scheduled for publication in
payments for compliance with
1987,
child support orders, and

Chisholm...

establishing child support
payments through military
allotments.
The conference featured a
variety of speakers including
David E. Cathers, director of the
Kentucky Division of Child Support Enforcement, Judge June
Rose Galvin from Ohio, who is a
member of the National Counsel
of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges, along with Franklin
County Circuit Court Judge
William Graham.
Calloway County Attorney
kobert 0. Miller would like to
emphasize his commitment to a
policy of active, vigorous child
support enforcement. Anyone
having difficulty in receiving
child support for their minor
children should contact the
Calloway County Attorney's Office at 753-3312 or they can call
the Frankfort, Kentucky Headquarters of the Division of Child
Support Enforcement at
1-564-2285.

We stilllike to
say "yes"to
Auto Loans
AT ONLY
Ed West of Dover, Tem., director of the Physical Plant Department at Murray State Universi
ty (left)
accepts the 1985 Gerald N. Williams Award train Leah Hart, vocational rehabilitation counsel
or at Murray State, and James E. Cofer, vice president for finance and admhdatrative services
at MEW. The
award,sponsored by the Kentucky Rehabilitation Association, recognises outstanding
achieve
ment in
removal of architectural barriers. West and his predecessor, Tel Fannin, were selected
for the honor
because of their work in improving cams accessibility for all persons.

Now you really can drive home a
bargain because our rates on auto
loans are as low as can be! Just give
us a call or stop in for an application
to fill out. It doesn't take much time,
and once you receive approval
(often on the same day you apply)
you'll be on the road in the car you
want and with a repayment plan
that's geared to your budget.

Bank of Murray
11

I

"THE Flegiemhy..BANK"

Murray State's physical plant
recipient of special state award
The Murray State University
physical plant has been selected
as the recipient of the 1086
Gerald N. Williams Award.
sponsored by the Kentucky
Rehabilitation Association
(KRA ).
Leah Hart, a counselor in the
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation at Murray State University,
presented the award to Ed West
director of the physical plant, in
a campus ceremony Nov.
The award also recognizes Tal
Fannin, director of the physical
plant until his retirement in May
1986.
The Williarna award was
established by the ICRA for
"outstanding achievement in

removing architectural barriers
to the mobility of citizens with
disabilities in the Commonwealth of Kentucky," Ms.
Hart explained.
Fannin and West served on the
Disabled Student Service Committee at Murray State, organized in the fall of 1985 to identify
and study issues and concerns of
the disabled student population.
"As a result of their work with
the cotnfnittee, the men were in,
ittruntental in advocating some
needed physical changes to ensure accessibility on the campus
for all people," Ms. Hart noted
Improvement made by the
physical plant staff during the
1985-86 academic year included:
Purchase of an electric

wheelchair, maintained on campus as a "spare"; purchase of a
wheelchair lift to be installed on
a campus van; addition of an
elevator in one building and handrails in another; replacement
of heavy outside doors at Wells
Hall with lighter weight doors;
additional curb cuts for
students' convenience; and
renovation of additional
restrooms in sore buildings.
"The 'work done by 14f7ra:nnin and Mr. West and their staff
has been an indication of their
genuine interest in the
students," Ms. Hart commented. "They have worked to
meet the students' needs beyond
the renovations that were required by law."
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PERSPECTIVE
Break PAC's hold
The candidate for Congress
needed a war chest, so he set
about raising money. He
came up with a modest sum,
$200, though it was sufficient
for 1846.
After winning the race, he
returned the $199 he hadn't
spent. Abraham Lincoln's
sole campaign expense had
been $1 for a bottle of apple
cider.
Campaigns today are a bit
different, as figures compiled
by the public-interest group
Common Cause indicate. California Sen. Alan Cranston, in
the race of his life against
Rep. Ed Zschau, had raised
$8,111,279 as of-Sept. 30, 1986.
His opponent had raised
$8,379,724.
Either figure buys a lot of
cider.
Even more disturbing is
that Cranston had received
$1,168,763 from political action committees, or PACs:
Zschau had received $810,157.
The California candidates
are not alone, of course. Sen.
Steven Symms, the Republican incumbent running for
re-election in Idaho, received
$1,043,877 from PACs out of
his total receipts of $2,807,451.
Four other Senate candidates
raised more than $900,000
each from PACs.
"The political question everyone asks about the 1986
election is: Who will end up
controlling the Senate — the
Republicans or the Democrats? The real question is
neither," Common Cause
president Fred Wertheimer
has observed. "As our study
shows, it is the PACs that are

going to control the Senate in
1987. And PACs will continue
dominating the Senate and
the House until we deal with
the extraordinary national
scandal we face in the way
our congressional campaigns
are financed."
That our system of electing
lawmakers has reached such
a state is indeed a national
scandal. One political scientist has estimated that in 1981
alone, Congress granted $177
billion in special-interest tax
breaks as a result of PAC influence. This at a time when
the budget deficit already had
begun its stratospheric rise.
Some things can be done.
Members of Congress, if they
had the nerve, could set up
for themselves a system of
matching public funds for
Senate and House generalelection campaigns. And they
could limit the amount a candidate can spend. They instituted such an arrangement
for presidential elections, and
it has proven effective. So far,
they have been unwilling to
swear off their own excesses.
We could require publicly
licensed broadcasters to provide free air time to bona fide
candidates for federal office.
Candidates then would be
able to reach voters without
having .to raise obscene
amounts of PAC money to
buy time.for 30-second television spots, which are themselves obscenities.
We could wrest elections
from the special interests, in
other words, and return them
to the people.

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Royko Says

By Mike Royko

What of Reagan's, ith, accomplice?
I'm thinking of having some
bumper stickers printed that
say: "Free Hormoz Hezar."
Or even better: "Hormoz
Hezar deserves a presidential
pardon."
You ask: Who the heck is Hormoz Hezar?
He's a 51-year-old Californian
who has just been sentenced to
three years in a federal prison.
He's guilty. No question about
it. He admitted his crime. But he
is deserving of mercy.
What Hezar did was try to sell
military radios and spare parts
to Iran, his native land.
He set up a deal to ship 2,000 of
the radios — the kind that GIs
strap on their backs — but was
caught after only 50 of them
were delivered.
The U.S. Justice Department
prosecuted -him for violating our
trade embargo against Iran.
A week ago, a judge in Los
Angeles sentenced him to three
years in the jug and two years of
probation.
That doesn't seem fair. Here
we have a guy going to prisonior
doing exactly what President
Reagan did.

Actually, Hezar's scheme
could be considered much more
benign than the President's.
All Hezar tried to send to Iran
were radios. Sure, they were to
be used for military purposes.
But a radio is still a radio.
Unless you drop it on
somebody's head, it can't do
much immediate damage.

he wanted to get some of our
hostages released.
Finally, the President said he
didn't do it for the hostages.
They were just an afterthought.
He did it because we want to get
chummy with Iran again, before
the Russians beat us to it.
See, we don't want to see Iran
lose its war with Irag, so we
secretly give Iran the military
But what Reagan did was send
hardware. Of course, we don't
spare parts for grounded
want Iraq to lose the war, either
military aircraft. Thanks to the
I guess we're hoping for a draw.
President, Iran can now get
So that appears to be our
those planes airborne so they
foreign
policy toward Iran and
can drop bombs on Iraq.
' Iraq. At least, that's the foreign
True, there is a difference inn
policy that was conducted in the
motives. Hezar wanted to make
White House basement and apsome money for himself while
plies
only to the President and
helping his fellow Iranians dehis flunkies.
fend themselves.
Our other foreign policy is that
The President says he did it
it's a federal crime to ship
because — well, it depends on
military gear to Iran. That's the
when you listened to him and his foreign policy that applies to the
aides.
rest of us, including the prisonAt first, the White House
bound Hormoz Hezar.
sources said the President didn't
This double-standard hasn't
do it at all. ( At least Hezar
been lost on Hezar's lawyer, a
should be given credit for con- federal public defender named
fessing as soon as the feds grabBrian Robbins.
bed him.)
After hearing President
Then the White House sources Reagan admit that he shipped
said the President did it because
aircraft parts to Iran, Robbins

Carroll voices concerns
of thorns", as this proposal by a
foreign employer to force
American workmen to give up
the standard of living for which
they have struggled so long.
This bidding by Ohbayashi, not
for the best workers, but for the
cheapest wages, appears
designed to determine who
among working men and women
are willing to retreat to the old
time "sweat shop". I frankly
consider this effort by
Ohbayashi, an affront to the
dignity of all American workers.
I commend our Governor for
her determined efforts to bring
more jobs to this state. However
as a candidate for Governor, I
am not going to dodge my
obligation to speak out on this
important issue. To do so, by
simply dumping it back in the
lap of Governor Collins, would
reflect no commitment on my
part to the "long-term labor interests" of our State. Therefore,
I would call upon the officials of
Toyota and Ohbayashi to settle
this issue in an honorable
fashion. This can be accomplished very simply; just deal with
American labor according to our
own honorable traditions, face
to face over the bargaining table
— the American Way.
Like other Kentuckians, I
welcome any manufacturer,
foreign or American who wants
to come to this State and employ
our hard working people. In
keeping with out tradition of promoting good relations between
labor and management, I wish
Toyota, Ohbayashi, and the
Building Trades Unions every
success in resolving the questions surrounding this great industrial venture.

Washington Today

By Barry Schweid

Boys from Bechtel banding together against Iran
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Boys from Bechtel are together
again.
George Shultz and Caspar
Weinberger, who were top officers in the huge California construction company, see eye-toeye on U.S. arms deals with
Iran.
They are against them.
Shultz and Weinberger have
had their differences in the
Cabinet. Shultz, for instance,
favored striking out against terrorism, while Weinberger was
reluctant to use force.
But they both think President
Reagan made a mistake in approving a weapons purchase by
Tehran.
They stood side-by-side in opposing the decision privately,
and after the secret sale surfaced, the two senior Cabinet officers made the public aware of
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said he's going to go back into
court and ask that Hezar's
sentence be reduced on the
grounds that the embargo really
wasn't our national policy.
"The law says that if someone
wants to send anything to Iran.
they 'must have State Department approval. And now we find
that the President went around
the approval just like • Hezar
did."
Robbins hadn't decided
precisely what arguments he
would make in his client's
behalf.
But I have a suggestion. He
should let Hezar speak for
himself and say something like:
"Your honor. The President
doesn't want the Russians to get
in Iran and I don't want them to
either. The President sent them
some airplane parts. I sent them
some radios. We're both on the
same team, me and the Prez. I
am following hisforeign policy.
"So I don't think you should
put me in jail for — like. the
President says — acting in the
best interests of this wonderful
nation of ours.
"But if you do send me to
prison, your honor, then I think
thAt you should give me a
celimate who committed the
same kind of crime.
"Guess who?"

Looking Back

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
Former Governor Julian M.
Carroll released the following
letter to labor representatives in
Louisville on Nov. 18, regarding
Toyota site construction labor
issues.
As a candidate for Governor, I
think I have an obligation to
speak out and take a responsible
position on the ongoing controversy between the building
trades unions and Ohbayashi
Corp. of Japan; the construction
company which is working along
with numerous sub contractors
to build the new Toyota plant
near Georgetown.
It appears to me that the central question in this matter concerns whether a contract, or
"contracts", for the labor
necessary to construct this project should be awarded on the
basis of who is willing to work
the cheapest. My own response
to that question is an emphatic
NO.
The road to good will, fair
dealing and respect between
labor and management in this
country has been long and hard.
In recent decades, there has
been tremendous progress in bringing the two sides together
and keeping them together. In
my own previous administration, for example, we established the Governor's Labor
Management Advisory Council
and the annual Labor Management Conference, which
Is considered by many as the
best conference of its kind in
America today.
Not since the day of William
Jennings Bryan, at the turn of
the century, has there been such
a brazen effort "to press down
upon the brow of labor a crown
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their objections — Weinberger
more indirectly than Shultz.
That isn't the way Reagan —
or any other president — likes
his advisers to behave. He
doesn't mind dissent in the
Cabinet room but not in the
public arena. And yet, Reagan
evidently can live with it.
Dismissing rumors that Shultz
might quit over Iran, the president said Wednesday night: "He
knows that I want him to stay,
and he has in advance said that
he wants to. There's been no talk
of resignation."
Meantime, there has never
been a suggestion that
Weinberger would quit over
Iran, even though he let it be
known as late as Wednesday,
while Reagan was hoping the
controversy would melt away,
that he had fought the Ian initiative from the start as
"absurd."
Back in June 1985, Weinberger
compared the idea of developing
new ties with Iran to "inviting
(Libyan leader Moammar)
Gadhafi over for a cozy lunch,"
said a source, speaking on condition he not be identified.
In a strLki* er!ample of how
the game kr played in
Washington, Weinberger was
out of town at a military computer trade show in Charleston,
W.Va., saying that Reagan's
position on terrorism was "fully
understood and supported."
Anonymously, however, an official close to Weinberger suggested "if you're looking fbi a
culprit in this who led the policy
down' an alley, it would be
McFarlane."
And yet Robert McFarlane,
the former national security adviser, told The Washington Post
that while it was sensible to try
to open a dialogue "with reformist people in Iran" it was "a

mistake to introduce any element of arms transfers into it."
Confusing? Not any more than
the way alliances take shape
within the Cabinet room and
across the top echelons of
government.
Shultz and McFarlane were a
cozy duo before McFarlane quit
his White House post a year ago.
They frequently lined up against
Weinberger on arms control
issues and other aspects of
U.S.-Soviet relations.
The fact that Shultz and
McFarlane worked well
together was, in itself, unusual.
The fact that Shultz and Adm.
John Poindexter, the current
security adviser, disagreed over
Iran was not surprising.
Alexander Haig, who was
Reagan's first secretary of
state, fought frequently with
William Clark, then the national
security adviser. The struggle
was Mostly.,over access to the
president. Haig lost, and
Reagan accepted his
resignation.
In the Carter years, Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance and national security adviser Zbigniew
Brzesinski had sharp differences over the direction of
U.S. foreign policy. The
disagreement boiled over when
Vance's advice not to attempt a
military rescue of American
hostages in Iran was not taken
by the president. Vance quit.
In the Nixon years, Secretary
of State William Rogeri did not
have much of a clinnce to
disagree or agree with Henry
Kissinger, the national security
adviser. Rogers simply was cut
out of several major policy decisions, including the U.S. opening
to China. He resigned — — and
the lob went to Kissinger. in title
as well as fact.

Ten years ago
Danny Cunningham was named as Kentucky's Outstanding
Young Farmer for 1976 at fall
board meeting of Kentucky
Jaycees at Bowling Green.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team got first
place sweepstakes honors at
Bullit Central Speech
Tournament
The Murray High School
Speech Team won honors at 14th
annual Final Frontier Classic of
Memphis Frayser High School,
Memphis. Tenn.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John Br-Main.
Nov. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Falwell of
Rt. 3. Murray. will observe their
50th weddg anniversary on
Nov. 26.
Twenty years ago
Army Private First Class Joe
R. Arnold, son of Mr and Mrs.
Loyd B. Arnold. is a member of
1st Battalion of 44th Artillery
serving in Vietnam.
The Murray Woman's Club
will present "Red Shoes" by
Louisville Children's Theatre on
Dec. 3 at Murray State University auditorium.
Barletta Wrather. county
home extension agent. spoke
about "Color in Rainbow and
You" at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray.
Woman's Club. She was introduced by Mrs. J.A. Outland.
Robert Hopkins, N.L. iTuppy
Rowland and Jerry Maupin all
killed deer while hunting during
the past week, according to
Items in "Fin 'N' Feather's" column written by Ed and Lee
Smith.
Richard W. Farrell is
representing Murray State
University at the 42nd annual
meeting of National Association
of Schools of Music at Dallas.
Texas.
Thirty years ago
Murray Postmaster Harry I.
Sledd urges the public to mail
their cards and packages for
Christmas at the earliest possible date in order to assure
delivery before the holiday.
A feature story and picture
about George H. Pittman who
will be 93 on Nov. 30 is published.
Dr. Robert G. Lee, pastor at
Bellevue Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.. for 29 years will
speak about "Pay-Day, Someday" at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 25 at
Memorial Baptist Church.
In high school basketball
games Kirksey beat Murray
Training and Lynn Grove beat
Almo. High team scorers were
Rob Darnell for Kirksey. Bill
Rogers for Murray Training.
Stye Paschall for 'Lynn Grove
and Bobby Pritchett for Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Mrs. A.L. Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Dill, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, Jake Dunn, ha Douglas
and Guthrie Churchill attended
Rispah Shrine Fall Festival at
Madisonville.
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Anniversary reception on Nov. 29

Corning community events listed
Friday, Nov.21
Friday, Nov.21
Adult Bible Study R.E. Johnson Theatre,
Class will meet froth 7 to Doyle Fine Arts Center,
9 p.m. at University Murray State
Church of Christ.
University.
---- -Singles of First BapIntercollegiate Rodeo
tist Church will meet in will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
basement of Fellowship West Kentucky
Hall for movie and pop- Livestock and Exposition Center.
corn at 7:30 p.m.
---- -AA and Al-Anon will
Square and round
dancing with music by meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Sharecropper will be Kevil Center. South 10th
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Street Extended,
Lynn Grove Roller Mayfield.
Rink
------ Gospel singing featurCalloway County High ing the Seekers Quartet
School Basketball Jam- will be at 7 p.m. at Norboree will feature girls' thside Independent
games with Murray 'Church. McKinney
High vs. Trigg County at Road off Highway 1346.
6 p.m. and Calloway vs.
---Todd County at 7:45
Gospel singing featurp.m.
ing The Bread of Life
Singers from
Calloway County
Hopkinsville will be at
Chapter .of American
Faith Tabernacle
Red Cross will continue Pentecostal Church.
its CPR course at 6:30
---p.m. at Murray Saturday, Nov.23
Calloway County
Tin Can Party for
Hospital.
children, grades 1 to 6,
- --Games are scheduled at Memorial Baptist
at 8 p.m. at Murray Church will be from 10
Moose Lodge. This is for a.m. to noon. Admission
will-be a gift of canned'
members only.
goods to share with
---An opera, "Barber of Need Line.
---Seville," will be
Youth4of V'irst Baptist
presented at 8 p.m. in

Saturday, Nov. 22
Church will have a
hayride at 6:30 p.m
---Junior High Youth of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at 10
a.m. for leaf raking project and later for pizza
and movie at church.
---Craft Bazaar, sponsored by Harris Grove,
Friendship and New
Providence
Homemakers Club, will
be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
---Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at noon for a
luncheon at the Boston
Tea Party at Holiday
Inn. Members note
change in place.
---Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
have its fall festival
from 6 to 8 p.m.
---Calloway County Higlv
School Basketball Jamboree will feature boys'
games with Murray
High vs. Bowling Green
at 5 p.m., Calloway vs.
Trigg County at 6:45
p.m. and Marshall
County vs. Todd Central
at 8:30 p.m.
----

Meirray Ledger & Times

To Burkeen, editor

Saturday, Nov.22

The Rev. and Mrs.
Clara Bramley, exten- R.J. Burpoe of Murray
sion assistant, will ap- will be honored with a
pear on program on reception in observance
WPSD-TV at 6:30 p.m.
of their 45th wedding an---niversary on Saturday,
Dance featuring Nov. 29.
music by Rowdy will be
The event will be from
from 8 p.m. to midnight 2 to 5 p.m. at the Grace
at Murray Moose Baptist Church
Lodge. This is for Fellowship House,
members only.
South Ninth Street,
---Murray.
An opera, "Barber of
All friends and
Seville,' will be relatives are invited to
presented at 8 p.m. in attend.
R.E. Johnson Theatre,
The family requests
Doyle Fine Arts Center, that guests not bring
Murray State gifts.
University.
Rev, and Mrs. Burpoe
---,were married Nov. 23,
Intercollegiate Rodeo 1941, in Charleston, Mo.
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in She is the former
West Kentucky Mildred Cathey.
Livestock and ExposiTheir attendants were
tion Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
---Watkins.
Art works by FS canRev. Burpoe is pastor
didate Alicia Thompson of Grace Baptist
Harned will be on Church, Murray. He has
display today through pastored churches in
Dec. 3 in Curris Center Kentucky and TenGallery, Murray State nessee area for the past
University.
35 years.
---The reception will be
AA and Al-Anon will hosted by their two
meet at 8 p.m. at daughters and families, McNutt and sons, Mit(Cont'd on page 8)
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry chell and Michael, Mur-

The Rev. and Mrs. RI Burpoe

Your Individual
Horoscope

ou.cksido - standard
- 009

The Stihl 009 is a small chain saw that's big enough
on power and performance to take care of all your
firewood needs. And since it's a Stihl, you know it
will be around for a long time to come.

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th

Murray
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To,find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1986
A.RIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
There's nothing like someone
• second-guessing you after you've
finally made up your mind. Hold fast
to your position and your principles.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You may not be able to keep
everyone happy at home, but you can
your share to help out. Extra
responsibility falls on your shoulders
now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Surely others must know that if
•
you've already hurt theirfeelings,you
don't want to talk about it. Still, it's
probably the wisest course of action
to make up.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
It's best to leave the money and the
credit cards at home on this day
when you either make the wrong
choice or simply spend too much. Be
stingy with yourself.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Problems once they start could go
on and on. Nothing that serious, but
some nagging is a possibility,. Familiar haunts are best for pleasure.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You are more sensitive than usual
and perhaps a bit self-conscious, or
quick to take offense. Get a hold of
yourself. Doing chores rests your
mind a bit.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Small problems could arise with
friendships. By being patient and
level-headed, you'll make the most of
what could be slightly irksome

Per

do

children, Lynne, Lori
and B.J, of Odell. Ill.

Two babies and
dismissals listed

Frances Drake

A Little
STIHL
Goesa
,
1\Long Way.

V.

ray; and Dr. and Mrs.
William Koenecke and

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) .
It's not your day for making the big
deal. Concentrate on getting work at
hand done rather than forging new
ground at present. Children need tact
with a parent.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
In the end you'll do what your
-conscience tells you, but for a while
today you're tempted to do otherwise. You may also be asked to give
sortie adVice. CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll, try not to hurt a friend's
feelings, but in the end you may just
do that. It's not your fault. A financial
proposition needs to be carefully
investigated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
This is one time when an argument
can be settled by the intervention of a
third party. Why don't you and your
adversary agree to solicit another
opinion.
PISCES
)4111P
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
After pussyfooting around about
the best way to handle a situation,
you'll just do it the best you can.
Perhaps, there is no best way under
the circumstances.
IF BORN TODAY. you have strong
beliefs and sometimes can go overboard in espousing or defending
them. Somewhat high-strung, you
need to keep your temperament in
check. You have strong intuition,
which you should listen to. First
though, you have to overcome an
innate skepticism. When you believe
in what you're doing, you're unbeatable and can succeed in anything

011€
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Two newborn admissions and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Nov. 20, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Kirkland baby boy,
parents, Ca la and
James. Rt. 3,s ox 296,
Cadiz;
Batey baby boy,
parents, Mary and Kenneth. Rt. 5, Box 85,
Paris, Tenn.
Disinisssals
Mrs. Wanda Fay
Taylor and baby boy.
Rt. 5, Box 131A,
Mayfield; Phillip Wyatt

Jr., 620 North Brewer;
Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Teresa McCuiston, Rt. 4, Box 802,
Murray; Henry Allen
Francis, 114 South 10th
St., Murray;
Gregory Allen Smith,
Rt. 7, Box 245, Benton;
Dillard Mathis, Rt. 3,
Box 296, Benton;
Willie Biffle, 1107 Vine
St., Murray; Mrs. Otie
McDougal, 900 Poplar
St., Murray;
Mrs. Audrey Grogan,
Rt. 3, Box 371, Murray;
Mrs. Mildred Collie, 526
South Sixth St., Murray.

DATEBOOK
Tyler Gray Smith born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith of Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Tyler Gray, weighing
eight pounds, born on Tuesday, Oct. 28, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith of Puryear
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCoy of Cleveland, Tenn.

Henderson graduates
Senior Airman David A. Henderson, son of Bill
L. and Brenda A. Henderson, 206 West Seventh
St., Benton, has graduated from U.S. Air Force
aircraft electrical repair course at Chanute Air
Force Base, Ill. During the course he was taught
to inspect, repair and maintain electrical
systems and components in aircraft and related
equipment. He also earned credits toward an
associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force. He is a 1980 graduate of
Marshall County High School, Benton. Henderson's wife, Dawn, is the daughter of Thomas A.
Gossam of Rt. 2, Benton.
(Cont'd on page 5)
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CENTRAL
CENTER

REOPENS

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

Bargain Matinees
Sat.& Sun.'Ali Seat:$2.00

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
OPENING ATTRACTIONS

TOUGH

Steven Spielberg':

Cine Central
NOW OPEN FOR

TOUGH GUYS
BURT
LANCASTER
KIRK
DOUGLAS

(1:30, 3:25) 7:05, 9:05

Cheri

ea ti artU

of
the

SONG
SOUTH

Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:

-4
17514E1P.S
CLASSIC

(1:30, 3:25) 7:05, 9:05
1946 THE WALT
DISNEY COMPANY

Steven Spielberg':

An
American Tail

Coming Wed. Nov. 26

Star Trek
IV
His First Animated Feature
(1:30, 3:15) 7:10, 8:45

"kk

(OAT

(
0)
His First Animated Feature

GUYS

.1

11B

Cheri • Cleo • 24 HR.TEL. 783-3314

(1:30, 3:15) 7:10, 8:45

TOUCHSTONE FILMS

Ztic

MURRAY THEATRES

THE HOLIDAYS!!!

TONITE

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

The Voyage Home

4

(1:30, 3:20) 7:05, 8:55
fri

DUNDEE
PAUL HOGAN

PG 13

(1:30, 3:20) 7:15, 9:15

PEGGY SUE
lat Wievritied
Kathleen Turner
(1:30, 3:30) 7:20, 9:20

PG 13

Turkey & Dressing wiGiblet Gravy
Roast Beef, Au Jut
Green Bean Casserole
Turnip Greens
Blackeyed Peas
Cheesy Carrots
Buttered Corn
Mashed Potatoes
Tossed Salad w/homismade dressings
Fruit Bowl
Mediterranean Vegetable Salad
Cottage Cheese
Seed Peaches
fickled Beets
"erpnberry Relish
Homemade Rolls
Homemade Apple Cobbler
_
*SitMats

a stiirmi Hader 12
Boston Tea Party
rn Holiday Inn

you

Diners Cluts/Cart Blanche
U.S. 641 South-Murray
753-0910
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Anniversary reception on Nov. 30
Mr. and Mrs. William
T. Gibson of Mayfield
will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Nov. 30.
A reception, hosted by
their children, will be at
Highland Christian
Church, Mayfield, from
2 to 4 p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson
were married as part of
a double wedding
ceremony with Linda
Crittenden Watson and
the late Clayton Watson,
on Nov. 26, 1938, by the
Rev. J.H. Maddox in the
parsonage at
Metropolis,
Their attendants were
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Burgle of Mayfield.
Mrs. Gibson, the
former Ruth Frances
Turnbow, is the
daughter of the late
Isaac P. Turnbow and
Lois Osbron Turnbow of
Browns Grove.
Mr. Gibson is the son
of Mrs. Iva Lee Gibson
and the late Hugh Gibson of Mayfield.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Gibson are retired from

•Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gibson
the Merit Clothing
Company.
Their two daughters
are Mrs. R.C. (Helen

Marie Jones of Murray
and Mrs. Carolyn
Yvonne Cornett of
Newburgh, Ind.

DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Gibson
have four grandchildren
and five greatgrandchildren.

((wit'd from page 4)

Students will work

Tea planned on Sunday

Baptist Student Union students at Murray
State University will help with yard or house
work. The only payment is a donation to the Summer Missions program. To "rent-a-student" persons may call 753-5711.

The Secret Sunshine Sister Tea will be in the
multi-purpose room of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ on Sunday, Nov. 23, from 2 to 4
p.m. Each one is to bring a $2 gift for her present
Sunshine Sister. Anyone who would like to participate in the program and has not previously
done so is invited to attend.

Tin Can Party Saturday
A Tin Can Party for children in Grades 1 to 6
will be Saturday, Nov. 22, from 10 a.m. to noon at
Memorial Baptist Church. Admission will be a
gift of commercially canned goods to share with
Need Line.

Books Grotip will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Monday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Dr. Alfred Wolfson will be the leader for
the discussion of the book, "Symposium" by
Plato. Any person who has read the book is invited to attend and take part in the discussion.

Gospel singing tonight
A gospel singing featuring The Bread of Life
Singers of Hopidnsville will be tonight (Friday 1
at 7:30 p.m. at Faith Tabernacle Pentecostal
Church, located on Peters Road off Highway 464,
east of Almo. The public is invited to attend.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Jimmy
Lovett of Hardin, Noble Griffin of Dexter, and
Judith Jackson, Lizzie Watkins and Larry Pea of
Murray from Western Baptist; Larry Bohannon
of Kirksey from Lourdes.

Festival at Southwest
Special events have been planned for the Fall
Festival to be held Saturday, Nov. 22, from 6 to 8
p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary School.
Food will be available in the school cafeteria.
Games will be 25 and 50 cents. Admission will be
$1 for adults and 50 cents for children.

Katie A. Williams born
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Williams of Rt. 1, Henry,
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Katie
Allene, weighing six pounds eight ounces, born
on Wednesday, Nov. 12, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former
Sharon K. Parrish. Grandparents are Mrs.
Mildred Williams of Medina, Tenn., and the late
Quince Williams and W.F. Parrish of Henry and
the late Mrs. Allene Parrish.

Cory Stephen Yonts born

Bake sale on Saturday
A bake sale by the employees of Murray K
Mart store will start at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Nov.
22, at the store in the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center. Proceeds from the sale will go to buy
clothes for children whose names have 'been
placed on the tree at the store. The public is urged to participate in this special holiday event.

Moose dinner Sunday;
A Thanksgiving dinner will be at hall of Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal Order of Moose on Sunday, Nov. 23. The lodge will be open from noon to
5 p.m. A potluck dinner will be served at 2 p.m.
Turkey, dressing and rolls will be provided by
the lodge. Members are asked to bring a covered
dish in propottion to their family in attendance.

Music auditions planned
The State Young Artist and Student Auditions
of the National Federation of Music Clubs will be
held on Saturday, Jan. 10, 1987, at Eastern Kentucky State University, Richmond. Young Artist
awards at the national level are $5,000 in each of
the five classifications: piano, strings, woman's,
man's solo voice-opera, man's, woman's solo
voice-oratorio. Ages for instrumentalists are 18
to 29 and vocal are 23 to 34. Student awards are
$550 cash plus other special awards. State
awards will be monetary for both young artist
and student. Classifications for students are ages
16 to 25, instrumentalists are piano, organ, harp,
viola, violin, cello, classical guiatr and orchestral winds. Man and woman's voice age, 18
to 25. Deadline for applications is Monday, Dec.
1, 1986, and should be sent to Bettye McClure,
Young Artist chairman, 204 Madison Ave, Bardstown, Ky., or phone 1-348-9662. Deadline for applications was Nov. 15 to Amy Jett, Student Audition chairman, 376 High St., Richmond, Ky., or
phone 1-606-623-3594.

George Strait's record
listed at top ofsurvey

Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of Eastern
Star met TuesdayNov.
11, at the Masonic Temple for the regular
stated meeting.
Twlla Coleman, worthy matron, presided.
Mildred Morrison was
escorted to the East and
presented her 50-year
pin by the worthy
matron.
Frances Churchill
reported on the "Star of
Stars" Grand Chapter
session held Oct. 25-27 in
Louisville.
Charlotte Wilson
presented gifts from the
chapter to Frances
Churchill and Roy
Clark. She expressed
the thanks of the
chapter for their service
the past year to Murray
Star Chapter.
Plans were made for
the Family Night
Christmas party to be
held Friday, Dec. 5, at
6:30 p.m. A potluck dinner will be served in the
dining hall.
Announcement was
made of the Past
Matrons and Past
Patrons Club Christmas
party at Golden Corral
Restaurant on Tuesday,
Dec. 23, at 6:30 p.m.
The chapter was closed in the regular form
with the retirement of
the flags and the Bible.
Other officers
assisting were the
following:
Roy Clark, 'worthy
patron; Iuta Hutson,
associate matron;
Eunice Henry, associate
patron protem; Brenda
Newberry, conductress,
Betty Dodd, associate
conductress;
Frances Churchill,
secretary; Mildred Bell,
treasurer protem;
Dorothy Bazzell,
chaplain; Bea Henry,
marshal; Louise Short,
organist;
Dolly Clark, Adah;
Lola McClain, Ruth;
Susie Allen, Esther;
Janice Pritchett, Martha; June Crider, Electa ; Zane Coleman.

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of Nov. 16 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have
been released as
follows:
1. "It Ain't Cool To Be
Crazy About You,'
George Strait
2. "You're Still New to
Me," Marie Osmond
with Paul Davis
3. "At the Sound of the
Tone," John Schneider
4. "She Used To Be
Somebody's Baby,"
Larry, Steve, Rudy:
The Gatlin Brothers
15. "Touch Me When
We're Dalhcing."

9. No One Mends a
Broken Heart Like
You," Barbara
Mandrell
10. "Starting Over
Again," Steve Warbler

Schoul lunch menus wonsored b 1 oung-at-Heart.

-atheort Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the
various lunchroons in
county and. city
schools for the week
of Nov. 24 to 26 have
been released by
Joanna 4tdams, food
service director for
Calloway County
Schools, and Judy
Hina, food service
coordinator for Murray City Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of
the availability of
food and other.
special occasions.
Schools will not be
In session on Thursday and Friday, Nov.
27 and 28, because of
the Thanksgiving
holiday.
Menus are as
follows:

Calloway Middle
Monday — grilled
cheese sandwich with
vegetable beef soup
ar cheeseburger on
bur.; Tuesday —
Thanksgiving dinner
— turkey, dressing
and rolls or hot ham
and cheese sandwich; Wednesday -sack lunch — hot dog
on bun or hamburger
on bun. Milk,
lemonade, salad bar,
assorted fruits.
vegetables and
desserts are
available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza Or
fish sandwich with
cheese; Tuesday —
Thanksgiving dinner
— turkey, dressing
and rolls or hot ham
and cheese sandwich; Wednesday —
sack lunch — hot dog
on bun or hamburger
on bun. Milk, fries,
fresh fruit, salads 4"
and yegetables are
available daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
————
Murray High
Monday — chuck
wagon of meatloaf
and whole wheat
bread; Tuesday —
beef stew and corn
bread or
cheeseburger;
Wednesday — Sloppy
Joe or grilled cheese

— ———
CALLOW A V
.COUNTY
—— — —
Calloway High
Monday — beef
sticks and rolls or
fish sandwich on bun;
Tuesday — pork chop
pattie and rolls or
tacos; Wednesday —
Thanksgiving dinner
— turkey, dressing
and rolls or corn dog.
Pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, salad
bar, assorted fruits,
vegetables, milk and
fries are available
daily.

753-0005
111%%. MI) Murra.N. k.

408 South 12th Street
Size.. Infant thru 14

zr,*484.1( :Gloves

* 2 Liter.

* Pa

<Igif er.

SAVE 80c *:
Lay's Potato Chips :Bear Claw 9 '- *** Ice Scraper
6'2 Oz Bag
*1

*
•$

•

753-1750

With Minimum Purchase
Of 8 Gallons of Gas

SAVE 30c

REGISTER TO WIN :Coke
16 Oz.
* 8 Pack
* Returnables

•
7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
SAT. 7:30-3:00

•
•
•
•

79

ArMStrOng

4x8 Lattice $10.95
Treated Lumber for
Patios and Decks
Drs
Door Units

•

119

2 Gal. Philips 66 Antifreeze installed
and cooling system checked

TUCK'S

•

all ** *Jersey

Pepsi

Combination
Front End
I$5
00
Alignment
OFF
and Tire Balance

PANELING
(100 Patterns)

Robertson Center
Monday — taco and
salad or hamburger.
Tuesday — pizza or
vegetable soup %.
cheese and crackers;
Wednesday — sack
lunch . — ham and
cheese sandwich or
peanut butter sandwich. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and
milk are available

Specials Good November 17 Through November 30

SAVE NOW!

10.00

Pizza, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk
and fruit drink are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — corn dog
or hamburger; Tuesday — beef sticks
sv;sauce or
cheeseburger
Wednesday — hot
ham and cheese or
spaghetti and meatballs w/rolls Pizza,
french fries, choice of
fruits and vegetables
milk and fruit drink
are available daily
Carter Center
Monday —
vegetable soup w
cheese and crackers
or hamburger; Tuesday — chicken fried
steak or pizza:
Wednesday — sack
lunch — pimento
cheese sandwich or
peanut butter sandwich. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and
milk are available
daily.

THANKSGIVING
)0 SPECIALS

Bishman Infrared Alignment Equipment
and Computer Tire Balancer

514 S. 12th St.

day, Dec. 9,at 7.30p.m
at the Masonic Temple

The next stated
meeting will be Tues-

Bazzell,

Using

io

6. "Hell and High
Water," T Graham
Brown
•
7. "Daddy's Hands."
Holly Dunn
8. "Tho Much Is Not
Enough," The Bellamy
Brothers

warder, Bob
sentinel,

FRONT END ALIGNMENTS

Exp;res 10/31/86
*i.irro one coop°,per customer 8, one coupon per lob
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER, INC.
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Mildred Morrison given 50-year membership
pin by Murray Star Chapter No. 433 of OES

Afr

Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Yonts of Sedalia are the
parents of a son, Cory Stephen, born on Saturday, Nov. 1, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1111311

Vinyl $2.50 up
Falets
Sinks

Tnh IT-nits
Showers..-.

Commodes

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

•
•

One of Two Turkeys

Register to win one of two turkeys at
• the following SLiperAmer.c.a. ,
ti2ei-AiTiefiea, 801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY
• 'RecOrition
from November 17
• through Noon November 25. 1986 The
* drawing will be held November 25 1986
* No purchase necessary You need'not be
* present to win See details on drawing
• -can at the SuperAmerica store 1Lsted
• above
ove
a
• • a••••••••••* *****

SAVE $1.00:
.
:801 - Cuidwater Rd.,Murray KY.
:'Great gas. good goods Aimmim
Every night 'n day

*

.

or.L...'
"
61.1111

Al=
.
1

SUPERAMERICA
!,

N

6

• 6N
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Community...

FBLA PROMOTED - Calloway County High School Chapter of Future
Business Leaders of America recently participated in the 1988 Murray State
University Homecoming karade. FBLA was promoted by FBLA t-shirts being worn and the FBLA banner being displayed. Candy was distributed to
spectators along the parade route by FBLA members.

a

Mott and Rice given awards
Debbie Mott, right, and Scotty Rice were recently honored at a meeting of
Murray Optimist Club. The two sophomores at Calloway County High School
were presented awards for winning in the District Oratorical Contest of Optimist International. They both received scholarships. Mott also won the
statewide contest.

Students learn at preschool
Lora Sexton, left, Whitni Steele and Erin Weeks develop their painting skills
with the help of teacher, Sara Hussung, at the Murray Preschool
Cooperative. The paint center is one of many such centers designed to help
preschoolers develop basic skills. Information regarding enrollment may be
obtained by calling Joan King, 753-4002, membership chairman. A meeting
of Murray Preschool Coop Parents will be Monday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. at Early Childhood Center, Murray State University.

Father does
detention
for his son

.Get yoLk best
Christmas buys
at the 14th annual...

Alpha
Epsilon Rho
TV Auction

WINDERMERE, Fla.
(AP) - Thomas and
Debra Flynn admitted
they were responsible
when their 7-year-o1d
son was ilsrdy, so dad
decided the only fair
thing to do was to take
his son's punishment.
Flynn, 37, reported to
the principal's office
after school one day last
week and spent 30
minutes in detention. He
said he got 15 minutes
off for good behavior.
Both parents said it
was a perfect opportunity to teach their son,
Sean, that everyone
must be responsible for
their own actions.
The Flynns at first
tried to talk Principal
Dorothy Lynch of
Windermere Elementary School out making
the second-grader serve
detention, saying it
wasn't his fault he was
late.
Sean said Monday he
was more than happy to
have his father do his
detention because he
wanted to get home to
watch cartoons.
At least one other
parent has taken the
punishment for his child
this year, and two
others sat in the principal's office last year
because they said they
were at fault, said
school secretary Jackie
Harper.

Murray: 762-4737
Mayfield: 247-1430

Channel 11, Nov. 19, 20 & 21
6:30 — 10 p.m.
Bid on hundreds of items provided by local
Merchants or Come by the 6th floor in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building and bid in person.

PRE-THANKSGIVING SALE
We need to make room for new merchandise coming in after Thanksgiving. Here's a chance to save
big on some of our best selling items this Holiday
season!
-

Reduced

3050%
a. Maherlike Chair
30" high
'27.99
b. Etagere
54-, 60', 72- high
'59.99 to '89.99
c. King Chair
54" toll
'34.99

All Above Reduced 30 to 50%

PLUS:
•vititt, the purchase of any 3-Piece
Group including Sense. Chair and
Table Cushions will be 12 Price'

VitV\
•

*Odd FurnituNi Pieces
1 2 Price or Lial
•ALI. Placentas and Napkins 20% off
(Including red & green'

11101I%
APlacelbDiscover.-

Sale ends Nov 26th

Bel Air Center

_"Wilson Real Estate & Property Management
MLS

753-3263

Mul/Ipl• lIsling SorvIce

By Abigail
Van Buren

Family Circle Too Big by One
For Wife Who's Left Husband
DEAR ABBY: Fifteen months
ago, I took my two children and left
my husband of 10 years. For nine
years I took an emotional battering
from this man until I finally
reached the point of"Let me out, or
lock me up!"
We live in the same city with my
entire family. They have seen how
abusive he has been to me and my
children, yet they continue to invite
him to all family functions —
birthdays, anniversaries and holidays — just as though nothing had
happened. I have hinted that I'm
very uncomfortable with him there,
hut they continue to invite him.
With the holidays approaching
soon. I dread seeing him wined and
dined by my family who know how
rotten he's been to me and my
children. I hate to stay away from
family gatherings, but I am miserable when he's around acting extra
charming so they will wonder what
is wrong with me.
I may have to ask my family to
make a choice between him and me.
What do you think?
TORN
DEAR TORN: The moment of
truth has arrived. Quit hinting
and tell your family exactly how
you feel. And if they continue to
invite him, they will have made
a choice.
etc

DEAR ABBY: You nominated the
word "hors d'oeuvre" as the word
most frequently misspelled.
After grading tens of thousands
of essays in the last 17 years, I have
found that the most frequently
misspelled commonly used word is
"occurrence."
Amazingly,fewer than 10 percent
of the students in my classes have
spelled it correctly the first time.
The most common misspelling of
occurrence is "occurance' — but
there are several others.
MARK GRAHAM,
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT,
ARVADA SENIOWHIGH,
ARVADA,COLO.
DEAR MR.GRAHAM:Thanks
for the spelling lesson.

DEAR ABBY: Thanksgiving will
soon be here, and I want you to
know how much your column
helped. us. Being single can be
devastating during the holiday
season, so I organized the "First
Annual Lonely Hearts Thanksgiving Day Bash"(our second will be
even better).
Divorced and widowed friends
met at a restaurant for an oldfashioned Thanksgiving dinner. So
many people are all alone during
the holidays, and they shouldn't be.
Eight of us got together, commiserated about life and, before we ate,
read aloud the Thanksgiving prayer
you run in your newspaper column
every year. The queen of our day
was an 82-year-old widow who kept
everyone well entertained with
wonderfully witty stories.
Please continue to print that
beautiful Thanksgiving prayer
every year, and may God bless you
this year and always.
JAN BEDELL AND FRIENDS,
HOUSTON
DEAR JAN: Thank you for
writing. Perhaps other readers
will gobble up the idea of the
annual singles Thanksgiving
Day bash!
5**

DEAR ABBY: My husband has
been laid off for nearly a year and
we are having a really rough time
of it. Is there a tactful way to stop
exchanging Christmas gifts? We
can't afford to send any gifts this
year, and we don't want anyone to
send us anything. So how can we
get the word out?
SHORT IN FORT WORTH
DEAR SHORT: I've made this
suggestion in previous years:
Come Thanksgiving, write a
note to those on your Christmas
gift list saying: "We are thankful for folks with whom we can
be honest. We're not in a position to send Christmas gifts this
year(nor do we expect any), but
please accept our love and
sincere good wishes for a
happy,
healthy,
blessed
holiday."

"You Can Feel At Home With Us"

GRAND OPENING!
Specials on Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Lik• new. 2 OR mobile home with carport,
perches. WIWI outside storage. Approx. 1
ewe. Lakeview Cotters Rd. Priced et
1121400.

Why rent when you can own this lovely 2
OR home. Priced in misi 20's. Don't sere aptprefer this beenity.

a.

stai

gli=0;1h771
6 i

Don't nrsiss this smell 3.. brick home with
opprox 2 acres Quality decor to fit
everyone's tette. Md 110s.

New Listings Aissatinters. 3 111R, Lit Den,
.11e1h, Approx 10 acres. 1133,500. imevesliete peesseselort.

I.
Rh Wayne Wilson, Broker
753-5086
Koh tlargrovo. 435-4594
Toddy Cahoon. 753-2813
Virginia Solon. 753-5970
Jackie Rusiting, 753-4074
Stove Darien. 753-0159

•

MEAL TOR•

Kim Wilson, 753-5086
Pat Armstrong. 436-2333
Diane lloyd, 759-1542
Theo Tuck 753-6825
Rea Talent. 753-9894

"The Pit"
Barbecue
3/4 mi. South of New Concord off 121 South
436-5330
Friday Only Special
Saturday Special
Sunday Spools!
All You Can Eat
Fried Chicken
Chicken & Dressing
Catfish Full Dinners
"Everyone welcome
$4.50
after Church"
•Every person entering the door
•
will be eligible to win a FREE DINNER!
"Special Lunches — Daly" 2 meats & choice of 3 vegetables

(Oont'd from page 4)
Saturday, Nov.22
Sunday, Nov.23
American Legion
Murray Moose Lodge
Building, South Sixth will be open for
and Maple Streets.
members from noon to 5
---p.m. for Thanksgiving
Events in Land Bet- dinner.
ween the Lakes will in---clude Christmas CanGospel singing featurdies for Children from ing Liberty Boys will be
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Em- from 2 to 4 p.m. at Colpire Farm; Attracting dwater Baptist Church.
Winter Wildlife at 2 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Union Thanksgiving
Center; Skywalk at 2
service of Sinking Sprp.m. at Golden Pond
ing, Oak Grove and
Visitor Center; Iron InSalem Baptist Churches
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
will be at 6 p.m. at
-1:30 p.m. and Evening
Salem church.
at The Homeplace-1850
---will be at 7 p.m. at
Union Thanksgiving
Homeplace.
service for the area
---churches will be at Oak
Bake sale to raise Grove Cumberland
funds to buy clothes for Presbyterian Church.
children whose names
---are on tree will start at 9
Secret Sunshine Sister
a.m. at Murray K Mart Tea will be,from 2 to 4
store.
p.m. ift multi-purpose
---room of Seventh and
Boy Scout Troops 77 Poplar Church of Christ.
and 45 will collect food
---for Need Line today.
Monday, Nov.24
Persons having food to
Adult Great Books
donate are asked to call
Discussion Group will
753-2484 or 753-1273 and
meet at 7 p.m. at
a scout will pick up the
Calloway Public
food.
Library.
————
---Sunday, Nov.23
Murray Preschool
Mr. and Mrs. Bud H. Cooperative Parents
Manning will be will meet at 7 p.m.
at
honored on 40th wedding Early Childhood Center,
anniversary with a Murray State
reception from 2 to 4 University.
p.m. at Puryear Com---munity Hall.
Hazel and Douglas
---Centers will be open
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Rust will be honored on for activities
by senior
25th wedding anniver- citizens.
sary with a reception
---from 2 to 4 p.m. at ComCesarean Birth Class
munity Building, will meet
at 7 p.m. in
Mayfield.
private dining room of
Murray-Calloway CounEvents in Land Bet- ty Hospital.
ween the Lakes will in---clude Iron Industry at
Calloway County
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Chapter of American
and Butter Churning at Red Cross will have a
2 p.m. at The CPR course at 6:30 P.m.
Homeplace-1850; Deer at Murray-Calloway
of LBL at 2 p.m. at County Hospital.
Woodlands Nature
---Center; Skywalk at 2
Quad State Junior
p.m. at Golden Pond Band Festival Concert
Visitor Center.
will be at 7 p.m. in
---Lovett Auditorium,
AA will have a closed Murray State Universimeeting at 4 p.m. at ty. Admission is free.
American Legion
---Building, South Sixth
AA and Al-Anon will
and Maple Streets. For have closed meetings at
information call 8 p.m. at First Christian
753-0061, 762-3399, Church, Benton. For in753-7764 or 753-7663.
formation call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
Murray Single Con- 753-7663.nection will meet at'l:30
Bible class will start
p.m. at parking lot of
North Branch of at 7 p.m. at Bethesda
Peoples Bank to go to Ministries, 115 South
Pirate's Cove. For infor- Fourth St., Murray.
mation call Dick at
---436-2174, Martha at
Parents Anonymous
759-4940 or Linda at Chapter will meet at 6
753-9414.
p.m. For information
---call 762-8862 or 762-6851.
Annual church-wide
---Thanksgiving dinner,
Groups of First Bapsponsored by Hannah tist Church Women will
Circle of UMW,wll be at meet as follows: Sheila
6 p.m. in social hall of Duncan with Sherry
First United Methodist Howell at 9:30 a.m.;
Church. Hanging of the Betty Sledd Group at
Greens Service will church parlor at 7 p.m.
---follow at 7:15 p.m.
Blood River AssociaA High School Rodeo tional "M" Night will be
will begin at 2 p.m. in at 7 p.m. at Sinking SprLivestock and Exposi- ing Baptist Church.
---tion Center.

Many Americans say
let nature take course
NEW YORK (AP) —
A boy or a girl? If
Americans could choose
the sex of babies, nearly
three-quarters would
refuse the opportunity
and let nature take its
course, according to a
Media General Associated Press poll.
Overall, the poll of
1,484 adult Americans
found strong resistance
to choosing the sex of

babies, a choice now
possible because of advances in "test tube"
fertilization.
Asked what they
thought about parents
being able to choose the
sex of babies, 49 percent
in the Media GeneralAP poll said it was bad
idea and 29 percent said
it was good. Twenty-two
percent weren't sure.

Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
•Inchodos cholas of potato.
tossed salad and French broad.

•Thure, Frl I Sot., Nov 200-22nd

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Bonidels nth or
Catfish Steaks_
$450

•Every Thurs. Fri & Set
Evening

Different every day $2
95

CATERING • U.S.D.A. APPROVED

1906 Coldwater Rd

N.* A
ow,

•••••••

8450

IRON.

759-1864
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Local churches announce services
Various churches in
Gibson, William
Murray and Calloway
Gargus, Joo,1 Fisher,
County have released
Bob Hargrove, Roy HarInformation concerning
mon, Harry Russell,
their services on SunJack Rose, Trent Gibday, Nov. 23, to the Murson, Gene McDougal,
ray Ledger & Times as
Dan Grimes, Kenny
follows:
Hoover, Howell Clark,
———
Mike McWane, Rodney
Victory Baptist
Lowe, Charles T.
Dr. John Stand ll from
Grogan, Alan Martin
the Sword of the Lord
and Henry Armstrong.
Publishers will speak at
Bible classes will
10 and 11 a.m. at Victory
start at 9:50 a.m.
Baptist Church,
Coldwater Baptist
meeting at Woodmen of
The Rev. George
World Campground, Culp, pastor, will speak
Highway 641 North. The
about "Ten Lepers"
Rev. Steve Todd is
with scripture from
pastor.
Luke 17:11-19 at 11 a.m.
. Goshen Methodist
service at Coldwater
The Rev. Calvin
Baptist Church.
Clark, pastor, will speak
Bobby Manning will
at 11 a.m. service at
direct the music with
Goshen United
Marge West and JenMethodist Church. He
nifer Culp as accomwill be assisted by Dan
panists. A gospel singWoods. Pat Brunn will
ing featuring The Libergive the children's
ty Boys will start at 2
devotion.
p.m.
The Church Choir,
Sunday School will
directed by Robert
start at 10 a.m. There
DeSimone, will sing
will be no evening
"Thanksgiving" with
service.
Pat Brunn and Suzanne
First Presbyterian
Coleman as.
The Rev. Thomas
accompanists.
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about
Sunday School will
"Thanks for Nothing?"
begin at 10 a.m. There
will be no evening serwith scripture from
Habakkuk 3:17-18 at
vice so membes can at10:45 a.m. service at
tend the Community
Thanksgiving service at
First Presbyterian
Church.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The Church Choir,
directed by Daniel
Lake-land Apostolic
The Rev. James H.
Craig with Susan
Chamberlain as
Cain, pastor, will preorganist, will sing the
sent the third in a series
anthem, "Sing to the
of lessons entitled "The
Response of Jesus to
Lord of Harvest."
Church School will
Different Situations" in
Oa
1
.
m
begin at 9:30 a.m.
.
teaching/pteaching sesRussell Chapel
sion at Lake-Land
Worship services at
Apostolic Church.
Russell Chapel United
Dan Walker will preMethodist Church will
sent the fourth in a
be at 9:45 a.m. and 6
series of lessons from
p.m., conducted by the
pastor, the Rev. Marvin
the minor prophets at 6
L. Napier. Church
p.m. The evangelistic
service will begin at 7
School will follow at
• 10:45 a.m.
p.m.
First Baptist
Palestine Methodist
The Rev. Marvin L.
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Napier, pastor, will
pastor, will speak about
"Giving Thanks for the
speak at 11 a.m. service
at Palestine United
Right Things" with
scripture from ColosMethodist Church. At
2:30 p.m. he will consians 1:9-14 at 10:45
duct a worship service
a.m. service at First
at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Baptist Church. He also
Church School with
will speak at 7 p.m.
service.
Eugene Rudolph as
Wayne Halley, superintendent will
minister of music, will
start at 10 a.m.
direct the Adult Choir as
Sinking Spring
members sing "For the
The Rev. Eddie
Beauty of the Earth" at
Young, pastor, will
morning hour and
speak about "The Final
"Showers of Blessings"
State of the Church"
with scripture from II
at evening hour. The
Preschool Choir with
Timothy 4:3-4 at 11 a.m.
service at Sinking SprGale Vinson as director
ing Baptist Church.
also will sing at 7 p.m.
The Rev. G.T. Moody, Larry Cherry will serve
associate pastor, the
as deacon of the week.
Laura Paschall will
R.P. Hodge, minister of
youth/education, and
sing a solo, "Thank You
Lord for Your Blessings
M.C. Garrott, deacon of
on Me." Max McGinnis
the week, will assist.
will direct the music
Sunday School will
with Mrs. Paschall and
start at 9:30 a.m. and
Church Training, GAS, Sharon Furches as
accompanists.
RAs, Acteens and
Sunday School will
Pioneer RAs at 6 p.m.
start at 10 a.m. No evenSeventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, ing service will be conwill speak about ducted so members may
"Thanks Be to God" attend the Thanksgiving
with scripture from I service at Salem Baptist
Corinthians 15:54-57 at Church.
Poplar Spring
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser"Thanksgiving and
vices and about "The
Church at Satan's Thanksliving" will be
the sermon subject of
Throne" with scripture
from Revelation .2:12-17 the Rev. Chester P.
at 6 p.m. service at Culver, pastor, at 11
Seventh and Poplar a.m. service at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
At 6:30 p.m. service he
Bolls, Ray Karraker, will conclude a series of
messages on "Great
Johnny Phillips, James

I'M
C05.1.1CT1048,
MRS

Words of The Gospel"
with the word,
"Glorification," on this
35th anniversary of his
ordination.
Stutday School with
Marty Futrell as director will start at 10 a.m.
and Church Training
with Terry Byerly as
director will be at 5:30
p.m.
University
Robin Wadley,
minister, will speak
about "The People Who
Loved God" at 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services and
about "Praise and
Prayer Service" at 6
p.m. service at University Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, Jim Feltner,
Larry Painter, Dwain
Taylor, Ron Nelson,
Pete Waldrop, Mark
Waldrop, Kelly Nelson,
Tony Wallace, Charley
Bazzell, Greg Smith,
Webb Caldwell, Bobby
Martin, Michael
Caldwell, Tommy
Sanders, Barry
Johnson, Mike Jones,
Barry Grogan, Murell
Goheen and Chuck
Wilson.
Bible classes will
start at 9:45 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will speak
about "On the Edge of a
Miracle" with scripture
from Matthew 14:22-33
at 11 a.m. service and
about "Pastor's
Mailbag" at 7 p.m. service at Memorial Baptist Church.
Assisting will be Coffield Vance, deacon of
the week, Gregg Rogers
and Scott Hancock.
Milton Gresham,
minister of music, will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as members sing
"Rise Up, 0 Men of
God" at morning service. Margaret Wilkins
and Brenda Hart will be
accompanists. Milton
Gresham, flute, and
Linda Stalls, oboe, will
play for offertory. Cindy
Vance will sing a solo,
"Holy Ground," an
evening service.
Sunday School will
start at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
pastor, will speak about
"Above All That We Ask
or Think" with scripture
from Ephesians 1:15-23
and 3:14-21 at 9 and
10:50 a.m. services and
about "Filled with The
Holy Spirit" with scripture from Acts 4:23-37 at
6 p.m. service at
Westside Baptist
Church.
Tommy Scott, director of music, will sing a
solo at the 9 a.m. service. Patsy Neale and
Kathy Ligon will be
accompanists.
The Church Choir will
sing "We Will Glorify"
at 10:50 a.m. service
with Susie Scott and
Sharon Logsdon as accompanists. Solos will
be sung by Grant Lynch
and Lisa Reed.
Mrs. Logsdon will
sing a solo, the choir will
sing, and Donnie
Malette will play a
piano solo at 6 p.m.
service.

Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos,
pastor, will speak about
"The Chrit Connection!" with scripture
from II Corinthians
5:14-20 at 10:445 a.m. service at First Christian
Church.
The Cherub Choir,
directed by Lynn Griffiths, will sing "God
Bless Families." The
Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Boone, will
sing "Sing to the Lord of
Harvest" with Gary
Galloway as organist.
Assisting will be Dean
Caldwell, Allison Burton, Tory Holton, Corinne McNutt, Howard
Titsworth, David
Eldredge, Marilyn
Stickler, Paul Austin,
Betty Gore, bill Koca,
Don McCord, June
Vander Molen and Jo
Williams.
Sunday School will
start at 9:30 a.m. A
potluck dinner will
follow the worship
service.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with
Oneida White and Gwyn
Key as accompanists.
Sunday School with
Jackie Wilson as director will start at 9:45
a.m. and Church Training with Charles Over-
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cast as director at S:30
p.m.
South Pleasant
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak about
"The Un-Common
Goodness of God" with
scripture from Matthew
20:1-15 at 10:45 a.m. service at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
The Church Choir,
directed by Truman
Whitfield, will sing with
Kathy Erwin and Tommy Gaines as accompanists. Assisting will
be Mr. and Mrs..Curtis
Treas, Mitch McClain,
Stephen Keel, Donna
Whitfield, Betsy Whitfield, Kenny Erwin,
Ronnie Jackson, Roger
Kimbro and Daryl
Rogers.
Sunday School will
start at 9:45 a.m. and
Bible Study and UMY at
5:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist'
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services at Grace Baptist Church. Dwane
Jones and Anita Smith
will be accompanists.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent and
regina Peeler and Susan
Jones as accompanists
will tart at 9:45 a.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, pastor, will
speak about "The
Power of Gratitude"
(Cont'd on page 18)
A

Cook
for Thanksgiving

Don't spend your holiday over a hot sigve
We have Bar-B-0 by the pound or by
the Boston Butt There is less waste on
a Boston Butt and no shank bone or
skin and at the same low price as pork
shoulders

Get Your Orders In Now!

TJ's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

Just Arrived

15,000 Rolls
of
Wallpaper .
Carpet Sale is also in progress.

B&C Salvage
South Beltline
Old Farmer's Market Building

FROM THE
41.
PLATTER
- PARSON'S
7=-SCRAPBOOK
' By James H. Cain

1. Don't spend money you haven't earned for
the things you can't afford to impress people you
don't like.
2. God's will and our happiness are
synonymous terms.
3. Many people are willing to be used of the
Lord if they are used in an advisory capa'city
only.
4. It's hard to keep a good man down but it's a
lot harder to keep a "Good For Nothing" up.
5. Nearly all of the great men of America had
praying mothers. Family altars do alter
families.
6. A good father who finds his son on the wrong
track will provide switching facilities.
7..Heirloom: Some old thing nobody liked well
enough to wear out.

0!

,Over A HalfPound Of
SUPER TACO
Taste!

TACO JOHNS.

U.S. Choice

NfefetIt/

ROUND STEAK

DeV16°° ‘11311?1a
•
C
Cti%Ctl‘fik4itiJ

$ 13
Lb.
9
Boneless $1.59 Lb.

CWW.10.1%1.1°M
Maaczabicet
— FR IM

'S

LK

Come To The

A.04.K1) YOU
COKK SACK
TOK.ORSOw.

•••••••
••
••
•••••
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down inteltheir own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pel
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and.
your carrier •
So paying by mail is a simple Way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Miirray Ledger & Times

Weekend Special
Rent 3 Movies Get 1 Free
Members Get 2 Free

Obc exeist!
kk
‘
.
‘s0 szeN.
‘. 06,

30

Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

VCR Rental Only

$9.95 Pea The Weekend

Choose from bver'2175
Movie Titles And
50 VCR's To Rent.
Open til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

Central Center- Murray
from MSU Staciiunt
Open 10 a.m. Daily 753-9697

200 I Mehl Murrey 753 1201
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FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Rent one of our Luxury Vans

For Your Tailgate Party
as little as
Pickup Fr.da.•p m
Back Monday

$98*• *
Tr, ,1•1

a
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ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
If you are and have a sate driving record,
we probably can save you money on your car
insurance, with the
State Auto
Medalist Auto Policy Call
T-r7 Insurance
Br Companies
us today

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

fa/f

Dwain
Call Gene
Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

Agents:
Don McNutt
S111 Thurman
Pots Purdoni

407 Maple
Southside of the Cf. Square
753-4451

Where Quality Counts

Thornton Tile
&
Mar
ble
612
South 9th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-5719

Your Local Marble Mfg.
Open 8:00 to 4:30
Mon. thru Fri.

MARY ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.
404 S. 12th St.
753-7986
Small Animal Medicine
& Surgery
24 Hour
Emergency
—1
EMI
Service
12714-411150uTH

WE'VE SPLIT
THE APPLE IN HALF!
THOROBRED COMPUTER PRESENTS

THE LASER 128
APPLE IlellIc
COMPATIBLE

RACER FORMM!It
GAMES NOTES
Murray State Racers (6-3-1, 5-1 OVC)
vs. Austin Peay State Governors
(5-5, 3-3 OVC)
November 22, 1986, 1 p.m.
Municipal Stadium (10,000)
Clarksville, Tennessee
GAME 11

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
314 Main St.
Murray
753-7733

PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old Fashion Homemade
Cakes For All Occasions
Wtadings Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties Church Events,
Novelty Cakes made to Order
We Put Pnoe and That Little Extra
• Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes To Be
Remembered

410 Main St.
759-4492

437-4455

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!
Come by and enter./
WSJP's
Tr

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $500
each week
Total Potential $2,500

Parker
Ford — Lincoln — Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, Ky. 42071

The New

Murray
753-4488
Sunday Buffet 1 1 a.m.-2 p.
Lunch Special
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Restaurant
Banquet Room up to 200 people
(For More Information Call 753-4488)
Serving Chinese & American
Carry -Outs 753-4488
Open 7 Days A Week
11 a m 10 p m. Sun. Fri
4.30-10 p.m Sat.

1
1
1

12" 1-item Pizza

595

•f •

-OR-

DEl$1.50 off any pizza
EXPIRES NOV. 28, 1986
•

810 Chestnut

753-9844

Hours: 4 pm-1 am Mon-Thurs
11 am - 2 am Fri & Sat
11 am - 1 am Sun
Our drivers carry less
than $2000.
Lomited delivery area.
1984 Domino's Pizza Inc

Best
Wishes

THUS FAR: Murray State is 6-3-1 overall, 5-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference ( W 42-17 at Southeast Missouri, L 31-0 Southern Illinois,
T 10-10 Western Kentucky,L 38-25 at Central Florida, W 17-15 pastern
Kentucky, L 24-13.at Akron, W 23-16 Tennessee Tech, W 45-11 at
Morehead State, W 17-14 Youngstown State, W 21-7 Middle
Tennessee).
Austin Peay is 5-5 overall, 3-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference(L 24-17
at Southern Illinois, W 36-0 UT-Martin, W 24-7 Kentucky State, W 7-0
Middle Tennessee (overtime), L 27-10 at Morehead State, W 13-10
Youngstown State, L 34-20 Western Kentucky, L 27-17 Eastern Kentucky, L 16-11 at Akron, W 23-13 at Tennessee Tech).
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 41-22-2 in his sixth season as
head coach at Murray State. A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, he
needs only two more wins to reach 43 career victories at Murray State,
which would tie Fred Faurot for third in total football coaching wins.
Beamer joined the MSU staff as an assistant coach in 1979, and th(
Racers have compiled a 59-26-3 record since then. Beamer is 4-1
against Austin Peay.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 34-13 Murray State win on November
14, 1953, the series has seen MSU take a 16-11 advantage. MSU is 6-8
on the road against APSU. Overall scoring in the series is APSU 568,
MSU 543, making an average game APSU 21, MSU 20. Murray State
Is 6-2 in games against APSU that have been decided by a touchdown
or less, with a 2-2 road mark in such games. The first overtime game
ever played by Murray State was a double-overtime affair on
November 3, 1984, a 20-13 Racer win.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State is 3-4 when playing football on this date, including an 0-3 record on the road. With
the exception of a game against West Tennessee in 1930, all over
November 22 games have been against Western Kentucky. MSU's
last game on this date was a 49-0 victory over WKU in 1980. Bill Schade
had 103 yards in 14 carries against WKU in 1958 for the only 100-yard
day by a Racer back on this date.
DOUBLE FIVES: Murray State is seeking a fifth in two areas today. A win would mark their fifth Ohio Valley Conference title in football, and a 100-yard day by a Racer back would be the fifth in a row
this season, which would be a first at Murray State.
TO FLOG A DEAD HORSE...: Although everyone knows the importance of this game to Murray State, duty demands that I include
an explanation in game notes. Should the Racers win today's game,
they woluld be guaranteed at least a share of the 1986 Ohio Valley Conference title, dependent upon the outcome of the Morehead State at
Eastern Kentucky game. If EKU wins, the Racers and Colonels would
share the title, but Murray State would gain the league's automatic
berth by virtue of its 17-15 victory over EKU this season.
GETTING TURNED AROUND: Below is a statistical comparison
of the first six games of this season (in which the Racers were 2-3-1)
versus the past four (in which the Racers are 4-0) provides some interesting information. The numbers reflect yards per game average
for the games included in the time frame.
Racer Offense
First 6
Last 4
Variance
Rushing Yards
121.2
222.8
+ 101.6
Passing Yards
184.3
160.3
-24.0
Total Offense
305.5
383.0
+77.5
Racer Defense
First 6
Last 4
Variance
Rushing Yards
156.7
103.8
-52.9
Passing Yards
210.5
176.3
-34.2
Total Offense
367.2
280.0
-87.2
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: Since Frank Beamer
became head coach in 1981, the Racers have scored first in a total
of 51 games and have built a 35-15-1 record in those games,including
a 4-1-1 record this season. The four wins this season have been in the
last four games. The 35-15-1 record is good for a .696 winning
percentage.
RACERS AND NOVEMBER: With a 3-0 record thus far in this
month, the Racers now have an overall November record of 107-74-15,
which is good for a .584 winning percentage. That includes a 41-45-9
(.479) road record.

1NA
PAO
MEW

WIR/GARS
40:1*- Sycamore
Murray,.Ky.

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

The Starter, Alternator & Generator
Shop has moved to. the 641 location.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS

605 Maple St
641 North

753-4424
753-7771

BEAKER, RACERS, AND NOVEMBER: Since Frank Beamer
became head coach at Murray State, the Racers have compiled a 14-3
record in the month of November. Two of the three losses were to
Western Kentucky (1982 and 1984 and one to Austin Peay (1983).
Thanks to OVC information director Jon Verner for this note.
CONGRATULATIONS TO BIRD: MSU tailback BELL BIRD was
named the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Playerbf the Week for
his performance against Middle Tennessee last Saturday. The 5-11,
220-pound junior gained 106 yards in 20 carries and scored on
touchdown runs of 25 and 16 yards to keep the Racers in the OVC race.
His selection marked the tenth time this season a Murray State player
has been honored by the league office in weekly awards. The Racers
have hit a double (two players honored in the same week) three times
*is season and have been shut out four times. Rookie of the Week
honors have gone to MSU four of the last-seven weeks, three belonging to quarterback MICHAEL PROCTOR. Guard CHARLEY WILES
has won Offensive Lineman of the Week twice this season.
PROCTOR BREAKS IN: After only seven games as starting
quarterback, freshman MICHAEL PROCTOR already is ranked
among MSU's top ten in career passing yardage. His 1,358 squeezed
by Garnett Scott's 1,357 to take tenth. It's just a short flip (33 yards)
to ninth place, 1,391 held by Toby Thomason. From there, it's nearly
a thousand yards to Charlie Forrest and eighth place (2,329).
PAYNE DOUBLES: Sophomore tailback RODNEY PAYNE now
has two of the top ten single-season rushing totals in Murray State
history. His 960 yards last season ranked sixth in single-season totals,
while this season's 788 is tenth, 49 yards short of ninth spot, currently held by Nick Nance (837). Payne also is eighth in career rushing
yardage and needs only 23 yards to vault to sixth and 85 to pass Willie
Cannon for fifth place.
HERE COMES BIRD: BILL BIRD isn't far from cracking the top
ten in career rushing himself. At 1,073 yards, he needs 119 yards to
reach Jack Morris for eleventh place, but it's a long run (538 yards)
to Russ Hake's tenth-place total of 1,611. On the other hand, Bird needs
only two more touchdowns to tie the MSU modern-day record for
career touchdowns. Currently at 19, he is tied with Don Clayton and
Rick Fisher for sixth. One score will move him into a tie with Willie
Cannon, Russ Hake, and Carl Walker for third, and two will tie him
with Billy Hess and Lindsey Hudspeth for the record.
THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON: Ironically, the last time the
Racers won the OVC title, 1979, they were 1-1-1 after three games,
the same as they were after three games this season. Here's a headto-head comparison of the two seasons.
1979 (9-1-1 regular season)
1986 (6-3-1 thus far)
At Southeast Missouri, T 21-21 At Southeast Missouri, W 42-17
At Evansville, W 24-14
Southern Illinois, L 31-0
Southeast Louisiana, L 19-11
Western Kentucky, T 10-10
Tennessee Tech, W 24-3
At Central Florida, L 38-25
Morehead State, W 31-7
Eastern Kentucky, W 17-15
At UT-Martin, W 24-0
At Akron, L 24-13
At Middle Tennessee, W 29-8
Tennessee Tech, W 23-16
At Indiana Central, W 21-7
At Morehead State, W 45-11
Eastern Kentucky, W 24-7
Youngstown State, W 17-14
Austin Peay, W 24-10
Middle Tennessee, W 21-7
At Western Kentucky, W 30-20 At Austin Peay
Lehigh, L 28-9 (NCAA playoffs)
To put the last championship into a time context: MSU quarterback MICHAEL PROCTOR was in the seventh grade, Jimmy Carter
was still trying to free the American hostages in Iran, ABC's Nightline
was going through its formative days as a night-by-night update of
the Iranian hostage situation, and Ronald Reagan was still
unemployed.
ELSEWHERE IN THE OVC: Morehead State at Eastern Kentucky; Akron at Youngstown State; Tennessee Tech at Middle
Tennessee.
•

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
ittti Olive

753-5321

Stills

Reg $140 Now $89.95
38 Short thru 50 Long

Blazers

Reg $89 Now $59
38 Short thru 56 Long

Pants

New Arrival!
Men's Long Sleeve Knit Shirts
2X, 3X, 4X $14.50
Big & Tall Cotton & Poly

Sport Shirts
Ties

Go Racers!

$19.95-$24.50
28 thru 54

$14.0
14 Price Reg $10 Now

We Fit Tall, Blg At In Between

Clark's Clothing
Next to C Mart) Ky. 121 Sy Paso .Murray. KY

4

.1111111.1.-

$5

Use Our Convenient Lay.A Way
MasterCar'd or VISA

"VI OV17
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Murray

82 Olds Toronado
37,XXX miles, Loaded.
BEAT AUSTIN PEAYI

111t1S11- It

Nissan
Chrysler
Dodge
S. 12th
753-7114
Home: 753-3488

PLAYOFF PICTURE: Following is a listing of automatic berth
conferences and their representatives, a list of top independents, and
key games this weekend in the race for berths in the 16-team Division I-AA playoffs. Courtesy of Wylie Smith,SID at Northern Arizona
University.
CONFERENCE
TEAM(S)
Big Sky
Nevada-Reno (11-0)
Gateway
Eastern Lllinois (10-1)
Mid-Eastern Athletic North Carolina A&T (9-1)
Ohio Valley
MURRAY STATE (6-3-1) or
Eastern Kentucky (7-2-1)
Southern
Appalachian State (8-1-1)
Southland
Arkansas State (8-1-1) or
Northeast Louisiana (5-5)
Yankee
Delaware (8-2)
TOP INDEPENDENTS
Georgia Southern (8-2)
William and Mary (8-2)
Tennessee State (9-0-1)
Jackson State (8-2) - member of Southwestern Conference, no
automatic bid to playoffs
Sam Houston State (8-2) - member of Gulf Star Conference, no
automatic bid to playoffs
KEY GAMES THIS WEEK
MURRAY STATE at Austin Peay
Idaho at Boise State
William and Mary at Richmond
Connecticut at Massachusetts
Alabama A&M at Tennessee State
Delaware State at Howard
Southwest Texas at Sam Houston
Jackson State at Alcorn State
Northeast Louisiana at Arkansas State
Western Carolina at North Carolina State
Morehead State at Eastern Kentucky
Akron at Youngstown State
South Carolina State at Georgia Southern
North Carolina A&T at Appalachian State
NCAA DIVISION I-AA POLL
1. Nevada-Reno (idle)
2. Arkansas State (Northeast Louisiana)
Holy Cross (Boston College)
4. Eastern Illinois (idle)
5. Georgia Southern (South Carolina State)
6. Pennsylvania (at Cornell)
7. Appalachian State (North Carolina A&T)
8. Tennessee State (Alabama A&M)
9. William and Mary (at Richmond)
10. Jackson State (at Alcorn State)
11. Delaware (at Boston University)
12. Eastern Kentucky (Morehead State)
13. North Carolina A&T (at Appalachian State)
14. Sam Houston State (Southwest Texas State)
15. Cornell (Pennsylvania)
16. Nicholls State (Weber State)
17. Akron (at Youngstown State)
18. Massachusetts (Connecticut)
19. Furman (Citadel)
20. Southern Illinois (idle)
Idaho (at Boise State)
ALSO RECEIVING VOTES: Delaware State, MURRAY STATE,
Northern Arizona
THE SPORTS NETWORK POLL: The top 20 NCAA Division I-M
teams as decided by a cross-section of sports information directo
for schools at that level.
1. Nevada-Reno (idle)
2. Arkansas State (Northeast Louisiana)
3. Holy Cross (Boston College)
4. Eastern Illinois (idle)
5. Tennessee State (Alabama A&M)
6. Georgia Southern (South Carolina State)
7. Appalachian State (North Carolina A&T)
8. Pennsylvania (at Correll)
9. Delaware (at Boston University)
10. Jackson State (at Alcorn State)
11. William and Mary (at Richmond)
12. North Carolina A&T (at Appalachian State)
13. Nicholls State (Weber State)
14. Massachusetts (Connecticut)
15. Eastern Kentucky (Morehead State)
16. Connecticut (Massachusetts)
17. Sam Houston State (Southwest Texas State)
18. New Hampshire (Colgate)
19. Northern Arizona (idle)
20. MURRAY STATE (at Austin Peay)

17
13
16
28
22
25
24
18
38
27
20
32
29
26
35
36
33
31
30
34
44
37
53
39
41
43
42
47
45
50
48
46
40
52
49
62
56
54
57
58
51
55
60
70
63
59
65
64
68
67
69
61
66
77
74
75
73
71
76
72
79
80
83
81
78
82
84
85
86

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
Th78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Sam Houston State (95/94)
Northeast Louisiana (88/96)
Northwest Louisiana (94/98)
Western Carolina (113/101)
Eastern Kentucky (106/104)
Northern Iowa (110/105)
James Madison (108/107)
Pennsylvania (96/110)
Massachusetts (136/113)
Tennessee State (112/115)
Akron (100/116)
Southern Illinois (122/117)
Southwest Texas State (115/118)
Middle Tennessee (111/120)
New Hampshire (129/123)
Weber State (131/125)
Illinois State (127/126)
Richmond (121/128)
Stephen F. Austin (116/129)
Western Kentucky (128/132).
MURRAY STATE (145/133)
Marshall (134/135)
Maine (156/137)
Western Illinois (137/140)
Montana State (139/141)
Connecticut (143/142)
Tennessee-Chattanooga (140/143)
Morehead State (149/145
Jackson State (146/147)
East Tennessee State (153/148)
Cornell (150/149)
Lamar (147/150)
Delaware State (138/153)
Idaho State (155/154)
McNeese State (151/155)
Northeastern (166/156),,
Austin .Peay (160/157)
Southern University (157/158)
Lafayette (161/160)
Lehigh (162/161)
Florida A&M (154/162)
Colgate (158/164)
Youngstown State (164/165)
Boston University (175/166)
Southwest Miiiouri (167/167)
Indiana State (163/168)
North Carolina A&T (169/169)
Brown (168/170)
VMI (173/171)
Grambling (172/172)
Alcorn State (174/173)
Bucknell (165/174)
South Carolina State (171/175)
Citadel (182/176)
Harvard (179/177)
Mississippi Valley (180/178)
Dartmouth (178/179)
Bethune-Cookman 1176/180)
Yale (181/181)
Alabama State (177/182)
Howard (184/183)
Princeton (185/184)
Rhode Island (188/185)
Tennessee Tech (186/186)
Prairie View (183/187)
Texas Southern (187/188)
Columbia (189/189)
Davidson (190/190)
Morgan State (191/191)

Office: 753-1222

The '87's Are Here!
-Stop In
and See Us-

Commenche

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N

,s REAM_ IT

VI Jeep

753-6448

R
A
Pepsi
(2 Liter Bottle)

Central
Shopping
Center

95

753 7670
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

"2 Prints For
I The Price of 1"
Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Nov. 26th, 1966

Snapshot
Photo
•

SAGARIN'S DIVISION I-AA RATINGS
Last
This
Week Week Team (Overall Last/This Week)
1
1 Nevada-Reno (32/21)
2
2 Arkansas State (41/38)
7
3 Holy Cross (79/56)
8
4 Northern Arizona (80/69)
3
5 Georgia Southern (71/71)
5
6 Eastern Illinois (74/74)
12
7 Idaho (86/75)
4
8 North Texas State (73/76)
9
9 Appalachian State (81/79)
6
10 Louisiana Tech (75/80)
14
11 Eastern Washington (89/81)
Defensive end Joe March (60) and tackle Jim Murphy (96) chase Middle Tennessee quarter15
12 Furman (91/83)
19
13 Boise State (98/85)
back Marvin Collier during the Racers'21-7 win last week.
21
14 Delaware (101/87)
11
15 Nicholls State (88/88)
10
16 William & Mary (82/90)
23
17 Montana (107/92)

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza
759-9347

Shell

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

::•

759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

Bel Air Shopping Center
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HSU can get OVC's automatic bid with s+in

Racers seeking playoff bid
this Saturday in Clarksville
13 KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
A year has passed, but
nothing has changed.
At least, not for the
Murray State football
team.
On Nov. 23 last year,
the Racers played
Western Kentucky,
needing a victory to
make the Division I-AA
playoffs.
On Nov. 22 this year,
the Racers play Austin
Peay, needing a victory
to make the Division IAA playoffs.
MSU lost to the
Hilltoppers last year.
This year, it hopes to
learn from that game.
"We got to talking
about too many things
other than the game last
year," MSU head coach
Frank Beamer said.
'We were too concerned
about what was going to

be happening in the
playoffs and not concerned enough about
beating Western
Kentucky.
"This year, we are only talking about one
thing: Austin Peay. And
let me tell you, that is
plenty to think about.
Murray State and
Austin Peay always
play each other very
hard and very tough."
Such was the case last
year in Clarksville. The
Racers jumped ahead
14-3 in the second
quarter, but were
shutout by the Governors in the second half
and won just 14-6. MSU
quarterback Kevin Sisk
was knocked out of the
game in the first half
but returned in the second half.
Since he became head
coach in 1981, Beamer

has compiled a 4-1
record against Austin
Peay. One of those wins
came in overtime, while
two others were by less
than a'touchdown. The
only loss came in 1983.
Head coach Emory
Hale's Governors have
a 5-5 record this year,
having defeated
Tennessee-Martin 36-0,
Kentucky State 24-7,
Middle Tennessee 7-0,
Youngstown State 13-10
and Tennessee Tech
23-13 and lost to
Southern Illinois 24-17,
Morehead State 27-10,
Western Kentucky 34-20,
Eastern Kentucky 27-17
and Akron 31-16.
Austin Peay had lost
three straight games
before beating Tennessee Tech last Saturday at Cookeville.
"I have only seen the
films of their last three

Kerosene Heater

Sale
Give Your Family Warmth
For Christmas!

games, but I have been
impressed with what I
have seen," Beamer
said. "They moved the
ball up and down the
field against Eastern
Kentucky and trailed
jug, 24-17 early in the
fourth quarter. They
had over 400 yards of
total offense against
Tech. Akron just wore
them down': and Clark
made a couple of big
runs.
"Austin Peay is fourth
in the conference standings. It is among the
best teams in the OVC."
But then so are the
Racers, who have now
raised their record to
6-3-1 overall and 5-1 in
the conference with four
straight wins.
Murray State hasn't
given up more than two
touchdowns in a game
since Akron defeated it
24-13 on Oct. 16. During
the four-game winning
streak, it has averaged
29 points a game and
allowed an average of 12
points a contest.
-"We are a better team
now than we were even
a few weeks ago,"
Beamer said. "I hope to
continue to see improvement on Saturday.
"We have to attack
them on offense, knock
them off the ball. We
have to make the reads
on defense and then be
aggressive."
Austin Peay's main
offensive threat is runn
(Cont'd on page 11)

MHS scrimmage
The Murray High Tigers held an inter-squad scrimmage Thursday night at the high school. The Tigers
scrimmage Bowling Green Saturday, Nov. 22, at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Basketball Jamboree.
They open their season Dec. 1 at home against Paducah Tllglunan.

Vols, Cats playing for howl bid
By STEVE BAKER
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn
(AP) — The Tennessee
Volunteers are ready
for a barroom brawl

when Kentucky comes
to Neyland Stadium on
Saturday to try and
reclaim the battered
beer barrel that annually goes to the victor of

this backyard rivalry.
the Liberty Bowl, which
Vol Coach Johnny Ma- plans to extend a bid to
jors and the Wildcats' the winner, and to conJerry Claiborne have centrate on the game at
warned their players hand.
against looking ahead to (Cont'd on page 11)
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KEROSUN
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Comfort
Kerosene Heaters
A. Radiant 9600 BTU Sale79.99

9 29

Heats up to 480 sq tt Burns 27 to 37
hours on a 1 92 gallon tank i417-6640i

B. 22,000 BTU Heater Sale 99.99
Heats up to 14 hours on a 1 9 gallon
fuel tank, up to 720 sq ft (417-63841

We Sell Kerosene
KEfti
1141/

Ii
LINCOLN TOWN CAR

BY TOrOTCMU

C. 17,100 BTU Hoittar

saie119.99

Burns 15 to 21 hours on a 1 99 gallon

tankful Triple safety shutoff Heats up
to 860 sq ft 417-6707)
D. 22,700 BTU Roster S818129.99
Burns 12 to 16 hours on a 1 9 gallon
tank Heats up to 1,140 sq tt (417-6723)

Let Us Help You With Our
Large Selection Of:
114

*Wicks *Siphons *Parts
*Ignitors *Cans
WE INSTALL WICKS!
35,000 BTU
Forced Air
Kerosene Heater

sale129.9
9
Heater operates

Reddy
on
kerosene or No 1 fuel oil
to heat up to 5,000 cubic
loot areal Uses electricity
to operate fan and igniter
Tank holds 3 gallons for
up to 11 hours of heat
Automatic shutoff
(417 6244)

50,000 BTU Reddy Heater.
(417 6751
169.99

BEAUTY
AND THE LEASE.

SPECIAL LOW LEASE TERMS ON
THIS FULL-SIZE BEAUTY WITH
FORD CREDIT'S RED CARPET LEASE
PLAN-NOW THROUGH DEC. 31, 1986.

THE LEASE••

This 48 montti lease is available to qualified lessees by
participating Dealers through Ford Credit Lessee has the
option, but is not obligated, to purchase the car at lease
end at a price to be negotiated with the Dealer at lease
inception. Lessee is responsible for excess wear and tear
Refundable security deposit, cash downpayment and first
monthtlease payment due in advance.

100,000 BTU Reddy Heater 27999
Includes Handle & Wheels (417-6285)

'Lease paymer it includes title use/sales Lan, destithit OIL X I
kie yes, arid lit PI Icif' fee Lease sutiler t. t 1, arm.; oval arid
ikteiiiiatt•
t•
i5'tevinsio.(1hy I i* it •114111

_ MONTHLY LEASE PAYMENT
NUMBER OF MONTHS
REFUNDABLE SECURITY DEPOSIT
CASH DOWNPAYMENT
TOTAL CASH DUE AT LEASE INCEPTION
TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS
TOTAL MILEAGE ALLOWED
MILEAGE CHARGE OVER 72,000

$395.29
48
$400.00
$1,500.00
$795.29
$18,973.92
72,000
$.06 per mie

Ford
Credit

3 Vehicles Availae
We're here to help you. Were TOTAL HARDWARE. Mon-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central
Shopping Center

753-8604 We Sell Kerosene

mow

Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street - Murray

Phone 502 753-5273
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Grand jury indicts Kirk

(Cont'd from page 10)
trig back Mike Lewis, a
5 - 10 . 180 -pound
sophomore. Lewis is
third in the OVC in
rushing and eighth in
receiving. He averages
94.2 yards a game
rushing and 2.7 catches
a game.
Beamer said counter
plays using Lewis are
probably the Governors
most effective offensive
tool.
"Lewis is a real key,
but they do some things
on offensive other than
get him the ball,"
Beamer noted. "Austin
Peay throws a lot of different looks at you and
tries to keep you off
balance. You never
know what they are going to line up in. They
will try several things in
order to spread out your
defense and make you
defend the whole field."
The Governors'
quarterback, Dale Edwards, ranks third in
the conference in passing, completing 116 of
230 for 1,477 yards.
Besides Lewis, his
Junior guard Julie Bazzell set up the offense for the Murray High Lady Tigers
favorite targets are
Thursday night during
their inter-squad scrimmage. The Lady Tigers scrimmage Trigg County at 8
receivers Rico Ransom
p.m. tonight at the
Calloway County Basketball Jamboree. They open their season Dec. 2 at home
and Terry Gentry. Ranagainst Heath.
som is 6-5, 205. Gentry is
6-3, 190.

Lady Tiger guard

Ransdell's play is crucial for UK

"Those receivers are
going to present some
protection I could get," win over favored
problems, because we (Cont'd from page 10)
"I hadn't thought Majors said.
don't have anyone
Florida. His passing set
Last season Ten- a Southeastern Conanywhere near as tall as about that," Claiborne
them in our secondary," said when asked about nessee was on a roil to ference record for passBeamer said. "I've seen the 5-4-1 Wildcats' the Sugar Bowl when ing percentage in a
several plays where chances of extending the two teams - met and game of 20 or more
they throw it up high their season with a bowl the Vols prevailed 42-0 attempts.
and those receivers go bid. "Our minds are on after leading only 6-0 at
Ramsdell holds 13 ofup and get it."
the Tennessee game. the half. Tennesse has fensive records at Ken- On defense, Austin The results of that game won 18 of the last 21 tucky and is on target to
Peay has the second- will decide what hap- decisions.
break Babe Parilli's
leading tackler in the pens afterward.But Wildcats quarter- career passing percenOVC, inside linebacker
Majors warned that back Bill Ramsdell owns tage mark of 55.9 perEddie Walls. Walls has anyone who takes the one of the Kentucky cent. Ransdell has con76 unassisted tackles 82nd meeting between wins, a 17-12 decision in nected on 57.6 percent of
and 51 assisted. Outside these two teams lightly 1984.
his passes as a Wildcat.
linebacer Scott Fox is is likely not to survive
"His performance has
fifth in the conference in the contest.
a great deal to do with
On the Tennessee
tackles for loss, 12.
"The first time I ever our showing," Claiborne side, Jeff Francis has
Defensive tackle Dar- wore a facemask on my said. -He hasn't had the been a steady, if
conserrell Bowie (6-1, 275) and helmet was in 1956 kind of year he wanted vative, perform
er for
nose guard Cameron against Kentucky," said or the kind we wanted the Vols. His
130 of 199
Towles (6-2, 245) anchor Majors, an All- him to have, but he's passes
for 1,616 yards
the defensive line.
American tailback that coming off a great game ranks him second
season.
against Florida and among SEC quarter"Austin Peay is big
"I'd seen some of my we're hoping he'll have backs behind LSU's
and strong up front," buddies coming off the another good game Tom Hodson.
Beamer said. "Most of field with missing teeth against Tennessee."
"Francis has made
the time, they let the big and busted lips in
Ransdell hit 20 of 23 pleasant progress," Mafolks up front charge previous games against passes for 161 yards jors
said. "If everyone
and apply pressure, them. I wasn't going out without an interception had
played like him,
then have the there without all the in last Saturday's 10-3 we'd
be a lot better off
linebackers waiting to
mop up."
A win over the Governors would give the
Racers the same record
they finished with last
year.
SAN DIEGO (AP — Raiders on Thursday first
two drives ended
The
lesson from the night.
With one difference.
with Curtis Adams runs
latest
meeting between
San Diego quarter- of one and 13 yards.
This year, it would put
the San Diego Chargers back Mark Herrma
them in the playoffs.
nn Adams had a 19-yard
"We have had a good, and the Los Angeles entered the game in scoring run earlier.
Intense week of prac- Raiders was — don't place of Tom Flick, who
Herrmann's 16-yard
tice," Beamer said. switch television chan- started for injured scoring pass to
Charlie
"We didn't have any nels, no matter what the regular Dan Fouts
Joiner with 1:01 remainreal physically tough score.
Flick was benched after ing in regulation and
Anyone who tuned out five Charger turnovers, Rolf
practices before the
Benirschke's extraWestern game last year, after the Raiders grabb- including three_ point tied the
game at
ed
a 31-10 lead midway interceptions.
but we have this year.
31.
Our minds are totally on through the third
Herrmann, demoted
The Raiders had a
Austin Peay. We just quarter missed a stirr- to third string earlier chance to win
the game
want to play the best we ing San Diego com- this week, wiped out the In the final
seconds but
can play. We realize you eback, a last-minute* 21-point deficit by Chris Bahr's
35-yard
can't play tight or touchdown and, leading the Chargers on field 'goal
attempt was
cautious and win at ultimately, a 37-31 vic- touchdown drives of 71, blocked
by rookie
tory in overtime for the 39 and 66 yards. The
anything."
lineman Jeff Walker.

Raiders win in overtime

right now." The Vols, at
4-5, need wins in the last
two games to avoid their
third losing season since
Majors returned to his
alma mater in 1977.
Tennessee's running
back corps will be
without Charles Wilson,
but will have top
tailback Keith, Davis
and William Howard.
who have scored 11
touchdowns this season.
Kentucky will have a
full stable in the
backfield, including
tailback Ivy Joe Hunter,
who missed the Florida
game, and fullback
Marc Logan.

MEMPHIS, Tenn
(AP) — Former Memphis State Coach Dana
Kirk, fired by the
university after building
a Top 20 basketball program, has been charged
by a federal grand jury

with demanding payoffs
for sending his team to
tournaments
Kirk. 51, also was indicted Thursday on
charges of income tax
evasion, obstruction of
justice and mail fraud

If convicted on all
charges in the 11-count
indictment, he could
draw a maximum
sentence of 62 years in
prison and fines of
$912,000, the U.S. attorney's office said.

SCOREBOARD
For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.
NFL STANDINGS

man

If I •

•

NSA STANDINGS

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pct
PA
N Y Jets
10
i
0
900 303 203
New England
,
11
3 0
777 304 181
Miami
5 6 0
455 276 290
Buffalo
3
6 0
273.213 251
Indianapolis
0 II
0
000 177 291
Central
Cincinnati
7 1
ii
636 271 278
Cleveland
7
4 0
636 239 232
Pittsburgh
1
7 0
364 175 221
Houston
2 9 0
182 194 255
West
Denver
6 2 0
818 771 172
L.A Raiders
6 4 0
667 256 226
Kansas City
7
4
0
636 249 240
Seattle
5 6
Li
455 199 219
San Diego
2 10 0
167 25) 312
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
9
2 0
818 225
9
2 0
818 242.
7
4
0
636 777
3 8 0
773 156
2 9 0
182 140
Central
Chicago
9 2 0
818 239
Minnesota
6, 5
0
545 258
Detroit
4
7
0
364 163
Green Bay
2 9 0
182 149
Tampa Has
2 9 0
182 171
West
L.A Rams
7
4
0
636 192
San Francisco
6
4
1
591 260
New Orleans
6
5 0
545 197
Atlanta
5 5. 1
500 208
Thursday's Game
Los Angeles Raiders 37, San Diego 31 OT
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at New England
Denver at New York Giants
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Green Bay at Chicago
Indianapolis at Houston
Minnesota at Cincinnati
Ptttaburgh at (leveland
Dallas at Washington
Atlanta at San Francisco
Kansas City at St Louis
New Orleans at Los Angeles Rams
Philadelphia at Seattle
Monday's Game
New York Jets at Miami
N Y Giants
Washington
Dallas
Philadelphia
St. Louis

158
196
189
209
263
130
190
202
272
300
180
176
167
198

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diviskin
W
Boston
Philadelphia
Washington
New York
New Jersey

L Pci

4

631'
440,
273
2u0

4

Houston
Utah
Dallas
Denver
Sacramento
Sari Antonio

1

•

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
0
7
4
0
5
0
5
4
0

ROVI
667
9215
545
333
7411P

Pacific Division
L A Lakers
Golden State'
Phoenix •
Seattle
Portland
.
I. A Clippers

5
5.

.75
Sou
Soo
50io
155
'27

Thursday s Games
Atlanta 108 Cleveland 89
Houston 104. Utah 90
Denver 142 P.ortland 128
Dallas 113 I. A Clippers 108 .
Sacramento 92 Lndlarus 43
Milwaukee 116. Seattle 105
Friday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Detroit at Philadelphia
Houston at Washington
New York at Chicago
Dallas at Phoenix
New Jersey at I. A Lakers
San Antonio at Portland
Saturday s Games
Boston at Atlanta
Cleveland at Detroit
Golden State at New York
Washington at Chicago
Phoenix at Denver
New Jersey at Utah
San Antonio at L A Clippers
Milwaukee at Sacramento
Indiana at Seattle

524 Main

759-9888

STOCKADE®

5th Anniversary Special

100 FREE
Soup, Salad, Hot Food & Dessert
Bars
To be given away between 5 p.m. Friday
and 9 p.m. Sunday
Nov. 21, 22, 23
Come and See our New Decor
and Enjoy a Great Steak and our New Food Bar
Giveaway to be conducted by random
selections from our numbered ticket system.

Bel-Air Center 753-0440

There is one chain saw that is famous
for easy starting, smooth running and
built to last! That one chain sow
Is•••Echol

• NO WAITING
19

Color T

ONLY

1986
1986
JEEP CHEROKEE JEEP CHEROKEE

$10 vi..k
'NO CREDIT HASSLES

Beige, Auto., 6 cyl., 4,000 Brown, Auto., 6 cyl.,
miles, tilt, cruise, stereo, 7,000 miles, tilt, cruise,
protection group, roof stereo, power door locks,
rock & pioneer package. roof rock & pioneer
package. ,

velook
-

• •

WITHIN

ir

-

Sun. 1-5

753-6448

First from the start'

APPROVED

.
S
Hwy 641 N.

'CAN SE

ONLY

OPEN:
Mon.-Sat
10-9

CAIN'S AMC JEEP rs RENAL IT
RENAULT, INC. L 1Jeep

/NZ'

25 Color Console

Centro!
Shopping
Center

HOME TV 81 APPLIANCE

(Nest to Kroger)

753-HOME
753 7670

Mod 280E
• lightweight design
under 8 lbs
• rugged 27 9 cc engine
• features 12 bar

ONLY $
99
139

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure Inc.
205 N. 4th

3

Larry Krouse Insurance

SIRLOIN

ONLY
$11 w••k

40

7',

405:50
545
545
14

OUTSTANDING!

Full Line of VCR's, TV's
and Home Appliances

I
14
5

Central Division
Atlanta
Milwaukee
Chicago
Indiana
Detroit
Cleveland

.0ev

RENT TO OWN

Ga

Murray

753-4110
1 .0

rn
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Joe Walker and his grandson, Clint Johnson,show off the 170-pound, eight-point buck Walker killed Nov. 10 in Calloway County.

,
James Dowdy killed this six-point. 110-pound buck Sunday, Nov. 16 in
Calloway County.

...,

IFt•••r Fishing line
Christopher Brandon took this eight-point,142-pound buck in the Land Between the Lakes
Nov. 16. He is the 12-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Etilly Brandon.

by Jerry Maupin
Crappie fishermen
are the number one
anglers again as hunting seasoris have opened and attracted many
other anglers to the
fields.
The water
temperature remains in
the 50s and this is just
what we need to keep
the fish active.
Reed Hale and Paul
Maggard stopped by the
station with some
mighty fine crappie
taken on minnows.
They were out for just
a short time because
they didn't leave town
until eleven o'clock and
still had 20 plus crappie.
Reed said the fish were
hitting the minnows

pretty hard when they
first started but later on
in the afternoon the
strikes were so light you
couldn't feel anything
except slight pressure.
It was the same feeling you get when the rig
touches a stump or the
side of the ledge.
If you crappie fish
very much you will experience this on several
occasions during the
winter months as the
cold fronts come
through.
Reed and Paul didn't
catch any sauger this
trip but Pm sure that
their activity will increase during the next
two months. The last
ones I caught were very

fat and feeding on the
large 6 inch gizzard
shad.
Bass fishing is slowing down but you can
still take some good fish
along the rocky banks
close to deep water. The
bass seem to be suspending except during
feeding times so you
may have to look for
them. Crankbaits pigs
and jigs or spiruierbaits
should work very well is
you can find a place out
of the wind. Its also still
possible to raise a bass
on topwater but you
have to take your time.
We should have a good
winter!
Happy Fishing!

Gene Thurman took a nine-point, 132-pound buck in Calloway County Nov. 9.

Test helps with problems
Of all the components of
your fishing system,
fishing line is the vital link
to catching fish, The
Berkley Triline fishing
scientists have compiled
the following test to help
prevent fish-catching
problems.
(Circle the most correct
answer.)
1. Which of the following is
- the strongest fishing
knot? a (figure 8
tclinch )c blood
(d)Trilene
2. Wet nylon monofilament
lines are: tastretchier
tweaker (c limper
(d1all of these
3. You should store your
monofilament lines
away from:(a heat and
sunlight ib ilow temps
(c tlow humimdity
(d )fluorescent lights
4. The major difference
between today's
monofilament lines is:
(a)the chemicals used
(b the processing
(C the strength Id all of
these
5. To get better lure action
choose a line that has.

tatslippery surface
b more stiffness
(C smaller diameter
d thigh stretch
6. If your line develops
roughened areas you
should: (a )use thicker
line lb tlubricate line
c linspect line guides
and equipment ( d all of
these
7. To get improved casting
performance you
should: (a(use thinner
line lb keep reel 1,2 full
( c Rise stiff line d tall of
these
8. As a running fish strips
line, the drag resistance
on your reel will: I a(not
change (b )slightly increase ictslightly
decrease dtsmooth out
9. The least visible line color underwater is .
(a tclear lb (green
( c tfluorescent d pink
10. How often should you
change your fishing
line? (a.'every month
beach trip ( c tevery
year Id (all of these
Answers
1, Id The strongest,
most reliable fishing knot

pixxxliA‘xxxliwaxx13:_w_IN-Nwns
st:s1 APOWOCP
FOR 70494r0
AWANOCOP/1WCWOS/tflq.

meozwer

•h,
Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel Injections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-1750

Estb. 1956

tttIMZrayway

a

is the TRIUNE knot. If
tied properly the knot will
not fail.
2. id All of these. All
nylons undergo changes
when wet. Wet lines may
lose up to 20q in break
strength.
3. (a Heat and sunlight.
All nylon lines can be
weakened when repeatedly
exposed to sunlight and
heat. The first clue to
damage is loss of color.
4. d All of these. Today's nylons are completely different than those of a
few years ago. Lasers and
micro-processors make today's line more uniform.
5. lc 1 Smaller diameter.
Smaller diameter line
gives better lure action and
allows greater lure depth.
6. ic Inspect line guides.
Check for cracked, wornout line guides because
these can quickly ruin a
fishing line.
7. (a) Use thinner line.
Smaller diameter lines
cast farther, more accurately with less effort.
Keep reel spools filled to
1,8" below spool lip.
8. lb ) Slightly increase.
As line is stripped, the
spool diameter decreases
causing an increase in drag
resistance. Back-off the
drag on a strong fish.
9. (d) Green. The most
visible are bright, fluorescent colors. Green is the
least visible color and
allows a more natural
presentation.
10.(dl You should
change your line, depending on how often you fish.
Change line at least once a
year, more often if you fish
frequently or fish in line
abusing situations.

Carolyn Roberson killed this five-point,
120-pound buck in Livingston Co. Nov. 9.
Beverly Robinson, 23, of Concord killed this 122-pound, six-point deer Saturday.

(502)527-7807
Hwy 68 - Jct. 641

Draffenville, KY

Mon.- Sat. 8

*Bass Hawk Boats
•Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

512 S. 12th

J.C. Pontoons

R R 2 Buc+an,r• Ten (ROI 232 8221 —

Richie Reeder of Almo killed this eight-point buck Sunday, Nov. 9 in
Calloway County.
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Sell

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

11.AgliET

44P710t

We

5

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Fri. 4 ',it
p
p

We Install AUtomoinfe CAass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

till

THE JONES

l'Adm,th
4)1.t \
'
'Ion thur Thur•

p.r111

ARGOSY

CAMP-A-RAMA

Ki.sTAl KANT
tU\

COACHMEN

Art

R.V. SALES AND SERVICE
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SUPPLY
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Premium Pour Bar
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Includes

prime

beef steaks, fresh

seafoods,

plate

Savings,.up fo $2.utt

•0
0550 Honeer
Hwy.641 North
ati-- *AAA.

Lake
and

some it9mit.
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'

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant

‘41
01

Ky.

lunches

sandwrches.

.r.talke- inn

Prepared In The
Southern Tradition

You
Can't Afford To Miss!
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.
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10 Every Day Specials That

753-6448
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Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora. Ky
Open 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days A Week
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Contemporary religious thought
By BEV BILL P111111Z11,
yaister. Hama
Caspel
UMW 111•Orillet Clorebay

Sometimes we enjoy
getting lost-in-the crowd. There is safety
In numbers as well as
comfort. No one can
single you out or put you
on the spot. You feel
free to be yourself
without the worry of
"being seen." However,
you also run the risk of
losing yourself, i.e.,
your unique identity and
thus becoming just
another number rather
than a name.
Groups also have
power and command attention. Through them
we join with others who
are like-minded and accomplish our mutual
goals. However, a
friendly, peaceful and
working group can
sometimes quickly
become a noisy throng
or even an angry mob.
Ultimately, our
greatest security and
strength may be in
ourselves and our ability and willingness to
stand alone when
necessary. Christians
believe that this is only
possible through faith in
God.
Listen to these affirmations from the Bible:
"The Lord is my light
and my salvation;

whom shall I fear? The
Lord is the stronghold of
my life; of whom shall I
be afraid? Though a
host encamp against me
my heart shall not fear;
though war arise
against me, yet I will be
confident." (Psalm
27:1-3)
And what is the
Immeasurable
greatness of his power
In us who believe, according to the working of
his great might which
he accomplished in
Christ when he raised
him from the dethi..."
(Ephesians 1:19-20)
"I remind you to
rekindle the gift of God
that is within you...for
God did not eve us a
spirit of timidity but a
spirit of power and love
and self-control." (II
Timothy 1:8-7).
The Bible is filled with
examples of individuals
willing and able to stand
alone, even against
seemingly insurmountable odds:
Young liavid, the
shepherd boy against
the Philistine's giant
warrior Goliath;
Queen Esther interceding with the King
to save her uncle,
Mordecai, even though
to do so broke the law
and risked her own life;

Inspectors look for cracks in L-1011 wings

And Jesus, freely giving up his own life to die
a cruel death upon a
WASHINGTON (AP)
cross that "whosoever — Airlines flying the
believes in him might Lockheed L-1011 are exhave life everlasting." amining the wide-body
(John 3:18).
jetliner, looking for
When we are baptized possible cracks in the
into the church we are wing supports after a
called by name and 8%-inch fracture was
identified as a special found in the wing of a
and unique child of God Delta Air Lines jet.
with dignity and worth
The Federal Aviation
and with gifts and Administration ordered
graces to be 'used in the emergency inspecGod's service. We pro- tions, covering nearly
mise to do so, yet are 100 airplanes, on Thursoften reluctant.
day, requiring the
A contemporary song airlines to examine each
entitled -True Colors" plane within 50 flying
echoes the song of the hours, probably about a
Scripture in encourag- week in most cases.
ing us to "shine
U.S. airlines operate
through."
117 of the aircraft, acPerhaps God is sing- cording to officials of
ing to us in the beauty of Lockheed-California,
the myriad-colored which built 250 of the
trees of fall. Only for planes between 1970 and
this short while do we 1983. Three airlines —
see the individual beau- Delta, Eastern and
ty of each tree as it Trans World — together
"stands alone." fly 94of them.
Spokesmen for the
However, the color has
always been there. It
seems even trees prefer
to lose themselves in the
forest.
What a difference we
each can make in life's
landscape when through
faith in God we find the
courage to stand up and
stand out.

three lar carriers said takeoffs and landings
the inspections are The Delta jet involved in
either under way or — in the Newark incident had
the case of Delta — 21,788 takeoffs and lanalready have been com- dings, the safety board
pleted. All three airlines said.
said the examinations
NTSB officials inwould not interrupt nor- vestigating the incident
mal air service since the reported finding a
work can be done while 8%-inch crack in the
the planes are undergo- right wing's rear supn g routine port beam, or spar,
maintenance.
which runs under the
The FAA action was metal skin almost the
taken after the National length of the wing. The
Transportation Safety crack was found about
Board raised concern five feet from where the
about possible metal wing connects to the
fatigue in the wing sup- fuselage, just over the
port beams of older landing gear and near a
L-1011 jets because of fuel intake valve, inwhat happened to one of vestigators said.
the Delta jets after it
The front and rear
landed Nov. 13 at support spars also serve
Newark, N.J.
as walls for the wing
The NTSB recommen- fuel tank, which also
dation for "immediate was found to be damaginspection" and the ed, with fuel leaking. No
FAA order covers at one was injured in the
least 93 aircraft, those incident and there was
with at least 10,000,.- no fire.

When the Delta jet,-___Lion said, speaking on
Flight 194, was landing condition of anonymity.
The NTSB, meanat Newark International
Airport after a flight while, was to conduct
from Atlanta,, fuel metallurgical tests on
vapors could be seen the wing support of the
coming from the tank in Delta plane in hopes of
the plane's right wing, determining what causaccording to in- ed the crack, the source
vestigators. After the said.
passengers and crew
Lockheed spokesman
left the plane, an inspec- Jim Ragsdale, and oftion found fuel leaking ficials of several of the
from the wing and major airlines that have
substantial damage to already begun inspecthe wing supports and ting their L-1011 fleet.
fuel tank.
said no cracks or signs
Initially the crew filed of unusual stress have
a "hard landing" been found so far in any
report, but NTSB in- of the planes except the
vestigators said an one involved in the
analysis of the flight Newark incident.
data recorder and
Earlier in the week.
witness reports have Lockheed advised the
discounted that as a airlines operating the
likely cause of the planes that they should
crack. At best there was inspect the wing support
a "firm landing" well structures, but no inwithin the stress limits spection was actually
of the L-1011, one source required until the FAA
close to the investiga- directive.

New tax law to hurt low-income renters

LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) — Low-income
renters in Kentucky can
expect higher rents and
a shortage of affordable
housing as a result of
the Tax Reform Act of
1986, speakers at a housing conference said.
The speakers agreed
Thursday
that the real
Industrial Average
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income housing has
been devastated, said
WOODMAN BUILDING
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Simons, a former
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federal housing official.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753 3366
PAT GOSSUM
The new law curtails

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

incentives for investment in rental housing
and other income producing real estate.
H. James Brown,
director of the Joint
Center for Housing
Studies of the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and Harvard, said he expected
housing construction to
drop off and less investment because of the tax
law changes.
He also said lowincome renters are
devoting a larger
percentage of their income -to housing as the
quality deteoriates.
In 1974,-- the typical-low-income household
devoted 35 percent of its
income to rent, he said.
That level is now 46 percent, he said. There are
500,000 more inadequate
rental units in the
United States today

than in 1974, Brown
said
"We really don't know
what's going to happen
as a result of tax
reform," Brown said.
But he expects a 10 percent to 20 percent increase in rents over prereform rates.
He also said as lowincome renters face increased pressures, he
believes there will be

more chance of rent and
tenant strikes
•
"We need to make our
society realize the plight
of renters," Brown said.
He said Congress must
devise programs for
low-income renters hurt
by the tax reform bill
Lynn Luallen, executive director of the
Kentucky Housing
Corp., said the reform
act means "we're going

Quick Print & Copy Center
Dixieland Shopping Center
759.4796
Owned & Operated by Hal Winchester

to have to work even
more closely than we
have in the past to make
low-income housing
available in Kentucky."

SEMO
INVITATIONAL
BRANGUS SALE
Saturday, Nov 29
1986
Poplar Bluff, MO
Central Livestock
Auction Barn
Hwy. 67 So.

SPECIAL
$10 Envelopes & 6/
3
4 (Black on White)
$18 per thousand. .. with 5000 or more
less than 5000
$28 per thousand
(Expires Dec. 31, 1966)
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Tips offered for teaching kids how to fish
Although more than 40 possible to unhook, like
million adults go fishing a 50 lb. catfish. A
each year, nobody en- premium quality line
joys fishing more than minimizes tangles and
kids. Unfortunately, eliminates the hassles
many youngsters that beginning
haven't had the chance fishermen experience.
A clear, limp line like
to fish.
Don't let inexperience Trilene XL (275 yards is
prevent you from taking plenty) rated to break
your kid or a neighbor's between 8 and 12
kid fishing. These tips pounds, is a good choice
from fishing specialists for most situations.
Once you have the
will get you started.
Buy easy -to -use basic items, all you need
equipment. Spincast to complete a fishequipment is the catching system is a
easiest, most trouble couple of bobbeys
free gear for beginners. (1-1-1/2" diameter),
Good spincast or "push some sinkers (1/8-1/2
button" reels can be oz. size), a package or
two of snelled hooks
bought for $8 to $15.
Choose a fishing rod (sizes 6-10), some bait
which is lightweight, and a few suitably
limber, and rugged cooperative fish.
There are a dozen
enough to survive being
stepped on or slammed ways to attach hooks,
An a car door. it should sinkers and bobbers to
be flexible enough to your line. One way is to
bend freely when you attach the weight to the
shake it at the store. A end of your line, add a
surprising number of snelled hook (a hook
good rods are priced with a 6" piece of line attached) one foot above
between $8 and $15.
The third item you'll the weight, and a bobber
need, and perhaps the above the hook.
Begin fishing with the
most important, is your
fishing line. It connects bobber one or two feet
you to the fish. It's been above the hook, and if
repeatedly proven that after a few minutes of
beginning fishermen, fishing you haven't
especially kids, entice caught anything, adjust
the largest fish in the the bobber deeper at one
lake to bite. Usually it's foot intervals until
.something nearly im- you've reached six feet.

Kenlake Manna
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

SLIDING BOBBER
(ADJUSTABLE)

found. Contrary to the
practice of many beginning anglers, fish are
LIMP,
NYLON ALLOY
not found in trees or on
LINE
telephone wires.
8 to14 lb TEST
W
or
ms
(nightcrawlers ) and
wigglers are available
at most bait stores and
will catch an endless
variety of fish. Or, you
can send junior out near
home to find grasshoppers, crickets, or other
SLIDING
SNELLED HOOK small critters that
SIZE No.6 to No.10 scurry about where kids

Hordkt SO2 74-2243 of 474-2211, to 171

the biggest fish.
always so.
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If that doesn't work,
take the bobber off, cast
out, and fish on the
bottom.
When bottom fishing,
hold the line between
your fingers to feel
bites. Or, keeping the
line taut, prop your rod
In a forked stick and
wait for the tip to jiggle.
. . indicating a bite.
Beginning fishermen
should fish for fish that
are abundant, and
which bite readily.
Bluegill, sunfish,
bullheads, carp and

suckers are good
fighters. The size of fish
you catch isn't important, and catching 10
bullheads is more fun
(and more nutritional)
than catching one small
bass.
The best places to fish
are small, uncrowded
waters close to home.
Search for fish in the
shallows, around docks,
rocky spots, weedy
shore lines, where trees
overhand the water, or
where submerged trees,
brush or other shade is

41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

pri)

Layton Hudson shows off the nine-point,
100-pound buck he killed in Calloway County
Nov. 18.
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play. This will keep him fish, and don't feel too
or her busy the day bad when junior catches
before you go fishing,
too.
When the fishing is
slow, it's important to
let junior romp in the
weeds, skip rocks
across the water, catch
salamanders, or do any
of the 101 other things
44
kids do around water.
44
Make your first few
fishing trips short and
44
interesting. Fish in
•
r14,
places that have lots of
7/4
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Former Gov.
Julian M. Carroll, who is considering running for
governor next year, has criticized hiring practices at the planned Toyota plant in Scott County.
In a letter to labor representatives in
Louisville, Carroll said the hiring by Ohbayashi
Corp., the contract manager for Toyota, "appears designed to determine who among working
men and women are willing to retreat to the oldtime sweat shop."
Carroll's letter was presented to the Greater
Louisville Central Labor Council on Tuesday
night before the group announced its support for
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear. Beshear also is expected
to be a candidate for the Democratic nomination
for governor in May.
The labor -group represents 80,000 union
members in Jefferson, Oldham and Bullitt
counties.
The unions are battling Ohbayashi over the
hiring of non-union workers to build the $800
million auto-assembly plant.
Ohbayashi and Toyota have insisted on awarding contracts to the lowest bidders regardless of
whether they use union or non-union workers. As
a result, most of the work has gone to non-union
labor.
Calls to Ohbayashi for comment were referred
to Toyota's U.S. liaison manager Jeff Smith, who
was out of the state and unavailable for
comment.
————
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.(AP — Northern
Kentucky University plans to establish an environmental education and research center on
1.000 acres of land being donated to the state by a
Kenton County industrialist.
David Shor, chairman of the Duro Bag
Manufacturing Co., is donating the land to the
state. The Shor property lies near Taylor Mill, 10
miles from the university's Highland Heights
campus.
NKU President Leon Boothe outlined details of
the university's proposal to the board of regents
on Wednesday.
University officials say the property offers opportunities for study in biology, ecology and
geology.
————
HENDERSON, Ky (AP) — Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear said Thursday that Big Rivers Electric
Corp. and a federal agency should be responsible
for the company's debt, not customers.

Beahear said the federal Rural Electricification Administration bears responsibility because
it originally approved the loan that Big Rivers
used to build its ill-fated D.B. Wilson generating
plant in Ohio County.
That plant has been responsible for most of the
$1.2 billion debt owed by the Henderson-based
utility.
The federal agency should allow Big Rivers to
restructure its debt and not require the company
to seek a rate increase, Beshear said in a
prepared statement.
Beshear applauded the decision of the Kentucky Public Service Commission to not allow
any cost of the plant to be included in Big Rivers'
rates.
He also called on the 1988 General Assembly to
force electric utilities to work together in planning for future generating needs.
In this particular instance, a mistake was
made and it was Big Rivers' and REA's
mistake," Beshear said. "So it should be Big
Rivers and REA who pay for it."
The REA filed a foreclosure suit in 1985 against
Big Rivers, which serves 72,000 customers in 22
western Kentucky counties.
————
0,,WXNSBORO, Ky.( AP) — There are only 150
shopping days left until Easter, but former Gov.
Julian Carroll already has an Easter bunny.
The trail of the hare began Tuesday, when Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear allowed that if anyone
believed that Carroll had answered all of the
questions about a federal grand jury investigation of his administration, "he probably also
believes in the Easter bunny."
Then the Easter bunny must be alive and well,
Carroll said. "Everybody I've talked to does
believe me," Carroll said.
The bunny — a stuffed toy — made an early appearance Thursday during a forum of
Democratic gubernatorial candidates before the
Kentucky Association of Counties.
"I believe in the Easter bunny," said Dr.
Grady Stumbo. "I brought one here, and I want
to give it to Steve Beshear."
Beshear thanked Stumbo, but said the furry
creature belonged elsewhere.
"We took a poll this morning, and we found out
there were only two people who still believed in
the Easter bunny," Beshear said. "One of them
was Grady and the other was Julian."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Former Gov.
Julian M. Carroll, who is considering running for
governor next year, has criticized hiring practices at the planned Toyota plant in Scott County.
In a letter to labor representatives in
Louisville, Carroll said the hiring by Ohbayashi
Corp., the contract manager for Toyota, "appears designed to determine who among working
men and women are willing to retreat to the oldtime sweat shop."
Carroll's letter was presented to the Greater
Louisville Central Labor Council on Tuesday
night before the group announced its support for
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear. Beshear also is expected
to be a candidate for the Democratic nomination
for governor in May.
The labor group represents 80,000 union
members in Jefferson, Oldham and Bullitt
counties.
The unions are battling Ohbayashi over the
hiring of non-union workers to build the $800
million auto-assembly plant.
Ohbayashi and Toyota have insisted on awarding contracts to the lowest bidders regardless of
whether they use union or non-union workers. As
a result, most of the work has gone to non-union
labor.
Calls to Ohbayashi for comment were referred
to Toyota's U.S. liaison manager Jeff Smith, who
was out of the state and unavailable for
comment.
—— —
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.(AP) — Northern
Kentucky University plans to establish an environmental education and research center on
1,000 acres of land being donated to the state by a
Kenton County industrialist.
David Shor, chairman of the Duro Bag
Manufacturing Co., is donating the land to the
state. The Shor property lies near Taylor Mill, 10
miles from the university's Highland Heights
campus.
NKU President Leon Boothe outlined details of
the university's proposal to the board of regents
on Wednesday.
University officials say the property offers opportunities for study in biology, ecology and
geology.
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear said Thursday that Big Rivers Electric
Corp. and a federal agency should be responsible
for the company's debt, not customers.

Beshear said. the federal Rural Electriciftcalion Administration bears responsibility because
it originally approved the loan that Big Rivers
used to build its ill-fated D.B. Wilson generating
plant in Ohio County.
That plant has been responsible for most of the
$1.2 billion debt owed by the Henderson-based
utility.
The federal agency should allow Big Rivers to
restructure its debt and not require the company
to seek a rate increase, Beshear said in a
prepared statement.
Beshear applauded the decision of the Kentucky Public Service Commission to not allow
any cost of the plant to be included in Big Rivers'
rates.
He also called on the 1088 General Assembly to
force elei.tric utilities to work together in planning for future generating needs.
"In this particular instance, a mistake was
made and it was Big Rivers' and REA's
mistake," Beshear said. "So it should be Big
Rivers and REA who pay for it."
The REA filed a foreclosure suit in 1985 against
Big Rivers, which serves 72,000 customers in 22
western Kentucky counties.
————
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP) — There are only 150
shopping days left until Easter, but former Gov.
Julian Carroll already has an Easter bunny.
The trail of The hare began Tuesday, when Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear allowed that if anyone
believed that Carroll had answered all of the
questions about a federal grand jury investigation of his administration, "he probably also
believes in the Easter bunny."
Then the Easter bunny must be alive and well,
Carroll said. "Everybody I've talked to does
believe me," Carroll said.
The bunny — a stuffed toy — made an early appearance Thursday during a forum of
Democratic gubernatorial candidates before the
Kentucky Association of Counties.
"I believe in the Easter bunny," said Dr..
Grady Stumbo. "I brought one here, and I want _
to give it to Steve Beshear."
Beshear thanked Stumbo, but said the furry
creature belonged elsewhere.
"We took a poll this morning, and we found out
there were only two people who still believed in
the Easter bunny," Beshear said. "One of them
was Grady and the other was Julian."
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Carolyn Adams recognized
on Calloway County roads
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Carolyn Adams is a familiar
sight on the roads of MurrayCalloway County.
As the Calloway County
bookmobile librarian, Adams
averages 6,500-7,000 miles a
year taking books to readers all
over the county.
In 1966, Adams became a
substitute driver and in 1967
became the full-time
bookmobile librarian.
"I love it," she said.
The part she likes most is "being able to help the older people
and the people that are unable to
get to the library."
Driving three days a week,
Adams makes all her regular
stops once a month.
In addition to her normal
stops, Adams said if an individual calls and wants the
bookmobile to stop she will.
While preferring to have several
stops in one area, she said if someone calls that is unable to go
to the library then she will make
a stop.
The bookmobile no longer
stops at the local schools.
Adams said she used to but now
the schools have such good
libraries, the need is not as
great.
Adams enjoys visiting with
the people as she makes her
stops. Adams calls on one
94-year-old man and "I enjoy
him as much as he enjoys my
coming. He can tell me more
history" about the area.
The Kentucky Department for
Libraries and Archives is
preparing .for the 100th anniversary of library extension service
in the state.
As part of the preparation, the
department has published
historical information on the
service:
'Irhe concept of a Traveling
Book Project originated in 1887
in Louisville when Mrs. C.P.
Barnes organized the project for
a local literary club.
At that early beginning, books
were shipped in wooden boxes to
areas without public libraries.
When read, the books were
repacked in boxes and returned.
The traveling book project
met with so much success that
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs began sponsorship of a Traveling Library,
directed by Miss Fannie
Rawson. In one season, Miss
Rawson rode 96 miles by
muleback taking books up
creekbottoms, mountain ranges
and across the headwaters of the
Kentucky and Cumberland
Rivers.
When the Kentucky Library

Commission (predecessor of the
Department for Libraries and
Archives) was established in
1910, Miss Rawson was named
executive secretary and some
5,000 books from her former
traveling book project were
transferred to the new department. By 1913, there were. 182
traveling library stations
operating from 81 counties.
While the commission was
establishing traveling libraries,
Kentucky's Berea College was
sending reading material into
isolated hills and hollows by
mail train, river boat and
muleback. In 1916, the college
began a bookwagon service to
outlying communities
During the 1930s Depression
Era in Kentucky, the federal
Works Progress Administration
(WPA) initiated a Packhorse
Library program in eastern
Kentucky.
Actual bookmobile service
originated in the 19400 in Perry
County and was expanded by
continuing support of the Horse
Cave Citizens Library League
and Mrs. Belknap Gray,

rorter, author Jesse
Stuart, Louisville businessman
Harry Schacter, Mrs Clarence
Bingham, and numerous other
supporters and members of the
Kentucky General Assembly.
After obtaining backing of the
General Assembly and aided by
fund-raising drives, the Kentucky Bookmobile Project in
1954 generated funds for "a mile
of bookmobiles circling the Old
State Fairgrounds..." according
to published material from the
Kentucky Department for
Libraries and Archives.
Adams said, "many people
that got started on the
bookmobile years ago are now
library patrons."
"I enjoy serving the people
that it do. I especially enjoy the
older people," Adams
explained.
Adams said the bookmobile
will serve people on a regular
basis and people who for
sickness or some other re on
are temporarily unable to ome
to the library.
"All they have to do for a stop
is call the library," she said.
a aaaaa,,o J.

Calloway County Library Bookmobile Librarian Carolyn Adams distributes books throughout the county. Above, Adams,second from left, is shown with three of her customers,from left, Zane Holcomb,and
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Cannon.

Goodyear...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Goldsmith disclosed earlier
this month that he owned 11.5
percent of Goodyear's 109
million outstanding common
shares and was interested in
seeking control of the tiremalcer
in a friendly offer worth $4.73
billion, or $49 a share.
Goodyear will buy
Goldsmith's stake for $49.50 a
share, and will pay expenses
Goldsmith said he incurred in
the bid.
Analysts have estimated
Goldsmith Dem an awarege
price per share-in the low 440
range, meaning he could walk
-away from the deal with about
$80 million In profit.
The company's stock closed at
f42.87% per share Thursday, up
$1 in New York Stock Exchange
trading.
Goodyear also said it would
buy back an additional 40
4

million of its shares from
stockholders for $50 a share, and
outlined the restructuring that
included the sale of its energy
and aerospace units, an early
retirement program and wideranging cost cutting measures.
• Goodyear, in response to
Goldsmith's takeover bid, said
Nov. 3 it had retained Drexel
Burnham Lambert Inc. and
Goldman Sachs & Co. to assist in
the restructuring, which
originally was aimed at driving
up Goodyear's share price and
making the company too expensive for Goldsmith to acquire.
Goldsmith, in a statement
from his New Yoslc offices, said
that in. light _of.the _company's
repeated rejection of his offers
and action being taken by the
Ohi6 Legislature to hinder
hostile takeovers, his investor
group "determined that we had
no other alternative but to agree
to the company's proposal that it
repurchase our shares."
Goldsmith also said he was

satisfied the 'restructuring
would give shareholders their
full value "and would serve the
best interests of everyone connected with the company."
The takeover offer had sparked strong reaction not only from
Goodyear officials but also frorn
politicians, community leaders
and Goodyear workers who
were afraid Goldsmith would
sell off properties such as the
energy and aerospace groups in
order to cut "corporate tat" and
return the company to its core
tire and rubber business.
a letter to Goodyear's
30 -employees, -Mere i -said
etwftrrnin/ty lipMairtir and-ifht5i#
.of suppdrt for Akron helped
thwart the effort.
In

"In my opinion, the sight of
whole communities rising up
against an unwarranted
takeover attempt was the major
factor in Goldsmith's decision to
sell out," Mercer said
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Purdom
Motors Inc.
Announces The
Biggest Lease Price
Breakthrough In
Lease History
And The
Biggest Selection
In The Area.
TYPICAL
LEASE
PAYMENT
$268
$303
$394
$262
$240
$254,
$229
$212
$219
$322
$270
$362

PURDOM
LEASE
PAYMENT
$199
$245
$295
$198
$188
$198
$189
$168
$168
$254
$210
$285

YOUR
TOTAL
SAVINGS
$3312
$2784
$4752
$3072
$2496
$2688
$1920
$,2112
$2448
$3264
$2880
$3696

$255
$299
$305
$336
$425
$463

$198
$219
$229
$232
$338
$349

$2736
$3840
$3648
$4992
$4176
$5472

OLDSMOBILE
Ciera Sedan
Ciera Brougham Sedan
Cutlass Supreme Sedan
Delta 88 Royal Sedan
Delta 88 Brougham Sedan
Calais Sedan
98 Regency
Toronado

$284
$315
$311
$349
$365
$268
$429
$452

$219
$229
$238
$239
$258
$199
$339
$339

$3120
$4128
$3504
$5280
$5136
$3312
$4320
$5424

CADILLAC
Eldorado
Sedan De_Ville

$545
$512 .

$387
$360

$ 584
$ 296

PONTIAC
6000 Sedan
6000 SE
6000 STE
Firebird
Grand AM
Grand AM LE
Sunbird
Sunbird
Fiero
Fiero G.T.
Fiero SE
Trans AM
Carolyn Adams

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, INS

BUICK
Skylark Custom
Century Custom
Regal Custom
LeSabre Custom
Park Avenue
Riviera

,

•48 mo closed end lease with approved credit Leasee has first options to purchase at end of lease

PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers are our Main Concern" •
OLDSleyleBILE
PONTIAC — -CADILLAC - BUICK
OM QUALITY

GM

SERVICE PARTS
41111441111&t 11101011.11 0011•011M1101111

1300 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

•
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Smokeout draws 17 million participants
By the Associated Press "smokeless, dipless and
With dire warnings chewless" for the day.
and upbeat encourage- And in Chattanooga,
ment, gifts and gim- Tenn., Dr. Harold
mickry, anti-smoking Alper, a cigar smoker
forces persuaded as for 47 years, stuted out
many as 17 million his stogie.
cigarette puffers to join
"I tell people eVery
the 10th annual "Great
day
to quit smoking and
American Smokeout"
felt like a hypocrite,"
and cut down for a day.
said the doctor, a
Volunteers in Thursear, nose
67-year-old
day's American Cancer
and throat specialist. He
Society campaign stagsaid he was joining his
ed quit-for-a-day rallies,
stop-smoking
son's
lighted cigarette bonclass.
fires and handed out
cold turkey sandwiches
In Falls Church, Va.,
across the country. Richard Park sat on top
Celebrities chipped in of a flagpole — and got si
with testimonials on the telephone call fror4
evils of the weed.
President Reagan for
Santa Claus showed his 24-hour, antiup in Atlanta, pledging smoking effort.
to give up his pipe. In
A secretary at the car
Fort Worth, Texas, a dealership where Park
honky tank called Billy was sitting, Gwen
Bob's declared itself A'oolford, took the

rave about how they're
taking money out of my
pocket," Levine said. "I
mean, my wife stopped
and I'm ecstatic. In my
rational moments, this
is a horrible industry."
The society promoted
the affair with donated
advertising, volunteer
performers and 16
million brochures,
posters, stickers, buttons, balloons and certificates. Local chapters
"My livelihood is in- added embellishments
volved. What do you ranging from a smokethink I think about it?" free fashion show in
said Levine, who sells Gainesville, Fla., to a
cigarettes from his smokeout comedy show
Liberty Smoke Shop in In San Francisco.
Lower Manhattan. On
"A lot of the smokeout
smokeout day, he said, events are upbeat
his business plummets because it really doesn't
by up to 20 percent.
pay to nag at a smoker,
"I guess I'm not a or to say you're going to
good enough die," said Karen Crowe,
businessman to rant and a society spokeswoman.
message: "Nancy and I
are behind him all the
way."
The hullabaloo didn't
impress North Carolina
Agriculture Commissioner Jim Graham,
who issued a 'statement
extolling the economic
importance of tobacco
to his state. And in New
York City, tobbaconist
Jerry Levine looked on
in dismay.

Fiji tribal chiefs honor Pope John Paul II
SUVA, Fiji ( AP ) —
Tribal chiefs, in a
ceremony reserved for
honored guests, today
presented Pope John
Paul II with a set of
whale's teeth and a
roast pig to welcome
him on his first visit to
this South Pacific
archipelago.
"By coming to Fiji I
hope to encourage all
Christians here and
throughout the Pacific
to dedicate themselves
whole heartedly to the
Lord," the pope said in
reply.
John Paul plans a
24-hour visit to the
islands, his third stop
• after Bangladesh and
Singapore on a twoweek, six-nation tour of
Asian and Pacific countries. The pope is

scheduled to return to
Rome Dec. 1 after stops
in New Zealand,
Australia and the
Seychelles.
The pope arrived at
Fiji's international airport at Nadi, where he
transferred from his
Alitalia 747 jumbo jet to
a smaller Boeing 737 of
Air Pacific, Fiji's national airline.
The 66-year-old pontiff then took an aerial
tour around Viti Levu,
Fiji's main island. and
Kadavu, the fourth biggest island. Heavy drizzle was falling from a
sudden monsoon shower
when the jet reached
Nausori airport outside
Suva, the capital.
He descended and on
reaching a small grass
mat, knelt and kissed

the ground. He was higheAtts.Aribute we can
greeted by Prime extefff to an honored
Minister Sir Ratu guest."
Kamisese Mara and
Residents from iptlyGov.-Gen. Sir Penaia ing islands have -Been
Ganilau.
streaming in aboard
About 1,000 people, packed steamers and
mostly children shelter- canoes, hoping to catch
ing under umbrellas, sight of the pontiff. Fiji,
welcomed the pope at an archipelago whose
Nausori airport, 12 main exports include
miles outside the sugar and copra, covers
capital.
7,055 square miles in the
The pope then drove South Pacific and is
to the city's palm-ringed about 1,750 miles norAlbert Park, where thwest of Australia.
tribal chiefs gave him
Fiji has a population
the ritual welcome.
of about 650,000, of
The hourlong whom about 300,000 are
ceremony culminated in Christians, 234,000 Hinan elaborate dance by d u s and the rest
200 chanting. spear- Moslems or Confucians.
carrying tribesman
The Asian-Pacific trip
wearing black war-paint is John Paul's 32nd
foreign tour sinc`e
on their faces.
Mara said the assuming the papacy in
welcome was "the 1978.

1=011
l.A1E PONT Go oN; A
NATURE lkELL.:;-7 TO
5PENP ALL OR MmE
AT A 50UvEN; STAN;

i'LL BET HARRIET
STUFF HER
BACKPACK WITH A LOT
OF li5ELEGA SOUVENIRS._

"We want to be more
positive, to show the
benefits of quitting."
A cigarette manufacturer, Philip Morris,
tried to counter the

smokeout by circulating
what it called the
"Great American
Smoker's Kit," including stickers that
read: "DON'T NAG ME

— I'm A Great
American Smoker."
The society hoped
more than 23 million
would participate this
year. But a telephone

CLASSIFIEDS
1 .Legal

1 .Legal

1 .Legal

1 .Legsl
Civil Action File No, 86-CI-0119
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court, Flora Ford, individually and as
Administratrbc of the estate of Guy Beane,
deceased, plaintiff, versus Lucille Beaman,
ET AL Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
October 15th term thereof 1966, in the above
cause, for the Division of Property, and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th day of November, 1986, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, for cash, the
following described property, to-wit:
The West one-half of the East one-half of the
S.E. Quarter of Sec. 6.T.1.R.3. East, containing forty (40) acres together with the improvements and buildings thereon.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Civil Action No. 86-CI-221
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court, Bank of Marshall County,
Plaintiff, versus Barry Gene Guthrie and
wife, Deidre Guthrie, and County of Calloway,
Kentucky, Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
October 10th term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Twenty Two Thousand
One Hundred Ninety Four and 70/100 Dollars,
with interest at the rate of $7.19 diem from the
1st day of October 1986, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auctipn
on the 24th day of November, 1986, at 12.'00
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of
20% cash, balance in 90 days, the following
described property, to-wit:
Beginning on the sWest right of way of
Grubbs Lane (Street-alley) and on the South
Right of way of a blacktop street running East
and West; thence South with the West right
of way of Grubbs alley 127 feet to a stake;
thence, West parallel with the East/West
blacktop street 111 feet to a stake; thence
North 127 feet to a stake in the South right of
way of the blacktop street; thence East with
the South right of way of the blacktop street
111 feet to the point of beginning.
This deed conveys a lot 127 feet North and
South and 111 feet East and West and immediately South of the East/West blacktop
street and immediately West of Grubbs alley.
Being the same property conveyed to Barry
Gene Guthrie and wife, Deidre Guthrie, by
deed dated November 22, 1983, and recorded
in Microfilm Book 185, Card No. 542, in the
aforesaid Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

THE FAR SIDE

2 .Notice

Your friend,
Vicki

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday.
Thursday and Friday.

By GARY LARSON

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315

NANCY

6TAND

' POOIAP! POOMP!
AL L_
PPOMP!
YOU E.JER. PLAY '

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Are you paying

DC) ME A FAVOR AND
PLAY ANOTHE_R GONG
FOR A C..1-kAN6E,OK
NO
e
PROBLEM

over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary!!
Call

'

oilutc• yjr":
6_
1.04.
00
OWN
aye
f
I

•A"

I

GARFIELD

Bennett &
Associates

THIS LOOKS LIKE A
NICE PLACE

753-7271
305 N. 4th
Murray

"It's 'Them,' gentlemen."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY
2014'T TALK
ABOUT THE FOOD
WHILE I'M EATIO&

itS1

BLONDIE

1 Crackle
5 Rude cabin
8 Unemployed
12 Game played
on horseback
13 Devoured
14 Christmas
carol
15 Sandarac
tree
16 Decimal base
17 Escritoire
18 Intractable
person
20 Platforms
22 Before
23 Guido's high
note
24 Damaged
27 Signify
31 Be in debt
32 Cudgel
33 Lunatic
asylum
37 Dwell
40 The self
1

2

3

4

12111
15

41 Put on years
42 Lump of
precious
metal
45 Annoy
49 Solo
50 Part of
fireplace
52 Domesticate
53 Role in play
54 Slender finial
55 Send forth
56 She: Fr.
57 False
hairpiece
58 Lampreys

1
2
3
4

Quarrel
Girl's name
Winglike
Baggage
carrier
5 Detestation
6 Southwestern
5

13

7

22

0

,s

8

9

10

11

14
17

1811

THE PHANTOM

Lju T 0 F A
E AT E R IA
A
T tE
R E
I R
0
's A TIE
ED
PIM0
A
ER
0
0
SE A
0
HA
A
00
R
IS
N 00
E
Indian
7 Cared for
8 Native
American
9 Performs
10 — majesty

13

18111191

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

ID

DOWN

20
23

21

11

27
NMI

Will 30
32
11

3111
ill

34 ilia
NMI
.iiim.is•
40

illi 44

45

III
111
III
Il53
I.illUUU
Ill58
U.I
Mil

49

0511

52

54

IT WIL BE
DONE,0 Gh405T
14440 WALKS.
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2 .Notice
PART"" TIME-- Now

Happy
20th
Anniversary
Bobby & Barb
Hodges

-

;POO/4P!
POO/API:
POW
I. cAt.tr

survey by volunteers
Thursday morning
found an estimated 17.3
million smokers planned to cut down for the
day.

11 Antlered
animals
19 Exist
21 Porter
24 Crowd
25 Veneration
26 Crimson
28 Japanese
sash
29 Youngster
30 Summer, in
France
34 Ambassador
35 Mellow
36 Father's

partner,
37 Hare
38 The self
39 Sofa
42 Back of neck
43 Mountains of
Europe
44 Female
46 Part of

taking orders for all
types of cooking and
baking for the Holiday
Season. Let us prepare
your entire Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner. We'll also figure
your Christmas Parties,
trays of all kinds,
desserts or homemade
breads. We specialize in
catering for all occasions. Call- Peggy at
Peggy's Place- Dixie.
Land Center. 753-3004.

Face
Brick
Start At

$140°19er

1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301
WAVE to sell membership in Lake Barkley
Resort. Call 753-3781
after 5p.m.

NO
CREDIT/
GOOD
JOB?
Lot
Financing
RIDE TODAY
Call Sammy
753-6448
season
TETE—WoraTT
--reas
almost here & at Pam's
Cake Hut we want to
dress up your dinner
table with a delicious
homemade cake. How
about a fresh coconut,
carrot, Italian cream,
German chocolate,
pecan pie or pumpkin.
We use only the best of
products & family recipes for our homemade
cakes. So let us ease the
holiday work load- just
call 759-4492 or come by
410 Main St.- Pam's
Cake Hut.
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim aer,lce"

WANTED: Men,
women, boys and girls,
of all ages, to attend
Bible classes at the
Lake -Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Sundays at 10a.m. and
tip.m. If you need a ride
call 788-1802.
INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

harness
47 Actor
Jennings
48 Soaks, as flax
51 New Deal
agcy.

NO VIPISONSIC* 11.NONOI VAI Iran MN
and MUNN No mied I tpil gwomen
Fill of NONFONN *wiry DOT Ciriecsece
Itmement

ALLIANCE
•w

,FRIDAV, NOVEMBER

CLASSIFIEDS
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TURKEY SHOOT
Register with each
Movie Or VCR Rental
for a 20 Lb. Turkey
Drawing Nov. 22nd
TURKEY
WEEKEND
SPECIAL
6 Movies for $10
Fri. due back Mon.
VCR & 2 Movies $10
Fri. due back Mon

SHOWTIME
MOVIES
Dixieland Center
753-7731
TRE Gold Nugget. west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee R." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
FREE

monogramed
name on all appliques
done at Faye's, next to
Paglial's, 753-7743.
Open daily till 6p.m.

Gills Trucking
and Coal
N. 7th St., Mayfield
We Have Lump and
Stoker Coal
Call 247-3797
Calloway Co. High School
Basketball Jamboree, girls
games, Nov. 21 starting at
6 p.m. Boys games, Nov.
22 starting at 5p.m. Location of jamboree: Calloway
Co. High School.

3. Card ol Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We want to thank
all our friends and
neighbors for the
messages of kindness, for all the
the
and
food
beautiful flowers.
A special thanks
to Rev. Gerald
Owen, Cindy Carthe
roll
for
beautiful music
and to BlalockColeman Funeral
Home.
At this time of
our deep sorrow,
The Families of
James Thomas
Hendon

5. Lost and Found
FOUND! A way to save
1/3 the work or 1/3 the
coat on heating wood. A
new Blaze King Catalytic wood stove's the
answer. See at Morgan's Furniture, 503 E.
Washington, Paris, 'rn
901-642-4179.
6. Help Wanted
1000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$16,040-$59,230/ yr
Now hiring. Call 806-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$16,040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 806-687.0000 Ext. R-10706.
AMBITIOUS woman
who would like a creative job in fashion k
cosmetics. Flexible
hours. Call 753-4981.
ROMEWORKERS
needed. Call for an
appointment. 753-7359.
LADY to live-in with
invalid lady. Board &
sRlary. Call 750-1661.
RE
D EXTRA
CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Business needs 2 hard
workers immediately.
Must be neat in appearance & have own
transportation. No experience needed. Call
Mon. 527-9008.
OFFICE & sales clerk
needed. Must work Sat.
& Sun. Good personality
a must. Call 354-6384
Mon., Tues. or Fri. only
for an appointment.
ONLY responsible
people reply- labor
Wile. Call 753-0963.
OPENING for clerk bookkeeper, need to
communicate well with
people. Excellent benefit package. Call for
appointment between
• m -5p m 75X-0595.

9. Situation

Wanted

55 YEAR old man
experienced in driving
all types and sizes of
trucks, needs job.
Prefer local but will
take anything. Call
436-2349.
CLEANING, homes or
offices. Guarenteed work.
have references. Write to
Darla Dobkins, Rte 2 Box
196, Hazel Ky 42049.
EXPERIE CED dry
wall hanger needs
work. Call 489-2117.
ROLIDAY house cleaning, quick, dependable
and reasonable. Call 7624472.

FrrisT i716
-5177131137
care person with plenty
of love and space? Odd
hours accepted. Please
call 759-4104.
WILL clean houses.
References. Call 7594723.
WILL rake
753-0019.

Want to Buy

14

24. Miscellaneous

TOPPER for 1984 Mazda OAK firewood. Also,
long wheel base pickup. have slab wood. Phone
Call 759-1960.
753-5476.
WANT to buy used POOL table• sale or
electric typewriter, trade for alum. John
portable, good condi- boat- night 436-2623.
tion. Call 753-9331 after PORTABLr
BUILDINGS- any size
ANT
n.
to buy used available- to fit any
baseboard heaters. Call available budget.
753-7232 or 753-6085.
Sturdy construction,
WANT to buy light attractive designs. For
weight dolly to pull more information call
behind a motor home to L. Williams 489-2663.
haul a car. Call 753-0458.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak, hickory, mixed
15. Articles for Sale
hardwoods- min, orderr e - 2 ricks- $30/rick defrigerator, only $8 per livered. For a full
week. Rudolph measure- call John
Goodyear-Whirlpool, Boyer at 753-0338.
753-0696.
SEASONED oak slab
wood. $15 rick you haul.
16. Home Furnishings
437-4829.
AUTHENTIC Victorian AIGNER leather
furniture- hand crafted- blazer, like new, size 10,
Honduras mahogany $50. Call 753-7481.
with marble; sofa, UTILITY trailer,
ladles' & gentlemens' sturdy, good looking.
chairs, small chair, end 4x7 bed, ideal for wood
tables, coffee table, hauling. $300 firm. 759console, large lamp 4510 after 5p.m. 513
table. 759-9363 after Whitnell.
.m.
WANT to buy 6" CraftLASS topped rattan sman wood planer. Call
dining table; 753-6215.
chandelier; fluorescent WAREHOUSE full
light fixture. Call Linda men's clothing sale. For
Purcell 753-8233.
suits $89, sport coats $49
SOLID oak corner T.V. to $69, includes reg, big,
cabinet and VCR tape tall men's in shirts,
slacks, belts, jackets
player. Call 753-6762.
WHIRLPOOL heavy (extra special cord
duty washer, only $6 per sport coats $44) leather
week. Rudolph coats $89. Clark cloGoodyear- Whirlpool, thing, next to C-Mart.
Ky 1 2 1 By Pass,
753-0595.

r

wHIRLE.ocrt,

22. Musical
PIANO, Yamaha Spinet.
Excellent studio piano,
very good condition.
$1095. Call after 5 pm
753-8824.
24. Miscellaneous

Murray.
WEST

KENTUCKY
HARDWOOD KILN 395r
5900.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only

$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0696.
WOOD, $20 rick, you
haul. Call 436-2261

2 BIG freezers, upright
& chest, $150 a piece.
Old barbers chair,
Puryear Brick and
made in 1900's, $100.
Supply Co.
,Call 759-1201, after
Arkansas
Field
5p.m. 753-0326.
PORTABLE
Stone
typewriter by Smith.
$75.00 per ton
Corona, cartridge ribPuryear, Tn. 247-3232
bonand correction tape,
hard case. $125. Call
753-6301, ask for Janet.
26.TV-Radio
mats for all makes
& models of pick-up MAGNAVOX console
trucks! Tool boxes for color TV.. only $7 per
compact trucks. Stokes week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
Tractor 753-1319.
FIREWOOD for sale $20 753-0596.
rick you pick up, $25 we ZETITTErTir7c7777.177,
perfect condition Call
deliver. Call 753-5998
753-4417.
ZENITH VCR with
wireless remote, 14 day,
4 event timer $379.96;
13" color T.V. $249.96:
19" color T.V. $299.96
Layaway now for Xmas
at Tucker T.V. 753-2900.

ED

MUST
SELL

AM/FM Radio
Stereo/8 Track
Player. $30
Call
753-3781
after 5:30 p.m.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

14x70 MOBILE home, 3
BR, 2 bath, front porch.
Call 753-5241.
1986 BRIGADIER,
28x64, yellow vinyl siding, 3 BR, 2 1/2 bath.
den, living room, built10. Business Opportunity
in microwave, like
FOR Sale, by owner, fast
brand new. Must sell..
food business and pro- FOR sale- Sears re- 436-2582 before 5p.m.,
perty. Beer Optional, frigerator, $150; gas cook 436-2525 after 5p.m.
within Paris Tn city stove & oven, $35; several 1986 CAVALIER, 14x643,
limits. Call 901-642-0633.
guns; Coke machine, $80; 3 BR, 2 full baths, partly
FOR sale- small asphalt boat-mtr.-trailer; furnish& Owner movpaving business, will Yamaha 750 m/c $350; ing, must sell. Call after
maintain 6 piece fleet of portable 11 h.p. gas com- pp.m. 435-4365.
equipment. $23,500. pressor. 759-9921.
FOR sale- 12x60 mobile
Owner selling due to GOOD clean 55 gallon home with
12x15 add.
bad health. Will con- drums. Ag Brokers, Part. furn, or
unfurn.
sider financing to right Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
$6300. Call 753-0807 or
party at 5% interest. Call JAP hay for sale. Call
750-1369.
5. Lost and Found
615-232-8096.
435-4336.
HOLLYPARK 1978,
SELF service station JUST arrived- new
14x70, 2 BR, central gas
for lease to financially shipment of Lawn
heat/air. 2 acres
responsible individual. Sweepers- Stokes
wooded lot. N. 121,
In excellent location on Equipment Co. 753-1319,
753-1953 or 489-2854.
busy highway. Must be Industrial Rd.
Last seen Mon. 17th
able to purchase inven- kEROSENE heaters: POOL table, standard
east of Murray approx.
size, slate top, like new.
tory. Call 753-3557.
12,300 BTU- $79.99; Mobile home, gas -or
31
/
2 mi. on 732 from
gE VICE station for 16,000 BTU- $99.99.
electric, 10' & 12' wide.
sale. In excellent loca- Wallin Hardware,
Dunoan's Market. Red
753-5209.
tion,
on
busy
highway.
female Chow, med. Includes large corner Paris, TN.
TRAILERa
-IT-TT
1
onear
-73117F-Fir-ar'n- Coldwater. Call
size, approx. 40-45 bs. lot for expantion to RITTC
plete, refrigerator, kit- 489-2611.
has collar/but no tag. convenience store or chen table & chairs,
bays. 2-10,000 electric organ, girls l'Wo bedroom trailer, 2
Famly pet. Recently service
gallon tanks, 1-1,000 bicycle, wooden ironing bath, 12:05, 1873 model,
$2200. Call 247-1609.
spayed. On medication. tank, 5- pumps & boards. 753-4803.
If found (or seen)Pisan canopy. Call 753-3557.
LARGE, large, Large 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
selection of storage
call Animal Shelter
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
buildings in stock for
14. Want to Buy
759-4141 or leave
unfurnished, some new
Immediate delivery.
message 436-2933, DEALER wants to buy Acree Portable furniture, natural gaselectric, air con753-6774, 753-6855, old wood furniture and Buildings, Mayfield, ditioned. Shady Oaks
glassware, depression Ky. 502-247-7831.
or
contact
436-2615
& Fiesta. Call 753-3642 LEAVES, LEAVES- 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
any vet. Reward
days, 753-5738 inlets.
pick up those leaves
Murray. No pets. Call
/ want to buy banball with a new Lawn 489-2611.
offered for her return.
cards. Call 759-1683.
Sweeper from Stokes
Equipment Co. 753-1319, SPECIAL of the week. I
BR mobile home, all
Industrial Rd.
furnished. $150
MOVING sale: couch & electric,
month, $200 deposit.
chair, chest, bed Located
on Hwy. 641, 1
w/box springs & mat- mile south
of Hazel. Call
1. Learn to read
tress, coffee table & 2 492-8806. If
interested
end tables, 2 desks,
2. Get a GED
other odds k ends. Call talk to tape, will return
3. Improve basic skills.
your call.
436-2569.
4. Instruction FREE
MOVING sale- 6_ long 29. Heating and Cooling
showcase, $75; girls
Call 762-3027
Raleigh Sports, 3-speed, WARM Morning gas
$75; 7 1/2 h.p. boat heating stove with
762-6971
motor, $75; 6 h.p. blower & pipes, excel
electric motor, $150; 2- lent working condition,
MSU Adult Learning Center-.
11x15 truck mow tires, $350. Also, gas cooking
Room 206
$50; 2- 5 lug Ford truck stove, good working
chrome slotted wheels, order, $50. Call 436-2668
Roy Stewart Stadium
$40; weight bench &
weights, $10. Call any. 3 1. Want to Rent
time 753-7300.

LOST

LITERACY TRAINING

Trinsmwa ng

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES,
Gold
Closed
Yesterday
Opened.,
Today
Up

Silver

,
388.20
391.26
5.05

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

Compliment%

5.48
.16.44
.02

of

VERNON S PAWN

SHOP
713 S 1.21h Murray K y 42011
1%1 711 I
Wl• boy Cold
Fitl•••• & thainontf•
Wl• Ina*, rinnm•y on anything of volin•
Stools 10 h
(Int, f SintrioV

FOR SALE

In May would like a
room or room & board
in a private home. Call
753-7212.

New Kerosene
Heaters
32. Apts for Rent
9500 BTU,
r 111E151t
ap
automatic ionition, 'near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4100, 762-6660.
-removable
1 BEDROOM upstairs
fuel tank.
apt. Outside entrance
Sale Price $60.00 Stove & refrig. furnished. Reasonable
VVhIle Supply Last! utilities. 1/2 block from
hospital. No pets. $175
753-7393
month. 713 Elm. Call
3064756.

1, MN
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32. Apts for Rent
1 BR apt. 1 block from
University. Deposit &
rent $150 per month.
Call 753-3415 until 5p.m
after 5 .m. 763-7123.
1 BR apt. Beautiful
older home on Main St.,
close to MSU. $206 per
month. Call 753-0151.
1 BR apt., water furnished. Call 753-6458.
1 BR furnished apt. No
pets please. $145. Call
753-3949.
2 BEDROOM furnished

apt. South 8th St. Lease
& deposit required. No

41 .

Public Sales

Flea Market
(Inside)
Fri. 8 dl
Sat. 8 til
Sun. 1-5
Antiques, piano, cars,
500 gal. fuel tank, cash
register, trailers, consignment kerns.(Same
available)

AG BROKERS
Industrial Road
INext to Ryan Milk)
753-4533

pets. 753-9208 after
4p.m.
2 BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood, $285 per
month. Call 759-4406.
2 BEDROOM furnished
apt. All utilities included. No deposit on
electric. $305 per
month. Call 753-6733
after 5p.m.
2 BR apt. close to park,
University and grocery.
Rain or Shine
Gas heat. $160 month.
Furniture &
Write to: P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, Ky.
accessories
2 BR apt., nice
neighborhood, appliances furnished, carpeted,
$245 per month. Call
759-4406.
INSIDE
2 BR furnished apt. 15
miles south of Murray.
CARPORT
Will rent by day, week,
SALE
yearly.
No
month or
pets. No children. 436Sat.-Mon.
2594.
805 Vine Street
2 BR upstairs apt.
Nice winter clothes,
Private entrance. Furcoats, pants, sults,
nished. Deposit required. Water furdress shirts, chIlds car
seat, 2 potty training
nished. Call after 6p.m.
753-0087.
chairs, Fisher Price
3 ROOM, furnished or
rocking puppy-new,
unfurnished, $125. Also,
potted plants, artificial
2 BR, 2 bath mobile,
plants & tnys.
central gas heat. Coleman RE 753-9898.
DELUXE energy efficient, 2 BR duplex,
central heat/air,
ref./freezer, stove,
dishwasher. Also, 3 BR
townhouse. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
Sat., Nov. 22
DUPLEX, new 3 BR,
double carport, appliances furnished, Take 121 S. to New
central heat/air. Close
Concord turn left onto campus. Call 753-5114
to 444 ego 3Y2 mi.
or 753-7947.
Watch for signs.
FURNISHED apartOld & new glass, lg. &
ments, 1 or 2 BR's. No
sm. wantons clothing,
children. No pets.
lots of misc.
Zimmerman Apts. S.
16th St. 753-6609.
FURNISHED, extra
nice, large 3 room apt.,
near Hospital & University. Couple or
graduate student
preferred. Heat & water
furnished. No pets or
children. Private. Call
753-8756 or 753-3415.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity
759-4984.
NOW renting 1 & 2 BP
apts. at Embassy, Cardinal & College Farm
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
TAK G applications
for Section , 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 4 3 . Real Estate
BR. Apply Hilidale
& V.A. financing
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing available now. $37,500, 9
1.2% 30/yrs. $315.33
Opportunity.
month. P.I. preap•
proved. Coleman Real
34. Houses for Rent
Estate 753-9808.
LARGE remodeled KOPPERUD Realty
house, 1004 Main. $325 offers a complete range
monthly. Yearly lease, of Real Estate services
deposit. Carpet. Central with a wide selection of
H/A. Stove, refrigera- quality homes in the
tor, freezer furnished. city & in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
Would sell. 759-1265.
NEW house located on 753-1222 for courteous,
1348, 5 miles east of competent Real Estate
Dexter. $275 month. service. We make buy$500 security deposit ing & selling Real
required. Call 437-4953 Estate easy for you.
SUPER buy. Unfinished
or 437-4420.
NICE 3 BR, 2 bath, repossessed house and
central heat/air, ap- lot. 3 miles South of
pliances furnished. Murray. Will sell as is,
Also, duplex, townhouse, where is, below cost with
$275/up, vacant. Col- very low down payment
eman Real Estate 753- and 10 percent APR
financing or will finish for
9898.
buyer. Call Mark Alcken
FOR rent- 2 BR home on
collect 1-842-2404.
north side of town. Call
435-4318.
44. Lots for Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
8 am-?
1217 Dogwood

INSIDE
BACK PORCH
SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday
8-?
Almo, Ky.
Candlelite
Estates
1st house
on right

P.H.A.

46

Homes tor Sale

7 ROOM house in
country, 2 acres, good
well, $7500. Call 436-2251
after 5p.m or weekends.
BY owner- brick ranch,
3 BR, 1 bath, new roof &
insulation, lot 150x92,
$40,000 750-1900 or 7624632.
By owner. 3 bedroom 2 14
baths, brick ranch In
Canterbury, large fenced
in backyard, family room
with fireplace, living,
dining room combination
and two car garage. Call
753-0261 after 5 pm for
appointment.

2 MEN want to do yard
work Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery,
hauling & wood for sale
No job to big or small
Free estimates References, experience
Call Ronnie 753.0680.
Earl 750-1683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
47. Motorcycles
Barnett 753-5476.
CHRIS'S Motorcycle APPLIANCE
Salvage & Repair. Call SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
474-2313.
Whirlpool. 25 years
48. Auto Services
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 i home).
APPLIANCE repair.
washers- dryers.
refrigerators, ranges.
air cond George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 753Parts
4869
Minor Repairs
interior Work
Detailing

753-8087
4 9 . Used Cars

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur
Weddings and

1074 FORD ElIte. $700
Special
or best offer. 1965 Ford,
Occasions
2-door hard top, $800 or
best offer. Call 73-3633.
1977 CADILLACSedan
Deville, white, $2500
Call 489-2802 after 6p.m.
1977 MERCURY Bob
Cat Wagon, new motor,
power & air cond. New
tires. Clean. Call 753- APPLIANCE REPAIR:
2706 before 5p.m., 753- Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
5120 after 5p.m.
Brown. Service on gas
1979 MONTE Carlo ps
and electric ranges,
pb. new tires. -Excellent
microwaves, discondition. Asking $1950
h washers, reCall 489-2578.
frigerators, etc. "Earl
1980 PONTIAC, Sunbird, Lovett, 354-6956 or 753.Price reduced. Call
5341.
VOC
CARPET installation,
1980 Plymout5. Champ 1 professional. service.
owner, good condition 66, Also repairs. Satisfac000 miles. Call 753_7844 tion guaranteed Glenn
after 5 pm.
Bebber 759-1247.
1981 TOYOTA Celica CONTRACTOR- carCT lift-back, extra nice. pentry, painting. Big or
$4,800 Call 382-2862
small we do it all.
1084 RED Firebird, 1 Quality work done for
owner, 23,500 actual less. Free estimates.
miles, AM/FM cass- 189-2663.
ette, excellent condi- D&G Builders. Extion. $6850. 753-7196 or perienced builders of
after 5p.m. 753-0292
houses, garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
Need An
DRIVEWAYS white
Extra Car For
rocked or graveled.
Also, top soil. Call
A Few Days?
753-1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
14 Per Day
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
14' Per Mile
our needs.
Rent From Gene At
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years exDwain Taylor
perience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
753-5315

Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

1986 YAMAHA 225

4wheeler, Hi-Lo & reverse, electric start
Ca11489-2184 after 6p.m.
81 MAZDA RX 7, 17,000
miles, one owner Automatic, air conditioned,
sun roof. Call 753-5744.
CLASSIC 1967 MGrf
convertible, fire engine
red, spoke wheels,
sharp looker. Come
over and haggle price.
436-5850.

50. Used

Trucks

1973 DODGE truck, $675.
also 1971 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 2 door $375. good
condition Call 753-7629
after 4 m.
1981 TEEP CJ.7, stereo
cassette, new speakers,
4-speed, brand new top,
great condition. Must
sell, moving. $3995. Call
759-9567 Joe.
1084 MAZDA B-2000.
CORNER lot, approx. nice, 29,000 miles. Call
36. For Rent or Lease
100x150 ft. at Ky. Lake, 759-1969 after 6p.m.
OFFICE building for sale 1 mile from Cypress 1985 CHEVROLET S10
or lease, 2000 sq ft on Point. Has small trailer 4x4, L.W.B., 9,000 miles,
Court Square in Benton .with some appliances & V-6 4-speed, nice truck.
Ky. Call 527-0916 8am • furniture. Also, electric. Call 489-2184 after 6p.m.
Suitable for hunters & '€8 CHEVY plc up,
4:30 pm.
fishermen. Call 901-479- $350. Call 753-6268.
Livestock-Supplies
37.
3870.
'74 CHEVY Cargo Van,
tIMMENTAL and
mechanically sound.
for
Sale
46.
Homes
Simbrah bulls. Per$1500 or best offer. Call
formance & semen 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath 753-6268.
tested. Excellent qual- home on 15 acres east of FOR sale- 78 GMC
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, Murray for sale or trade pickup w/air. Also, '80
Ky. 522-8794.
for home in Murray. Plymouth, 6 cyl. 753Phone 436-5574.
6215.
38. Pets-Supplies
a BEDROOM cabin in GOOD '78 Ford Courier
AKC Yorkshire Terrier Pinebluff Shores, fully pickup. $1150 '79
puppies, small, heavy furnished, screened-in Chevrolet Malibu 4-door
coated, ready now. AKC porch, large corner lot. wagon, $1200 Call 489black female poodle. $20.000 Owner will 2505
AKC Maltese pup. Re- fiance with good down
duced. 901-986-8128.
payment. 615-647-1647.
52. Boats-Motors
ARC registered
R, 1 1/2 bath, ranch
1983 MASTER CraftPomeranian puppies, house, excellent locapower slot 440 Chry
cream. 6 weeks old. Life tion, within city limits.
eng 330 hp blue white
size stocking doll. Low 50's. Call 753-0485
night 436-2623
Custom made Corvette after 5p.m.
cover (cloth). 753-5960.
3 BR brick house, real 53. Services Offered
BOARD your digs & nice family room & car
cats at Hidden Valley port. Located in
Kennels. Also, have Lynnwood Estates. Must
female Pomeranian for sell. 753-3975
sale. Call 480-2377.
TWO story hoise, new
Pointer,
roof, new wiring, gas
3 years; Setter female, heat, sits on larke lot at
year.s;.two door 1441C
Main. Call'
aluminum truck dog 753-3642 days,. 753-5738
box, $360 'for all. Call nights.
753-0462 after 6p.m
VRy nice 3 ffirbrIolt
LOST- 12 week old at 806 Guthrie. 1 .1/
Personal care
chocolate lab puppy. bath, recently reLost in Crossland area. decorated, central air,
and home for
Has white flea collar. appliances, draperies,
large LR, new roof, lots
Reward. 492-e233.
elderly person.
REGISTERED English of trees, garden spot
Shepherd puppies, $50. quiet neighbOrhood,
Call 492-8879
Phone 436-4472 or 436- available War. $441.000.
Call 753-7820.
4236.

EU{EW

53. Services Offered

53

Services Offered

INSULATION blown
by Sears. TVA op
proved. Save on thos
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sear
753 - 2310 for fre
estimate
JOINER'S complettree service, 32 yrs
Also
experience
stumps mechahicallt
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For al
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning For a tree
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753 7203.

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753 0689
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps. 759-4850
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by toping,
shaping, dead-wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service
753-0338. The competi
lion knows us
you
should too.
ODD iob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or.
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOF INC. Siding,
Concrete work, Ad
dit ions, Painting.
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony
753-8628'
Free Estimates
A-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair, Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Work, Damper, Hood
and Firebox Repair
753-0953

SEWING Machine Re
pair, All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs
experience. Al! work
Kenneth
guaranteed
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
SURE Way Stump
Removal, 10'' below
surface. No lawn dam
age. Call for free es
timate 753-5.484.
VINYL SIDING
Corn
TREE WORK
plete removal, topping,
$39.95 sq.
trimming, stumps
Myers Lumber
mechanically removed
of Murray, Inc.
Experienced
Larrx
Wood 753-0211.
500 S. 4th St.
WET BASEMENT. We
753-6450
make wet basements
GENERAL HOME dry, Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry, write Morgan Con
concrete, plumbing, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
roofing, siding. NO JOB 409A, Paducah, Ky
TO SMALL. Free es 42001 or call 1-442 7026
timates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
REX CAMP
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
gackhoe
and trenters installed for your
ching
service, inspecifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
stalling
city sewer,
estimate.
water lines,Nseptic
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops sinks
tank, lateral lines,
panels, custom made
Est
753master plumber vanities. Free
9400.
30 years.
Irrtgation-Residential

753-9224

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie, Tr,
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352-5704
Free Estimates

56

Free

Column

rREE- IvraTamute
puppies, 6 weeks old
Call 489-2344

OTRRY.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

SOLID WOOD CABINETS 6.

RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Birch • 0041 • Wa4nut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES

• CUSTOM EIUKT FURNITURE S FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By S S•• Our Di•pley
•
•
753-5940
• 409 Sunbury Circle
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOOOO

Will Rake
Leaves
From Your Yard
Call 753-6481

For You Dolt
Yourselferz_
We Stock
Appliance Parts
0.1.. Nospelnt, Whirlpool, Kenmore. Movie chef
end Ie. Authorized Hotpoint. 0.1., Whirlpool,
Meek Chef end Adnsirel Sorvictz.
'If We Don's Have It We WIII Get It"

West Ky. Appliance
441 N.

753.4475

•
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OBITUARIES
Dr. Al
Hanley Kopperud
Dr. Alvin Hartley Kopperud, 77, of 800 Main
St., Murray, died Thursday at 1145 p.m. a
Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
A dentist, lawyer,
.land developer and
businessman, Dr. Kopperud was named as
'Man of the Year" for
1970 by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Dr Kopperud practiced dentistry from 1931
until 1939 when he opened a law practice here in
Murray which he maintained until 1947. He
served as Calloway
County Attorney from
1942 until 1946.
He returned to the
practice of dentistry in
1947 and also was in the
land development
business, serving as
president of Gateway
Peveiopment
Corporation.
Dr. Kopperud holds
H S.D. and D.D.S.
degrees from Northwestern University
and the LL.B. degree
from the University of
Virginia.
The Murray man
served from 1963 to 1983
as a member of the
1101 "

Proposals
on finance
draw reviews
WASHINGTON (AP I
— Health Secretary Otis
Bowen's proposals to
help Americans finance
e high cost of
_ catastrophic. illness
drew mixed reviews on
Capitol Hill, where key
Democrats welcomed
the report but questioned the method of solving
the problem.
-1 know it will provoke much debate and
that is goqd." Bowen
said. -The problem is
complex. There are
many potential
answers, none are simple or easy."
The proposals, unveiled Thursday by the
Department of Health
and Human Services, include a $4.92 monthly increase in the Medicare
Part B premium to help
the 30 million Medicare
beneficiaries pay for extended hospital stays
and other medical costs.
The premiums would
raise $1.77 billion a year
so that beneficiaries
would not have to pay
more than $2,000 annually for their share of
Medicare-covered expenses. About 800,000
recipients. less than 5
percent. pay more than
this amount each year.
This proposal was
e'Alled "right on target"
by Rep. Fortney Stark,
D-Calif., chairman of
the House Ways •and
Means health subcommittee. But others said a
higher premium would
place an unfair burden
on low-income elderly
people without creating
any new benefits.

Murray.
Born Jan. 28, 1909. in
Grafton, N.D., he was
the son of the late Dr.
Alfred Kopperud and
Betsey Sando
Kopperud.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Halite
Rudolph Kopperud, to
whom he was married
on June 13, 1935; one
son, Bill Kopperud and
wife. Kathy, 709 Main
St., Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Lillian Imlach,
Burbank, Calif., one
brother, John C. Kopperud, Hayward, Calif.;
two grandchildren,
Dr. A.H.Kopperud
Kristin Kopperud and
John Kopperud.
Board of Trustess of
The funeral will be
Calloway County Sunday
at 3 p.m. in the
Library and was
chapel of J.H. Churchill
presented a plaque from
Funeral Home. The
the board for his serRev. Thomas Schellvices. He also held
ingerhout will officiate.
regional and state ofBurial will follow in
fices with the library
Murray Memorial
board organization. He Gardens.
is a former member and
Friends may call
past president of Murfrom 4 to 9 p.m. Saturray Lions Club.
day and on Sunday at
the funeral home.
veteran
of
An Army
The family requests
World War II, he was
that expressions of symwith
discharged in 1947
pathy take the form of
the rank of captain. He
donations to Calloway
was one of the llfee
County Public Library
oldest members of First
Presbyterian Church, or First Presbyterian
Church.

Early Brandon
The funeral for Early
Brandon is today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. Bill
Fisher is officiating
with Mrs. Oneida White
as pianist.
Pallbearers are Randall Patterson, Perry
Brandon, R.M. Vance,
Tom Scruggs, Bill Jones
and Bobby Latimer.
Burial will follow in

Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Brandon, $0, died
Wednesday at Caldwell
County Hospital.
Princeton.
He is Aurvived by one
sister, Mrs. Nomye
Farmer, Memphis,
Tenn.: two brothers.
H.E. Brandon Jr.,
Princeton, arid Jewell
Brandon, Live Oaks,
Fla., one local nephew,
Max Brandon, Murray.

Infant with new heart
observes anniversary
LOMA LINDA, Calif.
(API — An infant who
was the youngest ever to
reteive a new heart
celebrated the first anniversary of his surgery
at a party featuring
three other heart
transplant babies and
appeals to save more
children.
The party for Baby
Moses, who was 4 days
old when he underwent
his transplant Nov. 20,
1985, also drew babies
Rachel, Eve and Jesse
and their surgeon, Dr.
Leonard Bailey, who
said another infant with
a fatal cardiac defect
badly needed a donor
heart.
Identified only as
Baby Karl, the 6-weekold Saskatoon, Canada,
girl is awaiting a
transplant at Loma Linda University Medical
Center, where Bailey
caused a medical
uproar in 1984 by putting
a baboon's heart in
Baby Fae, who died 20
days later.
Kari suffers
hypoplastic left heart
syndrome, an
underdevelopment of
the left side of the heart
that also afflicted Moses
and Fae. Bailey said
doctors have tried for
weeks to locate a donor.

Three of Bailey's infant patients died this
year after receiving
transplants, but the party Thursday on a lawn
outside the medical
center spotlighted the
survivors. Bailey's four
adult transplant patients also attended.
State Assemblyman
Bill Leonard, R Redlands, urged a
crowd of 300 spectators
to consider donating
organs when they or loved ones die to "make it
possible to have more
smiling faces up here."
"I don't know what
tomorrow's going to
hold, but we're all here,
and that's remarkable,"
said Bailey, flanked by
Moses, Rachel Eve and
Jesse.
Moses, whose real
name is Nicholas Edward Anguiano, was the
third baby ever to
undergo a heart
transplant, and the
youngest. The babies
who got the earlier
transplants, in New
York in 1967 and London
in 1984, both died.
"There'll be more
parties like this every
year," vowed Moses'
father, Army Spec.: 4
Nicholas Anguiano. "I
feel happy, real happy."

Disaster areas declared
WASHINGTON (AP I
— Sixty-one Kentucky
counties were declared
agricultural disaster
areas Thursday because
of the summer's
drought, a spokesman
for U.S. Sen, Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., said.

The declaration
means that farmers in
the counties are eligible
for emergency commodity payments from
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and low interest disaster loans
from the Farmers'
Home Administration

Golden Joe Kennedy
Services for Golden Murray Cemetery.
Mr. Kennerly, 78, died
Joe (Buster ) Kennerly
will be today at 3 p.m. in Wednesday at 9:45 a.m.
the chapel of Blalock- at his home on Rt. 2,
Coleman Funeral Hazel
He is survived by his
Home. The Rev. A.
Nowell Bingham will of- wife, Mrs. MAudie Hall
ficiate. Mrs. Oneida Kennerly; one son,
White will be organist Frederick Kennerly and
wife, Jean, and two
and soloist.
Pallbearers will be grandchildren, Sheila
Cotlan Futrell, George Kennerly and Sheri
Futrell, Jay Futrell, Kennerly, Rockford,
Olin Moore, Larry Cnit- Ill.; one sister, Mrs.
Milton Sherman,
cher and John Lowry.
Burial will follow in Granite City, Ill.
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GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS_j

GM

GINIRM. MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

1979 GMC Sierra Classic
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic
Transmission, Air Conditioning, AM Radio, 6
Cylinder, Blue in Color.

$3,300.00

WAREHOUSE
SALE!
We are bringing our entire
stock from our warehouse in
Paducah for this one BIG
Sale!
Men's Clothing
in
Regulars, Longs,
Shorts, Big &
Tall

Claiemai
Gafine
3 Piece Suits
3 Piece Wool
Blend Suits

Reg

PURCHASE
DWAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. else°4,
753-1617

641 IL Morray

DEALER

Churches...

Market listed
Federal State Market Alewe Service
November 11. 11101
Kentucky Furebelle Area He. Market
Report Include,. I Buying Madan
Recelpler Ara 1211 Eel 11111 earners
0111e .511 wirer Am.'s needy Ile 1.01
lower.
FS 1 9 11111-111
US 1 2110-11311 Lbe.
I'S 1-3 WSW Lie.
I'S 2-4 100.171. 1.I1e.
Sees
LIS 1-11 271141111
1111 1 3 2/01-4811
I'S I 3 4813-111111 Ins
UR .1 3 Over Sell Lbw
IS 1 3 1111-111111 lbs
More 115.16-4162

• FREE GIFT EVERY HOUR •

Wool Sport Coats
559 to
569

.1:71/057 You Are

"

/

I •

((ont'd from page 7)
with scripture from
Mark 6'30-44 at 8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services at
First United Methodist
Church.
Laura Thompson will
sing a solo, "How
Beautiful Are the Feet."
at 8:30 service. The
Chancel Choir,,will sing
the anthem, "We
Gather Together," at
10:50 service with Bruce
Chamberlain as director and Bea Farrell as
organist.
Church School will
start at 9 45 a.m.

To Shop

Shoppers Mall
(Formerly Wiggins Furniture Bldg.)
2 miles North of Murray on 641
"Lots of Little Shops Undo, One Roof"
'Decorated
•Ceromics
'Jeans & Things
"Jewelry
Sweat Tops
•Antique
•Bross
'County Wood
Reproductions
*Bedding
Shop
'Lamps
& Supplies
"P.
'Tools
per
'Toys
'Gold Chain by
'Stoneware
'Glassware
the Inch
'Quilts
'Potted Silk
•Plaster Crafts
•Fireploces
Flowers
'Baskets
'Clocks
'Furniture
'Ribbon-Point
*Belts •
•PICK)int
'Patio Supplies
•Woodbuming Plaques
"Nice Christmas Gifts

Open Every Week
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 9-5
Sun. 12 to 5
Be There!
• SATURDAY 8. SUNDAY • BE THERE •

'8995
$V s9750
Tic,
$450
Reit
„R.,
,,,„
s8so

Reg Sl

Corduroy Sport Coats

'44

Leather Jackets

589

Wool Slacks

5

24

One Rack
Slacks
$ 1995
(to size 50)

Dress
Sport
Shirts
1 45°
(Big & Tall)

Clark Clothing
(next to ('-Mart)
121

Bypass

121 Bypass Murray

Murray
753-355"

7534541
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

f

‘4'

A Special Section of
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Murray Christmas planned in city
Annual Christmas parade
is set for Saturday, Dec. 6

MuRRAY;CALLOWAY
....r1,4 1.10th OF CJAWLeICE

r Murray Residents:
, It is again a very important time of year for
our local economy, the
Ci!rittmas buying season. Ilknow this comes
to no surprise to any of you,
ans7 as most of you know, many of our
businesses, in fact,
over 50%
(A- r!)eir. total sales in the next few
weeks.

most do

It it: also -no surprise to you that we lose a
lot of sales to the
outioJnoing markets in Paducah, Nashville,
Jackson, and so forth. We have
11:f .-,:ation, that we believe to be very
reliable, that those markets' are
tLrtiral out market for more dollars than
ever before and this will
It21.!te to fewer dollars spent here if We sit
buck and do nothing. One
rall is planning to advertise in our local
paper, which is their
•leally to do.
2n an effort to combat this leakage from our
market area, we are
)t-inT .to work together to make this a good year
for all buSinesseS and
tL,J
3 :3(r)od year for our Ccomunit
y. We are planning a whole series of
tior:. and marketing ideas including 'Murray
Christmas." We would
_11 merchants, businesses, and even the general
public to get behind
tt: Idea - this goal of making Murray the
center of Christmas spirit and
We ask that you give careful consideration to
helping others and
in making this the most successful Christma
s yet.
we believe in what we are doing, and we
believe in Murray and
(al ,-.way County. Success .comes to those who
present an unified effort - a
co
lty spirit that has to spill over to the
Consumer and the general
(- t-zenry of this County.

Very truly yours,

Ltevu Zea
L•,.ecutive Vice-President
sox
f•eof

•

N NW( 641
KENTuCKY
V.
,3-5171

Area school groups, church
groups and bands are gearing up
for the annual Rotary Club
Christas Parade, set for Satruday. Dec. 6. This year, the Murray Retail Promotions Committee plans a gala celebration
before and after the parade to
begin the "Murray Christmas"
season.
This year, the Murray
Rotarians will be awarding over
$600 in cash prizes to noncommercial entrants judged
superior. Entrants need not
enter an elaborate float — a

truck or wagon decorated in the
"Murray Christmas" theme
may be enough to win.
Parade co-chairmen this year
are Steve Zea, executive vice
president of the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, and Jim Tate,
owner of Murray Auto Auction.
Groups may enter the parade by
calling Zea at 758-5171, or by
calling Tate at 753-8300.
Mailed entries may be sent to
the Rotary Club at Box 411, Murray, Ky. 42071,
Parade officials ask that en-

trants include a name and phone
number where thay may be contacted, along with a description
of the group &pd the entry. The
descriptions will be used on the
radio during live coverage on
parade day.
As in the past, entrants will
line up at 9:30 a.m. Saturday on
10th Street and proceed
downtown. The parade will
begin at 10:30 a.m. In case of
rain, listen to the radio to find
out if the parade is canceled. If
canceled, the rain date is set for
Sfiturday, Dec. 13.

Rotary Club hosting breakfast;
tickets available for ham meal
Tickets now are available for
Patterson, Loal Cole, Ron
the Murray Rotary Club's anWright, Robert Douglas, Bob
nual Ham Breakfast which
Garrison and Bill Major.
proceeds its Christmas Parade
Members of the club will help
on Saturday, Dec. 6.
with the baking, serving and
Priced at $3.50 each for the
cleaning the tables.
breakfast of country ham, eggs,
"This is one of the really fun
milk gravy, biscuits and coffee
events of the year," Bennett
or milk, the tickets may be obsaid, "and is one which seems to
tained from any member of the —getlAgger from year to year. We
club in advance.
are looking for another big
crowd this year, and hope that
Proceeds from the breakfast,
everyone who can will be with us
which is the club's primary
for breakfast and then take in
fund-raising project of the year, the parade."
go toward its participation in the
United Way, local college
The club's annual Christmas
scholarships for local high
Parade, the same morning, will
school students, the Murray
begin at 10:30 a.m. with the parBaseball Association, Needline, ticipants lining up at 9:30 a.m.
city beautification and other
on 10th Street before proceeding
community projects.
downtown with Santa Claus brWayne Bennett is the chairinging up the rear.
man in charge of the breakfast,
This year, the Murray Retail
which will be served from 6 until
Promotions Committee plans a
10 a.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant
gala celebration before and
In downtown Murray. Assisting
after the parade to begin the
him are Paul Dailey. Jr., Harry
yuletide season with the "Mur-

ray Christmas" theme.
Co-chairmen for this year's
parade are Jim Tate, owner of
the Murray Auto Auction, and
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
School groups, church groups,
bands and music groups are invited to participate. This year
the Rotarians will award more
than $600 in cash prizes to noncommercial entrants judged
superior.
Groups wishing to enter may
contact either Tate (753-8300) or
Zea (753-5171) or by writing the
Murray Rotary Club, P.O. Box
411, Murray, Ky. 42071.
In the event of rain,
paticipants are urged to listen to
the radio to find out if the parade
will be held as scheduled. If
cancelled on Dec. 6, the parade
will be held at 2 p.m. Saturday,
Dec. 13, with the lineup at 1
p.m., the co-chairmen have
said.

Santa Claus offers a wave to the crowd at last year's Christmas parade.

th

Gift Parade
Is On...
With Tappan
Microwaves

14 K Gold
Say thank you this Christmas season by giving her 14K gold jewelry. Chains,
charms, add-a-beads and earrings.

Starting at

NOW 50% to 60% off

$145°0
STEELE•ALLBRITTEN

. JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

209 S. 3rd St.

•-••• 11.1101,

Murray KY

1

753-5341

CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE
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Engagement rings top list
for Christmas jewelry gifts
The Council says the
Jewelry, that collec- joyed their popularity,"
engagement ring la a
tive term including she says.
But two items forever particularly prevalent
rings. pins, ne4laces,
gems, ahd"-Precious remain favorites every present for Christmas
holiday season, she because it im a family.
stones, always has been
says: watches and oriented holiday — and
a popular gift item.
pearls.
because the groom-to-be
The engagement ring
"Both have kept up. can also let the ring douis especially so, according to the Jewelry In- with the times. Watches ble as a Christmas gift.
dustry Council, non- have progressed from
More than 17 million
profit representatives of mere utilitarian pieces of jewelry were
the jewelry industry in timekeepers to high sold in the United States
fashion accessories, and last year, according to
the United States.
"Jewelry is always at pearls continually the American Diamond
the top of shopping lists create new fashion Industry Association, a
for Christmas gift- looks," says Ms. nonprofit group
giving," says Kae Mc- McCulloch.
representing dealers,
One of the more cutters, distributors and
Culloch, fashion consultant for the Jewelry In- popular items for importers.
Christmas 1986, she
dustry Council.
The United States was
"From scatterpins In says, will be the dress the largest diamond
the 1940s, charm watch for women that Jewelry market in the
bracelets, Mickey features a three-strand world, the association
says, buying about 37.5
Mouse watches, the GI's pearl bracelet.
"The evolution of percent of the estimated
dependable Zippo
lighter translated into fashion in pearls and $21.6 billion sold
postwar sterling silver watches merely proves worldwide in 1985.
The price of a diaand karar gold editions that pearls remain
to modd rings, pop-it timeless and time (the mond, says ADIA chairbeads, stickpins and watch) keeps pace," man Lloyd Jaffe, is
pendants, all have en- says Ms. McCulloch.
equally dependent on its

shape or cut, color,
weight or carat, and
degree of perfection or
clarity.
Round stones, he
says, are traditionally
the most popular diamond cut. A fully-cut
diamond has 58 facets,
shaped either round,
oval, emerald, heart,
marquise, or pearshaped.
A stone's weight is
measured in carats,
roughly one-fifth of a
gram, or 1-2,500th of a
pound.
Clarity is measured
by the imperfections in
a stone. Generally, the
fewer flaws the better and more valuable the diamond.
Diamonds come in a
variety of colors, from
colorless (blue-white) to
deep yellows. Shades of
pink and deep blue are
rare. sys Jaffe.

•

Children visit with Santa and Mrs. Claus at the Curris Center last year.
(7

Origins of Christmas card traced
"A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year
to You."
That Christmas card
sentiment, which
researchers say goes
back to 1843 England,
remains the most used
thought on holiday
greeting cards today.
It was British
businessman Henry
Cole who apparently
originated the
-Christmas card custom,
three years after
English postal reform
made it possible to send
mail near and far for a
penny.
Cole asked an artist
friend, John Calcott

Horsley, to design the economic turmoil and there's truth in it," says
card, which had three vast social changes R. Chris Martin, a
panels. The main il- spanning well over a psychologist and consullustration showed the century," she says. "It tant to Hallmark Cards.
elders at a family party serves a timeless "At Christmastime, we
raising wine glasses in a human need to stay may need an extra dose
toast. The other panels close, to 'share special Humorous Christmas
depicted feeding the thoughts and feelings cards allow people not
hungry and clothing the with friends far and only to laugh at the
near during our most pressures brought on by
needy.
cherished holiday the season itself, but
Two of the original season."
also to share the laugh
dozen known copies of
Designs and themes with someone else."
this first Christmas have changed along the
An examplt=7 One
card are part of the years, though the sen- card says.
40,000-card Hallmark timents remain much
"Christmas is just
Historical Collection, the same.
plain weird What other
according to its curator,
Hallmark says humor time of the year do you
Sharron Uhler.
is the 1986 theme.
sit in front of a dead tree
"The Christmas card"It's an American ax- in the living room and
sending custom has iom that laughter is the' ,eat candy
out of your
weathered war, best medicine - and socks?''

High-tech dolls season's hot items

Janet McKnight. an employee at Murray's K-Mart, helps trim a tree

High-tech has infiltrated infant infatuations. Dons are now not
only hugged and squeezed, but programmed.
The new ones being
promoted for the holiday season talk and
walkwith
microcomputer-based
"artificial intelligence." Interactive
Is the operative word.
Take "Baby Talk"
from Lewis Galoob
Toys, for example. The
18-inch doll is voiceactivated, with varied
vocal responses in addition to animateg facial
expressions. She asks to
be picked up, lets you
know when she wants to
eat, then says "more,
Mommy" if she doesn't
get enough. She says,
''I'm sleepy' and
automatically shuts
herself off if left alone
for a short time.
A companion is
"Smarty Bear," who
answers with "Positively,'' "You're the
greatest," "For sure,"
'and "Hey, turn me

over" when held upside
down, among its 16 programmed responses. He
giggles, too, when "activated" in a ticklish
spot, like real people
Not all is high-tech,
however. Old-fashioned
batteries, of course, are
necessary - four C batteries and four AA
batteries.
The high-tech doll
market this year also offers "Teddy Ruxpin"
and "AG Bear" from
World of Wonder. They
mouth in sync with
audio cassettes.
--Dolls of a different
sort:
"Hal's Pals" are
specially designed for
disabled children. Mattel, Inc., has formed a
not-for-profit corpora-

tion called For the shape of fruits and
Challenged Kids by vegetables Graphics
Mattel, Inc. to produce designer Kim Foster
and market "Hal's says she created the
Pals," five 19-inch, soft- prototypes out of actual
sculptured dolls, each _produce.
with a different
They include Cornelia
disability.
Husk, resembling an
"Hal," for instance, is ear of corn, ballerina
a ski instructor with one Zuccarina t zucchini i .
leg. One of his pals is a Sheriff Damon Onion.
dancer who wears a and Tony Scallione
hearing aid; another
scallion I
wears leg braces and
walks with canes.
All anticipated profits
-"Fluppy Dogs' and
from sales of the dolls "Fluppy Puppies" are
will be distributed to shaggy dog dolls
organizations for created by Kennerchildren with Parker Toys in conjuncdisabilities, says Arthur tion with Walt Disney
S. Spear, chairman- Productions
office of the chief exKenner is also inecutive, Mattel, Inc.
troducing "Shimmers"
--fantasy dolls And their
The "Veggies" are "Care Bears" are back.
soft-sculpture dolls in

Christmas tree is White House tradition
WASHINGTON (AP)
- A tradition with roots
in antiquity, yet as
modern as today, will be
renewed this year as the
nation's capital
celebrates with
Christmas trees from
California, Washington
and Pennsylvania.

nual Christmas Pageant
of Peace.
Traditionally, President and Mrs. Reagan
will throw the switch
lighting the tree - an
event that has occurred
annually since 1923
when Calvin Coolidge
did the honors.
In most years the incumbent president has
presided at the
ceremony, although an
occasional vice president has filled in.

The National Community Christmas Tree
is a living Colorado blue
spruce transplanted
from Pennsylvania to
the Ellipse, south of the
White House, in 1978.
In 1979 and 1980 only
But it will be joined by the top ornament was
other trees also basking _lighted, as a gesture to
in the national spotli
the Americans held
, a hostage in Iran.
- At the Ca
fir
60-foot Shas
While there has been a
will be set up, following national tree outside of
shipment from the the White House since
Klamath National the Coolidge adminstraForest in California.
tlon, the tannenbaum
- A similar 26-foot tradition showed up intree from the same side the executive mansource is heading for the sion much earlier.
Supreme Court.
The White House tree
- And the White this year was donated
House will be decorated by the winners of a conwith an eight-foot test sponsored by the
Fraser fir grown at the growers group, as has
Bear Canyon Tree been done since 1966.
The pita winners were
Farm in Washington
and donated by the Na- Ron and Dorothy
tional Christmas Tree Palmer of Mossyrock,
Wash., and Dorothy and
Association...
Lighting of the living Charlie Burton of
national tree on the Cinebar, Wash., who are
'Ellipse is scheduled for partners in the Bear Cabec 11, opening the an- nyon Tree Farm.

But while the tree
growers got involved only in recent decades,
White House trees have
been a tradition for.
more than a centhry.
The first recorded
White House Christmas
tree was set up by
Franklin Pierce in 1856.
Records are scanty as
to whether presidents
after Pierce kept up the
tree tradition, until Benjamin Harrison in 1889
launched the now unbroken string of White
House trees, announcing that "we should
make merry for
children at Christmas
time."
Franklin Roosevelt
grew Christmas trees
himself, listing his occupation as farmer
when he registered to
vote.
That ftoosevelt was
the last president to use
candles on his tree,
wisely hiring someone
to stand by with a wet
sponge when the
candles were lit, in the
event of fire.
Electric lights have
been the norm since
theh, and decorating
styles vary widely
depending on the occupants of the White
House.

At the Capitol, meanwhile, landscape architect Paul Pincus
reports that the U.S.
Forest Service is furnishing its 23rd annual
Capitol Christmas tree
- and the first to come
from west of the
Mississippi.
Four railroads are
donating transportation
for the tree from
California. It is scheduled to be lighted on Dec.
10.
The tree, commonly
known as a silver tip, is
estimated to be about
150 years old and
measures 24 inches in
diameter at the base. It
was 110 feet tall, but only the top 60 feet will be
used.
That tree will be set
up in the West Front of
the Capitol and will be
decorated with some
3,600 colored lights in
clear, amber and
twinkling blue colors.
The lights give the tree
an overall gold appearance when viewed
from a distance at night,
Pincus explained.
The tree comes from
near Yreka, Calif.,.thiS
S'ear and school officials
in that state have launched a project to have
students make the ornaments for decoration.

While the Christmas
tree tradition extends
back to the forest
dwellers in Germany,
use of greenery indoors
for seasonal celebrations can be traced at
least to the Roman Empire and is popular in
many lands.
Holly, ivy and
mistletoe have been
most popular, although
other decorations also
include bay, rosemary,
box and laurel - any
winter green plant that
renews faith in the coming rebirth of spring.
One custon apparently English in origin but
now widely popular is
kissing under the
mistletoe. The ancient
Druids and Norsemen
long considered this
plant to have magical
qualities, and thought it
could cure some
diseases, promote fertility, nullify poison and
avert misfortune.

• !.
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Chddren s Frishions

Layaway For Christmas
Gift Certificates Available.
Monthly Drawing for $25 Gitt'Certificate.
(Applied on regular priced merchandise)
408 S. 12th I Hwy. 641 South I 753-0005
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Consumers are searching for the ideal presents
for everyone for the 1986 Christmas holidays
NOP
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The search is on! Every year at Christmastime, millions of people enter the
consumer electronics jungle to hunt the
ideal stocking stuffer. This year. tracking
down the right gift at the right price may
be easier than ever.
According to Daniel Infanti, corporate
communications and marketing manager
for Sharp Electronics Corporation, advances in technology have made a vast
selection of excellent electronic gift ideas
available to fit most every seasonal
budget.
"Gift giving in 1986 will be an eye
opener," says Mr. Infanti. "Radios, TVs,
calculators, microwave ovens and even
vacuum cleaners now burst with color.
It's the best year yet for design. innovation and improvements in consumer electronics!"
Fashion has made electronics an important style accessory."The QT-50 decostyle pastel portable radio opened up a
new world of listening enjoyment for many
people," Infanti adds. "It sounds as good
as it
ks, in seven pastel colors."
Sh p's new fashion designer calculators combine dynamic function with innovative style to mix at home or office.
The "SparIcy" model is great for students.
and the "Fineline" boasts a sleek, sophisticated professional look. Everyone can
have their own personal electronic banker
with Sharp's new Checkbook calculator.
Portable televisions are more attractive
as well. Sharp's 3.5-inch pastel-colored
color TVs blend with most every environment, from bedroom to kitchen to
dormitory to office.
Those looking for a full featured set
might consider stepping up to a stereo
model, or a large screen 35-inch unit.
Clean sweeps are legs of a chore thanks
to Sharp's new lightweight, cheerfullycolored vacuum cleaners. "Our new canister models-are compact, stylish and.
powerful," says Infanti.,"They weigh
only seven pounds. yet have an 800-watt
motor that makes cleanup a cinch!"
Cooking in a flash is especially fun
witli §barp's tiny "Half Pint" microwave
Oven. now available in five sensational
colors. They make perfect gifts for port-

I.

Randall Black, assistant professor of music at
Murray State University, purchases a ticket to
one of the Madrigal Dinners scheduled for Dec.
8-10 on campus. Making the sale is Cheryl
Kruger of Murray.

i

20% discount on your

•

framing when you purchase
a print from our store.
Sale thru Dec. 10th

FRAME
VILLAGE
on the Court Square Murray Dave Chapple
I
Duck Stamp Print
Available

R3uckingtpin igag Cth
Chestnut St.

tigell
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We're Celebrating
Our 1 Year

yellow and white are "warm." Set the
tone of your party by using either cool
or warm colors.•
.0 -Create special effects. For example, intersperse 15 to 20:percent- GE
String-A-Long' Miniature Sparkling
Lights with regular lets to create an
illusion of wind rustling through the
houghs.
• . • Consider transparent. instead of
color-coated, light bulbs. The glistening filaments leave a net effect of more
sparkle anti glitter.
• Illuminate indoor plants. such as
rubber trees, ficus and palms, as well
as evergreens. One approach is to simply "uptight" or "downlight" the plants
from a single direction, using a reflector spot or limit:flight. Indoor trees-with
shiny ornaments and light sets can be
novel and attractive.
• Use one of four basic methods of
placing bulbs on an evergreen.
I. Random placement is most common.
2. Create a "tepee- of.light strings
over the tree.

By Jim Jensen
If you're planning a holiday party.
- make it *light.
That is to say. create-a more festive
atmosphere for you and sour guests
with light. The following suggestions
from General Electric lighting specialists will help you decorate for your
holiday party.
Decorating indoor trees
• Determine the ma vinium number
of miniature lights required for your
tree by multiplying the tree's width in
feet by eight times its height.
If you're using larger. egg-shaped
bulbs with screw-thread bases (known
as C7 lamps). the maximum number of
bulbs is the tree's width in feet multiplied by three times its height.
The minimum number of lamps you
should use should not he less than the
maximum number, determined above.
•Use bulb-colors in the same family
to create a stunning effect. Blue and
green are "cool- colors. Red. orange.

ANNIVERSARY
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
(Nov. 21st-23rd)

20%

able use in kitchens, wet bars, rec -rocims,
dormitories. yachts. motor homes and
more!
An-estimated six million people work
out of their homes, according to U.S.
government figures. To meet the demand
for affordable personal office equipment,
Sharp offers easy-to-operate, compact
copiers with reduction and enlargement
capabilities.
Videophiles ready to step up their
system will appreciate Sharp's unique
videocassette recorder with remote programming capabilities. A tiny, userfriendly "card" literally "pops" out of
the VCR, allowing users to program up
to live events over 14 days. Just slide it
back into the VCR and the unit automatically records. unattended.
Compact discs have matured as well.
Technology has actyanced and prices
have dropped. making many CD players

affordable for. most Christmas shopping
budgets.
"CDs offer something for everyone,"
Infanti explains. ".The sound is outstanding and, with proper care, disks can
sound just as good after 500 plays as the
first." They are also a great value, providing up to 70 minutes worth of music.
Sharp's full line of compact disc prayers include a portable combo with AM/
FM twin-cassette stereo and a top-line
model with full function remote control.
Sharp also makes high quality audio components and rack systems that fully demonstrate the brilliant sound reproduction
possible with the CD medium.
Variety, style. price and performance
have tamed the consumer electronics
jungle this year. Christmas gift hunters
should have an easier and more enjoyable
time stalking the right present for everyone on their list.

Light ideas brighten,enhance holiday party mood
Court Square •

s

TRACKING THE IDEAL STOCKING ST( FFER in the consumer electronics junfries may be easier than ever this Christmas season. A vast selection of quality gift
ideas is available to fit most every budget. Sharp Electronics Corporation offers
dynamic products that include (left to right), remote control compact disc players.
fashion color portable TVs. high-style calculators and a VHS videocassette recorder
siili super-convenient. nenunable program card tinier.

3. Create 4 spiraL of lights around
the tree. Lights must be close together.
so overlap two strings and maintain an
even spiral,
4. Drape light strings in horizontal
loops around the tree. Close spacing of
bulbs also Works best for thir.
Other ideas
• Fasten light strings to garlands
with plastic twist ties. Drape the garland from railings, or dress mirrors
with the c- olorful wrap-.
• Write a holiday message in lights.
Overlap two light strings so that bulbs
are spaced 21
/
2 inches apart. Spell your
message by affixing the lights to poster
board. Use insulated staples or twist
ties to fasten.
• Line GE Candle Lights in a row
across a mantel, or circle them around
an evergreen wreath for an attractive
table decoration.
•Cover a ball made of chicken wire
with GE Lighted Ice sets and garland
for a striking hanging decoration.

Method given
for figuring
light strings

7nue7lezezig

Off Storewide

HARDWARE STORES

30% Off
All Children's
Coats

Chtptn
f
lpJ

s

50% Off
Snowsuits
*Register for Daily
Door Prizes
11-Pc. 'Ai -In. Drive SAE
Socket Set Inc' 9 asst'd
sockets, spinner handle, clip
rail, more 1411

•We carry sizes preemie to preteen
*Murray's only maternity shop
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Doubleheader Speed'',ZOr
witrimmer, dual voltage
HP162

41=PLAAICI
TOOL•

Holiday Hours
10-6, Fri. — Sat. 10-8
and Sun. 10-6
0

17.99

0

with
• charging base.!Oakes fast work of
do-it-yourself projects. With convenient bit storage inside.
210s

Maternyy rd ChildrepsoShoppe

QUANTITIES LIMITED

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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r

has removable 5-compartment
tote tray and high-impact plastic construction. ti'

Murray Home & Auto

Central ShOpping Center
759-9578
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/
2-In. Plastic Toolbox

Cordless Screwdriver
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Supplies
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You can determine
the maximum number
of miniature lights needed for your Christmas
tree by multiplying the
tree's width in feet by
eight times its height,
say General Electric
lighting specialists.
They have these other
suggestions for
decorating the tree:
— You can set the tone
of your party gathering
by using either "warm"
colors — red, orange,
yellow or white — or
"cool" — blue and
green.
— You can create an
illusion of wind rustling
through the boughs by
Interspersing miniature
sparkling lights with
regular sets.
— You can get more
sparkle and glitter with
transparent light bulbs,
rather than color-coated
bulbs, because of the
glistening filaments.
— There are four
basic ways to place
bulbs on an evergreen:
place randomly; create
a "tepee" of light strings `over the tree;
create a spiral of lights,
overlapping two strings
and keeping an even
spiral; or drape light
strings in horizontal
loops around the tree.
GE says you can also
write a holiday message
En lights, by overlapping
two light strings so that
bulbs are spaced 2% inAss apart- Then spell
Ihe message by at.
aching the lights to
mosterboard with in'Witted staples or twist
lea.

•
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Scotland's celebration is a tradition
I iatt da, the week between Christmas and Ncw )(eat's, is the time 01
high spirits and holiday celebrations in
Scotland
While Christmas is now the major
homly-oriented holiday of the year. it
wasn't long ago that Scots worked on
Christina. and celebrated with two day%
oft at 01,04w Year.
ks apprNpriate that, in the birthplace
of 'Auld Lang Sync.' the New Year continues to he the most'important
sat'. Ellen CutIcr of Dewar's Scotch_
-On Hogmanay. 'the daftest day.'
Scot.. celebrate the Neu Year with good
cheer and high spirits at parties and
dances Just after midnight on January I.
first tooling, the custom of visiting
friends and neighbors. begins.'First -tooting is the rite of New Year's
marked by many traditions anti superstitions. I he first person to cross the
threshold should he a dark-haired man.
Red -heads and all womeii are considered
unlucky
One Iles ellirst-tooting empty handed food
usually shortbread or
blackIstm. a rich, dark fruitcake - and
drink • preferably. Scotch whisky
are

brought along with a piece of coal.
. When the first visitor arrives. the coal
is tossed into the fire so the family of the
house will never be cold. A coin is tossed
in next so the family will always have
money. folknved by a fish or a piece of
candy. to ensure the family will never go
'hungry.
"Once the first visitor arrives, the matriarch of the house takes the first drink.
Then everyone else joins in,- adds Cutler.
"Originally. whisky was sold only in
hulk, so it was served right from the barrel. By the late UnXis. though. Scots
would have served their traditional
Hogmanay drinks from earthenware
flasks. possibly decorated with etched
scenes from literary history or legend.
"This year. Dewar's has issued a special reproduction of the early whisky
flagons of the 19th century. They'll make
ideal holiday gifts for anyone who would
like to see in the New Year in the authentic Scottish manner.Finally. after the group has eaten,
drunk and celebrated: all join hands in it
circle to sing "Auld Lang Sync" -- the
days of long ago.
Winter festival traditions handed down
•
•

from the pagans also play a part in Scottish New Year's ot today. Fire celebra- •
lions. such as the "burning out of the okl
year- at Biggar. Strathclyde. and the
Fireball Ceremony at Stonehaven.
Grampian. have been perhirmed for hundreds of years.
At Biggar.a giant bonfire is built by
the citizens of the town starting just after
the November Fair. On New Year's Eve.
or Hogmanay. the fire is lit. Red herrings
are toasted before the flame and eaten on
the spot.
At the last stroke 01 midnight. "Auld
Lang Syne- is sung and then the youth of
the town set about playing pranks.
Ir Stonehaven. the Fireballs Ceremony is used as a means of warding oft
evil spirits who might beset the town in
the coming year.
Fireball swinging begins at midnight,
with the fireballs -consisting of wire netting bags. packed with all kinds or coni_
bustible material, and swung around the
head by a long wire rope
In Scottish towns, large and small. the
most important night of the year - New
Year's Eve -- is celebrated in traditional
style that bespeaks the Scots' love of history and their fondness for merriment.
•

Streamlined shopping leaves time to enjoy the season
Christmas is a time of family reunion,.
sparkling decorations. siteanin
.
gful tradilions. tempting sweet. .. and, of course,
gilt giving. Yet, with the holiday season's
many celebrations and today's busy lifestyle: who cap spend a lot •of time shop-.

my mg to finish your Christmas shopping while enloy mg the season's treats
can turn even the most awous celebrator
int.) a trenned grot.ch To prevent that
froni happening to vou, streamline your
Christmas'Quipping
"One method is to select a single category lOr yotir gin list suyh as clothing,
t i ws arid games,
iewelry.- suggests
Jackie Martineau of Sarah Coventry.
Inc.. a firm that licenses its name for -a

variety of consumer products. "Today's
diversity of fashionvprovide tasteful and
memorable gifts for everyone in almost
any category. , •
"That makes'it easy to shop for every. one Alai once,"-she say.. "For eXample.
lewelry. when .carefully chosen, can be
an excellent way to satisfy everyone on
your gill list while staying within your
budget and schedule.• Suitable for all
Whether you're chopping for a best
friend. mother, boyfriend or child, you
are sure to find a variety of styles and
colors suited to his or her taste.
"Today's bright and festive fashion
iewelry is perfect for stretching your

HOLIDAY SHOPPING ran he 4reatollined if you bus mans gills from a %Mode store
counter.
Jackie ‘lartineau, fa.ltion coordinator for Sarah Ctnentr". Jr%e.11-,, for t•xample. offer. something for Vs
f
fantasies to delight the
bran. of little girl.. to fa.liiini %cache. for teen. anti older folk.. Mont., clip... tie
tai.k. or
i•att lw found film not•ii. %hilt. gift ranging fi-oni inexpensive beads tii
ililmleratrl:k priced earring. Or ellsi
-tie.igned mother.' rillg• 1111111114 it
.ii'p
-.hopping list of memorable gifts for famih and friend..

holiday dollars through a number of
friends.- she suggests. "Bright, bold earrings. beads and bracelets in blue, red,
green and black continue to he winter
favorites.Another inexpensive. hut practical gill
found at_jewelry counters is the fashion
watch. Both colorful and more conservative fashion watches are extremely popular with young and old, men and women
110‘11F.E0‘11\11: Is %R‘l 1,NO PERSON id. alien somi acce..orizt• ylilir h
• situ the au1. rarqr,•• ur Christina.
Though moderately priced. "you'll 111111.11)1.1
accent. arid gift. front 1‘iiti Prioltict.. setting a b•-tise table are fright to left, a painted .','ram ii' I itri.tina. tree which doubly.
find that some high-quality fashion watches
rt• lir jcll !wait 11111.1..r. red
a. all him.
candle- uitli pine C •
a handpaintedo•eramic gingerbread home
even carry a two-year warranty:" says
Th..4.hri.till
v.ith a .mall candle. and a natural i.ii•ker basket }voiding 541 paper cocktail napkin. unit a holly
Martineau.
ina. tree topped %Uhl the sumi tngel. boat. a %arirty of ornanwrit. including ehe...atita. and leikh !war.. Dre..ing up the
Design a ring
mantel are deft ill right) a elillectibr... ceramic .tein. --The Macks t
decorated holiday Candle.. a child'. t•olleettor-.plate.
anialter
sporticing up thy end table are a faceted gla..i•aililleholder and a liatuicrafted
1111.1Ch HMI --rtw
-Show Mom
piircelain poitewitia flitMer
WU care with an evoistte -one of kind'
ring featuring birthstones that represent
family members. You can custom-design
the ring yourself h L iAl losing eenume or
simulated stones and distinctive settings
will he outgrown in, more than likcic. re- sitiik ,traight -ditLh and /q.:,/ai.! • tree By ROBBIE FANNING
ranging from traditional to sophisticated
cord time. Pizzazz /Or Pennies.- De.V.Oer mat
eriihriiiden, arid hey nd
styles.
All over America, millions of women Clothes for
Children, by award -winning
1, it hard to do
on.
"Jewelry is alW.W s a big hit V/ oh chil- are using their sew-Mg machines as 'credesigner Barb Forman, shows how yotr,
dren. With today collections featuring ative tools. It makes sense that today's can give a cuytom touch to inexpensive lark ‘. Ma,hIllt! that ,1,‘L', 31111 : •
AhN..
and AAA,. thc
designs-of animals. butterflies or flowers woman, busier than ever and attuned to clothes by adding easy machine applique
An% ma,hine e.,en erandii.a •
on gold bracelets. charms and tiny ear- the driving rhythms and pa'ce of today's
L'11,hilk.lsk"
rings. such a 'Orclssu up gilt is sure to de- society, would seek rela\anon in'a way Using the ideas and patterns in Barh., %%Kik
that combines a traditional love for fabric_ hook you'll get the best of the boutique,
S., here.are three. idea;...tha.t..\0!
light a little kfiss.- savs •;,irah Coventrv
•
-teXtu're-and'caOr with the speed and effi- - 011 a'bread:and:butter budget.'
-so ..ew up- any gin-i_21..ing di.Martineju
Or how about stepping back a qat2e
this holiday season...And icc deta:i
MAWI M4.11
W
jewelry pieces ciency of 4 modern mackune. %
r
plus
1611
Paradoxically, these are the same life - there's The Etpet root
Tic:.f...q" P tlnit'
tack,. coital 51.1)5, hutton ccis such as
Dutotao
:- irages of hill color 51-.7 kk5. The-Et-perme,
.Wardrobe "Inner by_. Rehec9i ers and rnonc hps which are available.- women who often'say..'ob 'no. 1..don't
clrfir,
in enough style, to satisfy 75ett the most sew.- They .mean that they don't make Subtitled "A Fashion Workbook to Org.,
tmnicky For the les, traditionally in• all the garments for themselves and their Tie Today 's Mother-To-Be." it cover'..
just about everything — sewing and shop'.
clined,there are bracelet and neck families. •
But they do make quilts, quilted wall- ping for yourself, preparing the baby', page,
*lb 95 chains in gold and ulcer
hangings. placerpats, much ne-entbroidered layette and nursery. and dealing with at[
Look 'Al- them ..11 orur tawrite Lsok2k.
Women favoring classic, tailored jew gifts and machqte-appliqued clothes for of the physical and emotional changes tahn, Ot ,raft-,
nationv.ide
dry styles vs-ill-surely- be pleased wit h their friends; family and children. .
that take place during your pregnanCy tor an additional 52 25 to defray shirpne
expensive-looking omulated pearls or
To support this interest and enthusi- and nursing months.
expens.c.,_lon may_ wish to pin,. hase 'hen
14-Kt. gold or sterling silver accessories asm. Chilton Book Company has develFinally, there is- The Complete Book ,;r. directl from the ('hilt n
Cir.:pair...
These, according to Martineau, Hook oped a line of books entitled The Creative Machine Embroiders, which I wrote
l94.0(Li
with Department CVIA.
especially stylish with business wear"
Machine .4rts Series. One of these, or all my husband. Tony. The concept of the
(si.gp 345-114 or 1215: 96-1-40itti
Whichever categoi y you select -. of these new titles, may be lust right for series began to take shape when I spoke !MasterCard or Visa also ac,„epted
whether it's iewelry. clothing or toys for someone special on your holiday gift list. with Chilton about publishing a book that
N.omplimentary Chilton Needlecraft,
children and grown-up _Avid.when They will also.b.e &valuable addition to would show .how. to Use any machine to. Catalog is available upon request Adyou adopt a "one-stop-shopping- plan.i your own sewing reference library..
create color and texture on fabric --- fast. - dress correspondence to the attermon -)t
you can easily save time for entoy mg
Every mother wants her children to
We begin with the basic information Laurie Menyo. Slanaeer Art, Craft &
those special holiday moments with tam- look their hest. But how we hate to spend on transferring design. and progress 1-hibby Div sion Or phone ner directi:.at
il and friends.
a small tiwtune on a dress or jacket that through the various techniques from a 121•5i 964-4710

44

ew up"your holiday gift-giving list

4111111.1111110,

Holiday weight control ideas offered
Thanksgiving usually
evokes images of overindulgence: too much
turkey, too much stuffing, too much pumpkin
pie — in general, a holiday "hangover" of a different sort.
Weight Watchers
magazine says it's
possible to get through
the turkey tradition
without gaining weight.
But it takes planning —
and will power.
If, for example,
you're invited to a
Thanksgiving dinner,
you might consider arriving late, the

magazine suggests.
"Since parties provide all the elements to
ruin a sensible eating
program — alcohol,
hors d'oeuvres, high
calorie nibbles — arriving late is one tactic to
help you stick to a sensible eating pattern. Also,
try to have a glass of
some non-alcoholic, lowcalorie beverage in your
hand to resist munching
on snacks."
Another suggestion:
Continue to exercise
during the holiday.
"And stick to your usual
regimen; following a
regular routine can go a

long way to coping with
the temptations of the
holiday and staying
trim and fit."
A low-calorie holiday
recipe from Weight
Watcher magazine:
CRANBERRY BANANA BREAD
1% cups all-purpose
flour
114 teaspoons baking
powder
17i teaspoon baking
soda
1 cup fresh or frozen

strawberries
14 very ripe medium
bananas, mashed
cup granulated
sugar
1-3 cup vegetable oil
1 large egg, room
temperature
1 teaspoon vanilla
extract
Pre-heat oven to 350
degrees F. Spray an
8-inch baking pan with
nonstick cooking spray.
In medium bowl, stir
flour, baking powder

Ultralock'
Machine Model 14U62A
• 3-thread overlock stitch
• Simultaneously edge-trims
fabric as it sews• High speed
overedge sewing • Sews up to
1500 stitches per minute
• Narrow rolled hem plate
included • Exclusive free arm

Just In
Time For
Christmas! —
Storewide Bargains
*Keepsake Diamonds
*Crystal
*Ladies & Men's
Diamond
Clusters

Price
1
/
2 Price
1
/
2

Fashion maw Zig-Zag
Machine Model 247
Front drop-in bobbin • Extra-wide
zig-zag • Sews blittonholes, elastic
and stretch fabncs Reg. $209"

753-2835

/2 Price

e- —Sale Good Fri.. Sat. & Sun

20 0

Off i

— Open Sunday. Nov 2',rd. 1-5 It

town & countRy
Dixieland Center
414itrOlif

*4140,

.4erste

Arik4stv

The Ultra Unlimited•
Machine Model 6268
Unlimited stitches from
construction to stretch to
decorative• Push-button panel
for easy stitch selection
•Embroiders and monograms
automatically • Indicator light
tells you when bobbin thread is
low •Built-in buttonholer sews
in 3 different styles•Feeds
fabric sideways for patching
and mending

Reg. 249 99
Th• Debutante*
Machine
Modal 6211

NOW ONL
124.50

Free arm for sewing cuffs and sleeves •Selfthreading take-up lever .Bobbin winds with a
touch of a finger •3 needle positions to sew
along edges and make buttonholes •Built-in carrying handle

Ultra Unlimited Model 6268

THE DEBUTANTE
Model 6217
8 popular stitches•Built-in
buttonholer• Drop-in
bobbin•Adjusts to venous
fabric thicknesses• Handy
free arm for sewing
sleeves•Built-in carrying
handle.

Rufflers
s9 95
Stilt

Rwq

$21r

SINGER QUALITY
The Ultra• Machina Model 6267
SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT! 29 stitches from construction to decorative *Selfevident, six-second threading .Wind-in-place
bobbin •low bobbin indicator •Push button
gionet for kny stitch 'selection •One-step,electronic buttonholer *Convenient free arm for
11461-Air Center — Murray
sewing hard-to-reach places *Built-in accessary
Store Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; 1-6 Sun.
storage area ond carrying handle.
Reg 449"

SINGEFI MURRAY SEWING CENTER
APPROVED DEALE
A To,,,,,,get

Dafk,
,,
eS,Npe• CO
,
*ISA

113 So. 4th

l

is-

Up To 35%

Furche§ Jewelry

ta.
A All Winter Sweaters

'4'

LET US FINANCE IT.

Off
*Diamond Pendants
25% Off
All Sales Final

prdk
i

*Koret. Jantzen, Joyce, Graff & Boston Traveler

SO EASY TO USE, SAVES TIME AND
MONEY. SINGER WORKS MIRACLES
FOR YOU!

SUPPLIES LIMITED

NOW
ONLY

444i.
Large Selection
Winter Sportswear

SINGER

Reg. 639.00

only $349"

and baking soda. Stir in
cranberries. In another
medium bowl, whisk remaining ingredients until smooth. Stir dry ingredients into banana
mixture just until blended. Scrape evenly into
prepared pan. Bake 35
minutes, until toothpick
Inserted in center comes
out clean. Let cool completely on rack before
cutting into 16 squares.
Makes 16 servings.
Per serving: 126 cal,

. •
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Hottest new fashion doll: Dressing for success
No doubt about it. one of the most
requested presents for little girls this
Christmas tlt be the fashion doll. currently enjoying an upsurge in popularity..
Along with the fashion spit comes her
repertoire of accessories, and now more
than ever. it looks like the dress will
make the doll.
Gone are the days when mom's old
shoebox doubled as a car and, upside
down. a bed Today fashion dolls hate
canopy and four-poster beds
After J good night's sleep. they wake
up and dress themselves in the latest outfits snazzy stockings, mini-dresses with
coordinated belts and s,:art es. and puMps.
Then they 're read% to roll in their sports
car with %km-king FM radio
"Kids' plat situations hate become
more sophistaited oter the years," says
Al Carosi corporate ice president of
marketing set-% Ices for Xasbro. Inc..
makers of the new rock 'n roll doll Jein.
"The fashion doll is no longer lust another pretty face As well as has mg a
boyfriend and a fun. exciting social life.
she now has a wonderful career - and.
in the case of km. two careers."
_km is a woman of the '80s with a secret dual identity Ottstage she is krrica
Benton, owner of Starlight Music Company and manager of Starlight House.
home liir runaway and homeless girls.
ith the help of a holographic computer image named St nergy ". fern hightech "fair godmother." Jerrica mysteriously transtorms into km, rock superstar
who. like num of today's artists. gites
the mime she raises to charities like
Starlight House
km also comes with a range of accessories that serve dual purposes km can
tit herself up tor the Mg shots with the
Rock Backstager, a dressing room that's
sompletely sontrartmentalized with
closet,. shelte,. drawers and handy
dressing-room mirror
Jim", hail
can he placed

•

ONE OF THE HOTTEST TO OF THE SE tS4 Est — Hasbro's Jern'" and .4ja& n's
up their Rockin Roadister. a flees1” itn ear that 4.01144.4111. a aorking FM radio.
on the dressing table as she sits in her
swoel chair and lives her "truly outrageous" hairstyles. The Rock Backstager
also conterts to.a Dial audio speaker
Concert performances can he set up
on the Star Stage. with a built-in cassette
deck that plays the original km music as
the band members perform onstage with
their instruments.
Authentic-looking spotlights "flood"
the stage. while speakers and microphones can be fitted onto stands. "Neon"
lightning bolts provide a 'tilting backdrop
Then. when the concert's °ter. the Star
Stage conterts into an °nice for Jerrica's
business activities.
Riding to a gig or hack to the pills e
can be a real trip with the Rockm. Roadster. Just like a real car. the Roston'

Roadster has a working FM radio. The
hood can he used as storage space for
Jim •s and the Hologram's accessories.
The Rockin' Roadster FM radio and
the Star Stage cassette player both hook
into the Rock Backstager. when it's in its
audio speaker mode
Clothes are an important part of a lashii in
and Jon krrica has a vari—
ety (it outfits which are contertible to suit
her busy lifestyle A selection of outfits is
also as ailable for the Holograms. the
Misfits and Rio.
"Girls really like the idea ot transformable pieces.- Sa.), Cams'. "And the
dual-purpose accessories tit right in 'with
the fern philosophy For .,/em,
being - a
its, -career woman is a kit easier iAtth ae,:essories that also hate two ':careers."

Red i hot for the hohda‘....

Sizzling looks from top names in fashion
I in the tashion and beauty rutpt ay •
'red.' is a must this season and red hair
withiiiit diiiiht is the strongest accessot secin in Palls. Milan and the t ruled
States
It there
one thing that should tire
siur 1111.11thliiOn tor the holiday,. make
ii. he an.opt.noise with red!
_
.
Besause the look, ste I..Ac tot the hol!slat is are not etertdat looks. stc asked
!dal Sassoin hairsts list, and the wkirld's
top fashion- designers for -some- lirriple
adsR.L. that id heir e‘cr‘one look their
he-; in the latest hohdat sttre,
Assording i top tashisin designer
Donna -kar-.1;1.
should wear your
.lothes
don't let them wear you When
on realt NAJni to dress up it's hest to
stis k to the rusk rule, or good design
and to feel sondoriatqc
Classic looks in neutral .hades sit gray
and otdi/ed Illetak are er> prominent
:hi, season No accessory highlights
Ihen t hetter than the burst ot red. .
1R1,1 i hr q states Ids son Schoer.
Cssr01 and Penn Dues:of at the. Vidal
SAssosin Salon in New \kirk. and it is.
the single most important accessory to
the holiday,. entransc-maker fashions."
Wiimen todas dsin .t need to he born with
red hair to inspire this pro‘ikaii“.• nets
look From. subtle highlight, to all-sner
hraien solor. you can test your red opitslabWi c itlititli Men!

•

New produsts like Vidal Sasssion's
Coloritis Color Styling Mousses and
Gels allots women to create one night
hair color then wash it all a‘ka.). Suddenly instant hair color is an accessory
thanks the new at-home coloring tech-4.
nolsigs
Inc sit the hohdat, newest looks is
also one ot the most interesting to put
igether hes Anse it requires a nil\ of colors And textures Louis Dell 'Oho,ol Anne
Klein II. leek that "casual elegance is the
holidat s. most modern look A woman
shook! look fish and luxurious NA it hOtit
OL,• rt: wearing the new. "mystic
deer.. !Ashton,, colorful darks in deep
ens. plunis and teals. try mixing the
',one ,olors And texture, in your hair
I. somplenient this Is sit,.
Sassoon
list, suggest wearing multi-colored
curls 's Cr a sill' ii ‘LIT I,i, e
Randomly. pull out small sections
from underneath and around the hairline_ then apply Colordis Gels from roils
to end' Curl `A ith a sidling iron Thc
explosion ot 1.1dOr
ettett '

Another of the biggest fashion Stories sty lists suggest tisint..2 Color-10c Gel to
kir the hriliday• is the commnation of fit smooth hair around the head Choose a
and flare. The look can he classic. such shade darker than our natural hair to
as Comme des Garsins tight-to the - make the %slapped hall. look smoother
waist tops and big, tun. tatteta skirts, or dild
it can he seducto e like Fletra Casadeils
V‘ it h. all these new
silhouettes and
sitter screen fantasy gowns
shapes in fashions anti hair styling. your
Hairstyle,tor these tashions'should
this
416a1.
he sleek, smooth 'and sontroned H au. a, sou are ['he single most important
smooth's
around
from
one side thim: to remember before creating your
combed
of the he.oL to _the other and held in holiday. looks --zed...Whether it be shots
place Alai gel is one or the nette.,1 look, of red in your hair, a slash of red on YOu,
coming from London ‘idal Sa‘,1,1,11 irs or a red boa fling
POI is hot'

Special ornaments can make a Christmas tree sparkle.

Create a romantic, make-ahead holiday dinner
Wouldn't it he wonderful to hate endless 'I'nit' to prepare for the holidays?
.Alas, they often arrive all too soon.
.Fhe tun of presenting a sumptuous
dinner for two is easier ith recipes that
allow sonic lead time. Try this surprisingh simple Chicken Wellington recipe..
which can be prepared and froien weeks
ahead.
With just a few steps prior to seRing.
you'll hate time to entertain and emot
the company of your guest. Recipes can
he inc-reused for a larger group. too.
CHICKEN 1,‘VILI,INGTON
package, frozen puff pastry
whole chicken breast, skin
removed, split and boned
' cup dry %guile wine
I tablespoon butter
1 teaspoon basil
I teaspoon rosemary
.4 cup each, pureed mushrooms,
celery, onion
1 egg %, hitt% lightly beaten with '4
teaspoon water
Follow package directions tor handling
and thawing puff pastry trecipe requires
lust one sheet of puff pastry).
Combine '2 cup wine with basil and
rosemary and marinate chicken for one
hour.
Saute chicken in I tablespoon butter
and the remaining '4 cup wine just until
chicken turns white in color; remove
trom pan and cool.
!Meanwhile. thoroughly combine the
pureed mushrooms, celery and onion.
Roll out one puff pastry sheet into a
KED WAITE,. Ill 11.11)11.1
t‘1101 K — If hum weren't born a redhead. chances 12"x 12" square Trim uneven edges to
art.
be 1111e for just one night during this holitia season. because red is the make an II"x 11"
'square.(A pastry-cuthottest holitia lash' acct....ors. For one night hair color: idaI Sa.mmin.
.Color- ter will result in a more decorative edge
PREPARE FOR API'l.ttl'SE.
iii,' 1:olor "iii ling Mousse in Burnished Red.
elegant dinner is easier than ii looks. 4:hicken
on Wellingtons.) Sate pastry scraps.
Igkellittglon is a snap with friciA.ii puff pastr. "rh.• carrot puree in new Kublwrolaid
Cut 11" pastry square in half to make cookware goes from freezer to vvv i v.rowa‘e or coment
I tnen. The brown ant
two rectangles. each 5'2"x II". Place a wild rice is a package mix. embellished
with al
trul %Dila! TIDE chocolate
chicken breast on one side of each pastry
souffle roll is tlecei%ittgl
rectangle.
Spread half the pureed mushroom cookie sheet and brush each with the to 8 hours refrigerated, then hake as dimixture over each chicken breast and lightly beaten egg white. Bake at 3750 rected allow. To freeze, use a tight-sealtold pastry over, forming a square. for 30 minutes or until golden brown. If ing food container for best results. ,
Moisten inside edges of pastry.' and pinch pastry begins to brown too quickly. tent
The Carrot Puree, Wild Rice Almonto seal securely.
with aluminum foil.
dine and Chocolate Souffle Roll recipes
Form bows from the remaining pastry
Serves 2.
are available by sending a stamped, selfand decorate the top of each chicken puff
Hint: Prepared. unbaked Wellingtons addressed No. 10 envelope to: Rubberpastry half.
may he frozen for up to six months. maid Holiday Recipes. 1147 Akron Road,
Place the puff pastry squares on a Thaw 2 hours at Oioni temperature or 6 Wooster, OH 44(141

Is
sl
what's waiting for you
in the shadows
at Merle Norman.

It's a real eye
opener 14 gorgeous shadows. a
$73.50 value, for only
$16.50 with any $8.50
minimum purchase of Merle
Norman products.
And youll find it easy to spend that $8.50 at Merle
Norman.There are -elegant gift sets of skin care, specially
ddsigned and beautifully packaged.There are also
'exciting travel-sets filled with cosmetics and all the necessary luxunes.
Get into the spirit of giving and receive this extravagarirshactow t5i-kia $73.50'value-id( only 06.50. ,
VVoman to Woman

•

MERLE noRrivn
Bel Air Center

753-1,19211

Shop
The Phone Center
For A Unique Gift

Vacuums
aFor Christmas
New & Rebuilt

•Phones
— Dial
— Touch Tone
— Cordless

rl̀ (

Of
94.

*Jacks
•2-Line Phones

Phone Center
of Murray
Southside Shopping Center
753-0342

Shop Early
Free Gift Wrapping—Layaways
We will do your Christmas Shipping
You pack or we will pack for you.
Authorized-Daily Pickup

Keel's Vacuum
Sales & Service
1:0

061-Alr Contor 753-2706 , _
Mon.-Set. 9:00-5:00
IrS.4
WPM
,

THE MURRAY LEDGER It TEISE8

INAL-MART

Prices Good ttsru
Sunday. Nov. 23rd
Open 9-9 Daily, 12-6 Sunday
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
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Save $10.00

189.84
Reg 199 84

Franchie Hunter Autoloading Shotgun
•20 Gauge ',A incr)
••
orPrOved choke •1.
vw-th ventho
mocLt.•

269.83
299 96

Save $25.00
Remington 870 Vent Rib Pump Shotgun
•12 or 20 Gauge *Modified choke •American
walnut stocktfore-end .Nos 6974 r,•rIS

•

Mossburg' Pump Shotgun

139.78
Reg. 448.83

Remington

Bolt Action 700 ADL Rifle

Reg. 324.86

liter Johnson'
U.S. 22 Caliber
Semi-Automatic Rifle
•

.•

Winchester - Ranger Autoloading Shotgun

8764

Low Price
Every Day

99.96

Customer Appreciation Night
Sunday, November 23
7:00-9:00 p.m.

Reg. 196.84

To show our appreciation to our customers, we will open the store for
a special night of shopping.
During this time there will be red light sriecials, door prizes and,
refreshments will be served. For our younger customers Santa Claus will
be present.
Pick up your special invitation from one of our associates.

ru
Mattel See 'N Say
Talking Toys
'Look and listen toys •12 Zoo
animals to look at. listen to,
and learn about 'Also Mother
Goose and the Bee Says
Scotch Pine
Artificial Christ MA,
'

Low Price Every Day

Mattel Princess of Power
51/2" Fashion doll. Spectocular costumes for
fantasy fashion play. Each doll has a different
look, a unique personality and a special action feature. No. A9238.

View Master 3D Viewer
'Sleek, rugged and fun to operate 'See life like 3D
color scenes from famous cartoons, fairy tales,
travel and science 'No. 2049/2050

Reg 1.17

Satin Ornament',

Low Price Every Day

Low Price Every Day

5.36

Reg 1.76 Pk

3.63

QVCRg8BLEt —
cr•se.- • -4 ea.,

ADD.A SET

Scrabble
•The world's most popular
word game .No. 17
•Reg. 7.93

6.74

2 $3

Wheel of Fortune
•The fast action work game •Exciting entertainment for the
entire family 'Features 96 puzzles, plastic puzzle display board,
•wipe off used letter cord and more •2 to 4 players
•Ages 8 to adult •No. 5555 *Reg. 8.94.

7.58

Special Value
•
• Reg.I.D4
100•Add-A-Set light 506.
•,' reel tol d! f•r,(11F1
I'

SIll aProverl •No

r,

Artificial Poinsettia Bush
•
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CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE

The toys that are at the top ofthe kids'
Christmas wish letters for this year

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
CAR SAFETY KIT
IS A GREAT
STOCKING STUFFER

I ititiiii_
any kids. Christmas wish
list-.
s... ale toys they can plia 1•Ith
hild .• o ir Id ot fantasy and pretend.
super action adkenture figure).
•slt, .11 dolls, cutly11!:A05 animals
.111,1 ii•o\Us illtl '5.itches. ac.ording to
II ..1 ii.• !11.. wol Id s largest toy 111.111UtJs.
1..1;

icutt:. like the tamed
espeoall.:. popular ith
IIi, hcst sclliiig aytion playthings
1IS' li•instiii nets are expected to re clue most popular Christmas
boys in
\, • Hht,.• lot
hole as $7 94. the
it ,1%tro shapes. inciudtng planes.
, ,!••
all able to change into
.1.I i.1 k .i iou N'Y title boys eii.)0
•lchenture, girls will he
tILL! tic 55 fashionable dolls in
li!1:11t
les. creating new
and sharing the tun ith
\i

IL IS .114:

I..
.

SANTA CAN FULFILL THE FANTASIES of parents and children
Rellini furniture and aceevourie• for bedrooms and nurseries.

• iicws making high-tashion.
glitieling. sparkling Noman
ss hi hatances an active. even, IRV/ Js a record compam es'tie tb5 day and the rock 'n
.1, and -the Holograms at

Advice to help ex-smokers
make it throu.h this season

the it
tapes that come
dolls on ,,fle 01 the accessories III
either a sound stage with
sh...tkils, or 1 he PAO- toot ..:Jr

FOR CHRISTMAS '86. the Hasbro lineup includes* eliwks•ise. jern. Uatehinials.
Transformers and NI, Little l'om.

radio, girls can
0th the words and stage their
's through the Holograius and
aL.-11 !RAI rock group. The Misfits
I. 1. i.inos the rock- it roll element in
al.,. respond to the sariet. ot
plal. situations Jeff/ s mulrojeeted
u!its and stor line otter.- says Al
s ice president oi mars,:!..ises tor Hasbro. Inc f .•, kith: ones three and up. there is J
\kot
animals in Hasbro's
Nty 1 it I,- Pony line The ponies come
'eti,haruing hidden land on the
'at
the rainbow that is full ot
-!,
licinent. happy characters and
‘
,
.11h

ponies, like brown tWinkle-eyed Gingerbread. so soft Lofty, and fluttering
Nlorning Glory. dressing them in their
colorful little outfits, and cuddling the
adorable toys throughout their day.
Generally- asailabie for 55.00-S6.00 at
retail, each pony comes with hairbrush.
hair ribbon, scented body sticker and
magical story..
Girls ot all ages will enjoy their tun.
fashionable and tunks Watchimals soh, colorful and furry animals that
be worn not only on the wrist but also the
belt, the hair, and the ankle.
The durable.'plush fabric fastener
wrist bands hold a fully functional digital
watch. which is tound when the animal's

tills
I it ,

•

In spend hours grooming
ili:tty manes and tails of the

HOOVER
SALE!
HOOVER
Convertible
1. Cleaner
with
Headlight
gr,c
•P•-•
e
• rc
50 Arno motor
• lc 31 top•till bag
• 1-cmuuou ,ug adiustment

Sugg.
Retail
$139.95

mouth is lifted Asailahle in toy Istores.at
a retail price of about $10. Watchnuals
come in 12 delighttul characters. including a pink Mt hise purple peacock and
yellow toucan
-We help kids esplore the world of
fantasy and basing tun h sw in 'let's
pretend.' And when kids play 'let's pretend.' they 're transported to a world
they 'se created. allowing them to act out
their dreams through their toys
-13s designine different story lines.
too, the toys help spark their 'magmatiorts and capture the N attainable 0'14
through this world ot make belies
says
Caro.]

FOR HIGHWAY HELP
0

From the first piece of Thanksgiving partment stores. avoid weight gain and
turkey to the last drop of New Year's spend time with less than favorite acchampagne. the holiday. season is bound quaintances and relatives; are offered
to test the patience - and willpower - with two purposes: To keep the new exof eSen the moststoic nonsmokers.
smokers self-confidence high and to
For a nos ice ex-smoker. the nonstop present healthier alternatises to smoking
demands of the holidays can be enough
Activities like stringing popcorn. masto make him or her say "Bah Humbug" tering the ka7oo and cracking nuts might
and gise up a worthwhile tight against not he viewed as particularly exciting
cigarettes.
pastimes. but they are suggested to disert
But. the American Cancer Society has the . minds and hands of newly relOrmed
published a guide that promises to keep smokers.
new ex-smokers on the path away from
Other activities. like serYing as host
tobacco, despite holiday pressures and for the family reunion or playing photogtemptations.
rapher or bartender at parties, will keep
"How Jo Stay Quit During the Holi- the new ex-smokers sisibility high and
days- is a I6-page illustrated brochure circumvent the urge to light up.
that presents. in a humorous war. practiThe brochure. -How to Stay Quit Durcal hints on how' tei fend off Yuletide ing the Holidays" is asailahle Without
urges to light up.
charge from your local Unit of the Amer- ROADNOS KIT
for Christina'.
Tips on how to deal with crowds in de- ican Cancer Society.

illTIM
i•

a thoughtfull

sniffer

Magazine gives awards for children's toys, media
BOSTON (A?) Magazine editor Diana
Green has spent six
years helping give
awards to children's
media, and says she's
encouraged by improvement in one area: video.
"What's happened as
far as we're seeing is
that because there is
more video available,
the networks haven't
got it all sewn up
anymore," she said as
Parent's Choice, the
non-profit publication,
announced its annual
awards, which serve as
holiday gift suggestions
for children.
"There are many
choices for parents. It
may take a little more
effort, but there isn't
any reason to use television indiscrirninantly.
"The bad news is that
everything is so terribly

expensive," said Ms.
Green, who recommended parents without
video cassette recorders
make use of VCRs and
tapes found in schools
and lipraries.
An album by pop
singer Cyndi Lauper, a
videotape about "The
Ugly Duckling" and
Penny Power magazine
are among gifts recommended this year by
Parents' Choice, which
reviews children's toys
and media.
"The purpose of the
awards is to bring
children of all
backgrounds and skills
together with material
that will help them grow
mentally, emotionally
and as human beings,"
Ms. Green said from her
office in suburban
Newton.
Ms. Green said the

English Sole
Feminine Fashion & Footwear

OPEN SUNDAY
Shoes & Boots

11995
WARD
ELKINS

magazine, which claims
a circulation of 90,000,
culled entries for the
awards from
publishers, 'toy companies, critics and
parents. Then experts in
each area, aided by
groups of children,
selected a dozen or
more winners -in each
category.
Here is a partial list of
the /986 awards by
Parents' Choice, the
non-profit magazine's
guide to children's toys
and media:
Picture Books
"Molly's New
Washing Machine" by
Petra Mathers. Harper
and Row.
"The Baron On The
Island Of Cheese" by
Patrick Benson.
Philomel Books.
"When Sheep Cannot
Sleep" by Satoshi
Kitamura. Farrar,
Straus and Giroux.
Story Books
"Not So Fast
Songololo" by Niki Daly. McElderry.

1-5 P.M.

"Yellow Bird And
Classic' by Tomy. Ages
Me" by Joyce Hansen,
8-up.
Clarion Books.
"The Dallas Titans
Computer Programs
Get Ready For Bed" by
"Easy As ABC" by
Karla Kuskin. Harper Springboard Software.
and Row.
Ages 3-6.
Videos
"The Great Gonzo In
"Tales Of Beatrix Wordrider" by Simon
Potter" by Children's and Schuster. Ages 6-up.
Video Library.
"Robomath" by
Preschool-age 5.
Mindplay. Ages 8-up.
"Ugly Duckling and
Other Classic Fairy
Magazines
Tales" by CC Studios.
Your Big Backyard by
Ages 5-8.
the National Wildlife
Federation. Ages 3-5.
"Moving Out" by
Faces by Cobblestone
VidAmerica. Ages
12-up.
Publishing. Ages 8-11.
Penny -Power by ConRecordings
sumers Union. Ages
"Good Morning Sun9-up.
shine- by Golden Glow
Records. Ages 2-5.
"Take Me With You"
by Moose School
Records. Ages 5-11.
"Spectacles" by
Caedmon. Ages 8-11.
For those seeking a
different way to
Toys
celebrate New Year's
Baby's First Train by
Eve aboard what is
T.C. Timber. Ages 1-4.
described as the world's
Radio Flyer Row Cart
most exalted train, a
by Radio Steel Manufacnine-day package is ofturing Co. Ages 4-6.
fered by Venice Simplon
Aurora Corvette
Orient-Express.
Participants travel to

"rillow

."The Great Mouse
Detective"
-"The Trip To
Bountiful"
Radio
"KidsAmerica,"
WNYC, New York, and
National Public Radio
"Penelope
Popocatepetl and the
Three Babirusas,"
RUN!, Cedar Falls,
Iowa
Rock 'n' Roil
"The Burns Sisters
Band" by The Burns
Sisters Band. Columbia.
"True Colors" by
Cyndi Lauper. Portrait.
"Control" by Janet
Jackson, A&M.

Exalted train trip offered

20%

Off
Our Already Low
Discount Price
•Gift Certificates Available

o-An's Varieties
( our( Square

Everyd.o s A sale Day at Jo-An',

It's like
giving
them
a gtft
every
day ,t‘.°4*

Television
Programs-Local
"Pick Up The Beat,"
WJLA-TV, Washington,
D.C.
Talk," WJCTTV,„Jacksonville, Fla.
"Buster and Me,"
KRON-TV, San
Francisco.
Television
Programs'National
'Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood," PBS.
Preschool-age 4.
"Donald Duck
Presents," The Disney
Channel. Ages 4-8.
"Fame," syndicated.
Ages 12-up.
Movies
"Short Circuit"

London Dec. 28 for the
opening of the traditional Harrods' sales
and a London show. The
New Year's Eve
celebration begins with
the boarding of the
Orient-Express for the
1,065-mile, 32-hour

Journey to Venice
Included are roundtrip economy airfare
from the U.S.. one-way
airfare between Milan
and London, hotel accommodations,
transfers, porterage,
meals, tax and service
charges.

Holiday Dresses

20% off

Layaways-Gift Certificates
Free Gift Wrapping
Doivntown Ct .Square
'slurray•759-41-4o
Hours M-S 9-5

111

Ice Age gift items offered
For those dreaming of
a white Christmas, the
gift shop at the
American Museum of
Natural History offers
some reminders of a
previous chilly season
- the Ice Age.

The New York-based
museum has come up
with a selection of gift
items representing the
beginnings of modern
human culture in late
Ice Age Europe.
Among the museum's

offerings are reproductions of artifacts, including tools, animals
and Venus figurines as
well as prints and
posters of the famous
cave paintings at
Lascaux and Altamira

41111N/911r•=. As
,.,
...h• -----

Subscribe now, and
make this the best
holiday season for
you and your children.

f

.4‘..
rpale

V'-

4111V

(
o
/
•

Sign up for
The Disney Channel
and SAVE $10.00!

•a

'IP

Here's how: Bring us
3 or 4 canned goods to
help a household less
fortunate than yours.
We'll say thanks to
you with a
FREE CONNECTION
to The Disney Channel.

•
NO,
•

V. IP
•Il• V

•C•
411. :

•

• 406

46 •

MURRAY

ThefstairChannel

Hurry! Offer expires
Wed. Nov 26th

Get That
Special Gift
For The
Special
Person At A I
SpecialPlace'

4'1

Leta's II -*

41 •
-

••••••••‘

4

A new auto safety accessories kit is
one of the mosvhoughtful gifts you
could
stuff into a car owner's Yule
stocking.
•
Specifically designed to summon help
incase of a breakdown or emergency. the
kit helps keep the driver and passengers
safe while waiting. There is no more dangerous standing around on a highway or
walking for help, perhaps with children
kit in the car.
The kit contains a magnetic rooftop
SOS and road marker sign. a reflective
"Help" sign that signals distress night
and day, and use trouble signs, one tor
each of the most common highway problems. All the signs and .atet) - markers
are highly fluorescent for maximum visibility.
The "Road SOS" kit has been heartily
endorsed by .saftty and transportation
experts. whffii "an excellent. worthwhile product with terrific- safety potential."
It comes in a durable, resealable package and lists at $6.99 plus S2 35 for postage and handling. It is a%ailahk from .Pet
Pourri, Inc., P.O. Box IQ. Manchester.
MA 01944.

-

CABLE
VLSHIN
Bei-Afr Center

7

- 1/1

1600 Dodson
753-8282
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More than skin deep some holiday beauty secrets

For success every time...

A handy guide to preparing
the perfect cup ofcoffee
Nothing beats a good cup of coffee, especially on a cold winter day. If you're
entertaining this holiday season, it's particularly important to serve perfect coffee to your guests. But how do you ensure
a good cup every time? •
While the ideal cup of coffee is an indiy idual preference inyolving many factors, there are really no secrets to brewing a perfect cup. All it takes is the right
tools and a little bit of practice..

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, IBM

temperature and brewing time.
Generally, drip coffee should be
brewed at 195 degrees Fahrenheit for
about six minutes. A carefully selected
coffeemaker, like the Braun Aromaster
KF 75, however',, will control these factors for you — all you need to do is add
the right amount of water and coffee.
Brewing coffee

/
2 to two
On average, you should use 11
level tablespoons of coffee grounds per
cup of cold water, adjusting for personal
Fresh,flavorful beans
taste and the cOffeemaker's cup size.
Always use a clean coffeemaker and
Most people are accustomed to using
pre-ground. packaged coffee from their remove the grounds from the brew as
local supermarkets. But the best cup of soon as the brewing cycle is completed. to
coffee is actually made from freshly prevent bitterness. Never re-use grounds
or reheat cooled coffee.
ground, whole coffee beans.
These whole beans, which are availMaintaining ideal temperature
able in many supermarkets and gourmet
Brewed coffee generally stays fresh for
food stores. Yary. in color and flavor. depending on the region in which tbey were one hour. Some coffeemakers with specultivated and the degree of roasting. cial insulated carafes. like the Braun
Flavored coffees, like mocha almond, Aroniaster KF 75. however, will keep the
are coffee beans .that have had various coffee's full flavor and aroma for hours
while on the warming plate.
flavors added tt: them after roasting.
T,he KF 75 will also keep freshlyExperiment with various blends and
roasts to discover the oneis) that best suit brewed coffee at the ideal drinking temyour tastes. Buy small amounts of coffee perature through breakfast or dessert
beans and sample at home. A coffee when the insulated carafe is brought to
salesperson should be able to answer any. the table.
Now that you know the basics, have
questions about different blends and
some fun this holiday' season by serving
roasts.
your guests perfect coffee, alone or in the
following festive recipes:
Grinding coffee

lime
loçel
wrappinc

nit
11111(11 1,1U:1101 fiffet (11/ Sophisti
capon and lots la glamour The eMphasis
is on elegance.. black velvet, satin and
cashmere. Hemlines are shorter, resealing more leg. Necklines are daring.
dresses are strapless or backless
Needed. Quick holiday grooming tips
to get read) for all of that skin "baring.Smooth vhoulders. The ‘'iciorians had
the right idea! Cream), smooth shoulders
and hustline were considered a sign of
great feminine beauty. Howe% er. today's
modern woman, after months of sun exposure. has often riddled both shoulders
and skin with clusters of freskles and
moles.
For this season's strapless gown. try
camouflaging these spots and evening
the skin tone by applying a special bun-

dation One excellent coverup product ta•
*wed by the professionals is Lydia
O'Leary Covermark
a non-greasy.
medically approved line of makeup that
is specially formulated to conceal even
the most noticeable blemishes
Silky /egv • Waxing is an excellent
method for removing unwanted hair and
keeping legs silky. It lasts longer than
shaving or depilatories, and doesn't
cause nicks. ra,ror burn or the chance 01
allergic reaction 'One drawback has been
the messiness ot the procedure. requiring
a spatula and a dedicated pot
However, the process has been made
easier with the introduction of a hot was
that heats up in a dtsposahle tube Called
Zip Wax, the tube tomes with a handy
clip that attaches to the rim of a pot. ena

bling the tube to he handled easily- All
you do is put the tube into boiling water
remove if with the dip, and apply the
wax directly to the skin No more muss
or fuss'
forgotten asset% Elhovvs. knees and
heels are often neglected. with the skin
becoming rough and dry Give these potential beauty spots some extra attention
Rub in baby oil or moisturiter at least
once a week
Use pumice stone on rough
.. heels
rubbing gentlx to remdite dead skin tells Rd tiplII,L! 1M11
Ord
A little lov inig
s are goes a long wav If you I411140A these
sunple tips, those revealing holiday lash
ions will give xou ample opportundx 141
show oft such great-looking skin it will
make even angels envious'

NIOCHA MINT
Once you'Ye selected the beans. you'll
need to grind them. Since ground coffee
1 cup prepared coffee
loses its flavor quickly. it's best to grind
1 pint chocolate ice cream
the beans right before brewing. Most
/
1
4 cup creme de menthe
stores will grind the beans for you but, to
very thin chocolate-mint wafers
ensure maximum flayor, you'll probably
Combine
coffee, ice cream and creme
want to buy your own grinder.
Braun's KSM 2 grinder features spe- de menthe in blender container. Blend on
cially designed cutting blades that grind low speed. Spoon into sherbet or wine
.
enough beans quickly and evenly for up glasses..
Garnish each serving with a chocolateto 12 cups of coffee — perfect tin- an aumint wafer. Makes 4 servings.
tomatic- drip coffeemaker
Also, its uniquely designed ribs in the
CAFE MEXICANO
lid keep the grounds circulating in order
4
teaspoons
chocolate syriip
to prevent heating --- which can hake ad1/2 cup heavy cream
verse effects on taste and amnia.
3./. teaspoon cimlamon
For best taste,aroma
/
1
4 teaspoon nutmeg
1 tablespoon sugar
Most grinders will grind a pot's worth
11
/
2
cups strong, hot coffee*
of coffee in 10 to 20 seconds. Keep in
Put 1 teaspoon chocolate syrup tato.
mind that the hoar the grind, the stronger the taste. If Nou're using an auto- each of 4 small'cups. -Combine cream. v4
matic drip coffeemaker. a medium grind teaspoon cinnamon, nutmeg and sugar.
Whip. Stir remaining 1./2 teaspoon cinnais a good rule of thumb. The final step to making perfect coffee mon into.hot coffee.
.
.
Pour .coffee into cups. Stir to blend
is the brewing evele. Two factors determine a good or had pot of coffee — water with syrup. Top with whipped cream.

ristmas

25" Console Color T.V.

$399

SALE GOOD THRU
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD

'IllaTnW.M.PuLt1111

Under-the-counter Distyvasher
50 Miniature
Indoor/Outdoor
Lights
_
'49

Starting at

299

Financing Available with no
payment 'til January or
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

•HI one burns out

13" Color T.V.

$199
7 Day-4 Event
V.C.R.
*Wireless
Remote

Don't wait til the last minute
Shop Early...
While Selection is Good!

Graniteware Roaster
9.99
Is" w/cover
Mell4n Rebate

AAN._

Final Cost

7.99

13" w/cover
Mell.ln Rebate
final Cart

$299

4.99
1.00

3.99

•
Mon-Sat
10-9

uo..a a•,..1.
-,
HOME TV-111APPLI4NCE

Gt.-)

Central Shopping Center

Sun
1-5
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•
And If Your First Stop Isn't Long Run Audio
Just Look At What You Might Miss
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS THIS CHRISTMAS!!
AND OUR PRICES
PROVE IT!!

Fisher "Video Tech" 120-Wattl
Per Channel Audio/Video System
with 26" MTS/Stereo Television

Sony. CFS-W30 MINI RADIO CASSETTE-CORDER
•AM/FM stereo tuner *Stereo cassette reCOrilfsnci
•Double deck with synchro-stort dubbing •Autornohc
roff at end of tape *One-touch recording •Built in
n4.' ret condenser microphone

'79.95

•26- MTS (Multichannel TV Sound) Monitor/Television
recieves stereo and Bilinguol broodcosts
•Audio/TVNCR Control center
•Remote control operates snrtolly al system functions
•VhIS Hi-Fi VCR
•120 Worts per chomel amplifier
•Digitial AM/FM Tuner
•ProgrOmmable Compact disc player
•Turntokile
•Dual Cassette Deck
•20-Control Graphic equalizer
•Three-Way 15- Speakers
•Unified Audio/Video Component Cabinet

in everypotfor the holidays
It's the time of year to celebrate holiday traditions. For many of us that means
sitting down with family and friends to a
test of turkey and all the trimmings.
Then we participate in another tradition: Eating leftovers.
Turkey soup and hot turkey sandwiches are fine, but if you're looking for
something out of the ordinary, try this
tasty turkey pie. It's a variation on a
priie-winning recipe from The Bisquick
Inv ttational. a national contest for professional cooks and chefs held earlier this
year.
Created by Sue Carroll. owner of the
historic Mainstay Inn in Cape May. New
Jersey. Mainstay Inn Turkey Pies are a
blend of tender turkey chunks and cream
sauce under a clieese-filhvored Bisquick
topping.
This quick and easy recipe is just as
delicious when made with chicken
NIAINSTAV INN TURKEY PIES
3 cups cut-up cooked turkey or
chicken
/
1
2 cup milk
/
1
2 cup dairy sour cream
I can (lOYt oz.) condensed cream of
chicken soup
3/. cup Bisquick baking mix
I/. cup cornmeal
cup milk
I egg
2 atlas shredded Cheddar cheese
(801.1
HEAT men to 375°
HEAT turkey. 1 2 cup milk, the

1`71FISHER

Fisher Audio Component System
and Wireless Remote Control
•CA2113B Studio Standard imegrated Siam MOOR:
•'30 watts per channel minimum RMS power into 8
ohms from 201-1z-20kHz., with no more than 0.05%
'HD •W.reiess remote control for Power On/OFF,
'miner volume upiclown, muting and cassette pause
•'wo 7-LED power level meters •FPA270A5 Studio
Stentlird APArckt Stereo Timer •Ouortz P1.1 digital syn'hewed tuning •16 station presets (8AM plus 8 FM)
•MT7211C8 Studion Standard fully automatic Sneer
trackWg turntable •Fully automatic operation •Linear
'faciting tonearrrt •Magnetx stereo cartridge •Wcivi,
and flutter: 0.035% WRMS •Rumble.-70c18 MIN-8)
•CRW 74 NV Studio Stanclud Dual Stereo Cassette
Deck •Two cassette systems be easy cassette- to-cassette
.
4 dubbing •Synchronized one-touch high speed dubbing
•Sequentiol ploy function •Dolby
noise
reduction•Aurornatic tape formulation selector
-•
:•AD112311Saallo Stanikeni Compact Digltai Audio disc
Meyer •Horizontal slide loading system •tuiiy
4mrtaic
tudio
:PiirTy S
er h°r •5••11.1 1159°wier
oo forS S powerful boss
response •5'faro-fluid midrange delivers clean mod
*reavencies •3 ferrolluid tweeter For crystal clear
highs •titgli effiaencylbass reflex deer •RA542 Consparent Cabinet•Fnher s system 85510 comes complete
. with the RA542 component cabinet featuring a glass
lift top full length glass door, chrome trim, chrome
. casters, spore for record storage ond on extra shell for
e e•pondobility
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Shop Your
Hometown
First!

Sony' Pressman SuperSmall Standard Cassette
Recorder
•Accepts siandord audio cassettes
•Buih-in
boundary
effect
microphone •Built-in monitor
speaker *One-touch recording
•Instant edit •Counter-inertial
flywheel for tape stability
$

Your dollars do
more than just buy
merchandise. They
support our schools
and churches, and
help pay for our fire
and police protection, the library
and recreational
facilities.
The list is endless
because your dollars support our way
of life. Be loyal to the
community and buy
at home. Then
everyone benefits.

995

S-XV1000 Audio/Video Control
Center
•80 watt per chanilel • Built in surround sound
amplifier
•Connect, three VCRs •Reenote control for switch three video
sources ond 4 audio sources •SorroUnd sound effect function
•Lob., boss synthesizer *Color corrector function

irmir

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

O
1
r
I

•Stratght low-moss toneorm with prectsoon 4-point 9frn
bol susportuon •Vibra•on absorbing TNRC base
•Techntics original 14P P,Mount cartridge connector
system •FG servo DC motor with specially manufoc
+wed dn.
.
, bell Mar reside temperature ond humidity
cilsonpm •Front pans* semi automatic operation
•Porioblie pitch control with illuminated stroboscope

CREAMED CHUNKS OF CHICKEN or turke are topped with a eite,.!. eru.t in
these niain-tli.h pies. The recipe in a
r of the Iii.qtack Invitational einite.t for
profe..ional chef. and i'041&..

afford the luxury will vegetables like breadfeast this Christmas on fruit and a powerful
roast pig.
alcoholic drink made
Most will celebrate from coconut milk.
with fresh fish, local
For the 1,700 people of
Christmas Island, Dec.
25 is a day of religious
significance and the anniversary of European
discovery.
On that day in 1777, as
the British warship
Resolution rode at anRP
chor in the turquoise
blue lagoon, explorer
James Cook named the
14 KT. Rings
Starting at 15.90
world's largest coral
atoll.
14 KT. Earrings . .Starting at 9.95
"As we kept our
Christmas here," he
14 KT. Bracelets . .Starting at 9.95
recorded in the ship's
log, "we called it
Starting at 9.95
14 KT. Charms
Christmas Island."
"This day," he went
Large Group Wedding Bands
on, "the people (his
Starting at 29.90
crew) were served fresh
pork, fish and double
NEW STORE HOURS:
allowances of liquor
Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5
which enabled them to
spend the evening with
*LayaWay Now For Xmas
mirth and jollity."
Full-Time Jeweler
Today, Christmas —
now spelled Kiritimati
'Your design or ours. we do custom work...
— Island is part of the
size rings, repair chains & set stones"
remote and povertystricken Republic of
Kiribati, formally the
British Gilbert Group.
Center 753-1293
In 1983, the U.S.
Senate formally ended a
.1111
I

Sony' CFS-6000 Transound Stereo AM/FM
Cassette-Corder

10-Bond graphic equalizer with partial expander
P •Milt,rolored LED display with lighted octave sliders

Bisquick' is a registered trademark of
General Mills. Inc.

In the tiny settlements
of London, Paris, and
Poland on Christmas
Island in the central
Pacific, the few who can

All
Gold
50%-75%

Sony' SS117EX

and. if desired. paprika.
BAKE uncovered until top is set and
soup mixture bubbles around edge. 20 to
25 nun. 6 servings.

Islanders to celebrate holiday, anniversary

$279500

•Am/FM ster•o reception •Stereo
cassette recording and polybock
•Detochoble speokers con be moved
apart for best stereo separation •Auto
reverse for uninterrupted ploybock of
both sides of the cassette tape *Automatic
Music Senso (AMS slops forward or
backward to the neri selection on the tape
•Automatic shupoff from the record mode
conserves battery power and prevents
mechanical wear •5-Segrnent graphic
equalizer tailors sound to occommodate
room ocovstics

sour

cream and soup to boiling. Spoon into-6
ungreased 10-o/ casseroles, custard
cups or rectangular baking dish. 13x9x2.
BEAT remaining ingredients except
cheese with wire whisk or hand beater
until almost smooth. Pour evenly over
hot turkey mixture Sprinkle with cheese

Member FDIC

Teac V-350
•Soft Touch •LD output •Dolby B&C

4
i
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5% Off Any Photo
Restoration Order

Get Your Xmas Orders In Early!

Paducah
lone Oak Village
Center

Enjoy your memories of
yesterday & today forever
at Twila's Photo Arta ,

554-0028

—Good Thru 11/29/86—
Hwy.011 S.
(Oid NesIbItt Map)

492-8198 >

Specializing In:
'Photo copy,
restoration and oil work
(any condition)
*Ready-made Frames

Twila's Photo Arts

Opea: M-F 11-5
Sat. k Earnings
by Appointment

long running dispute
with Britain over ownership of the atoll and
recognized the
sovereignty granted by
London to Kiribati (pronounced Kiribass) upon
Its independence in 1979.
Nearly 2,000 miles —
more than two weeks by
copra boat — from the
national capital of
Tarawa, Christmas
Island is often described
as nothing more than a
flat, dry sand heap.
The only accommodation on the island is the
"24-room Captain Cook
Hotel, and those who
need urgent hospitalization must wait for a
United States Coast
Guard ship to arrive
from Hawaii.
In the 209 years since
Cook's visit, the atoll,
just 145 miles north of
the Equator, has been
ravaged by waves of
Europeans. First there
were the whalers. Then
phosphate miners.
With World War II
came American and
New Zealand troops and
with the nuclear age,
scientists and technicians, and a series of
British and American
experiments during the
1950s and 1960s.
Locally produced
materials are nonexistent and imported goods
are prohibitively
expensive.
The average per
capita income of the
Micronesians who have
migrated to Christmas
Island during the past
two centuries is less
than $250 a year. There
is a small fishing industry but the Kiribati
government is the only
large, full-time
employer and life
generally is described
as "precarious."
Despite the hardships,
Christmas Day will be
marked again this year
by all but a few
followers of the Bahai
faith.
-Thanks to the British
and American missionaries most of the
people are a deeply
Christian lot," the
Australian diplomat
said. "They do like to
celebrate Christmas the
way we do in the West."
Although the general
stores don't stock expensive, artificial
Christmas trees, he said
the people will decorate
their homes with tinsel,
lights and pieces of
silver paper.
"They will go to
church, they will sing
hymns in the street, and
they will probably pool
their resources to buy a
fat, roasting pig," he
said.
There is another
Christmas Island, off
northwest Australia, but
that's another story.

CHRISTMAS
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U.S. Postal Service issues
Christmas mail deadlines

Pigskin leatherfits the season
Time at home or on the go usuall),
means a woman is constantly on her feet
during the holiday season. When comfort
is a must and good fashion a desire, pigskin leather footwear provides both, suggests the-Pigskin Council of America.

this season in man stores.
All leather is a natural material and,
whether on the foot or body, it can be
warm in cold climes yet cool in warm areas. Its unique fibrous structure provides
both an insulating and air conditioning
effect.
Softness and strength, flexibility and.
Beautify) pigskin leather products are
marvelous colors are reasons to select,
excellent gift ideas. Lucky the lady
pigskin leather shoes and boots.
whose driveway may be filled with a new
Women's sportswear, jackets, skirts, car sporting an interior with luxuriously
gloves and belts, in addition to shoes and sueded, exquisitely colored pigskin
boots, are choice pigskin leather items leather upholstery.

WASHINGTON (AP)
— The U.S. Postal Service has set its
Christmas deadlines for
those sanding gifts and
greetings abroad as well
as civilian mail.
Civilian surface mail
Intended for Asia and
Africa should be on its
way by now, postal officials say.
Christmas parcels intended for military personnel in Australia, the
Far East and Southeast
Asia also should have
been sent already if they
were going by surface
mail, the least costly
method of shipment, the
US. Postal Service
reports.
Items being sent by
military Parcel Airlift
Mail should be sent in
November, postal officials report. That's
also the time to get
Space Available Mall on
its way.

WESTERN STYLING shapes a woman's little boot from the Dingo DiVitilOirl of Acme
Boot Co. Sueded pigskin leather in vibrant colors creates excitement afoot. It is
right worn with skirts. jeans, stirrup pants. esen exercise clothes.

Enjoy the warmth ofthe season!

Warming numb toes h the tiret. an he
v,arming to the heart as to the feet. as
friends and famil‘ gather and giggle alter
an afternoon ttt ice skating at ,t ticarht,
pond
as

The ethilaration oi the tro-t air and
the delicate heaut ot taIling snov. eft
hances the pleasure ot outdoor tun. as
%kelt_ as setting_ f he mood tor this most
taYorite of season, Whether it toNtgganing or Christmas caroling. being out

-doors and enjoying the snow fills
eser)one %kith the Christmas spirit.
En1o) mg the magic of the winter's
)konderland is also the perfect reason for
a part) or co7). get-together. You might
%%ant to host a snov‘man-building contest
m )our back)ard and afterAkards treat
o cry one to hot chocolate topped vtith
fresh v,hipped cream and warm. Justbaked gingerbread men.
It the sound of yoices raised in song is
y% hat most fills sour heart Nith the mirth
ot the season. then plan for a group to go
aroling. and afterv,ards. hase all of
those near and dear to you o‘er for some
hot cider spiced %kith cinnamon. It's
hound to chase the cold away as it kindles the v.arnith of happiness

Last-minute gift idea costs little, means a lot

Here are the
Christmas deadlines for
civilian mall going
abroad:
— Nov. 3: Surface
mail for Europe, the
Caribbean and West Indies and South and Central America.
— Nov. 24: Airmail
letters and cards to
Australia and Southeast
Asia. Air parcels to
Australia, Africa,
Southeast Asia and the
Middle East.
— Dec. 1: Airmail letters and cards to Africa.
Air parcels to Europe
and the Far East.
— Dec. 5: Airmail letters and cards to
Europe, the Far East
and South and Central
America. Air parcels to
South and Central
America
— Dec. 12: Air letters,
cards and parcels to the
Caribbean and West
Indies.

Shop Your
Hometown
First!

Candles create a romantic mood at the holiday dining table.

SomeholA it lust vtouldn't be the holiday s s ithout rosy -checked children. bundled up to their noses. rushing in from
the cold atter a (la\ of sledding and
snti‘sman making to enitt a cup ot rich
hot chocolate
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Your dollars do
more than just buy
merchandise They
support our schools
and churches, and
help pay for our fire
and poke pro
tection, the library
and recreational
facilities
The list Is endless
because your dol
lars support our way
of life Be loyal to the
community and buy
at home Then
everyone benefits

Deck The Halls!
...and the walls,
mantles, doors and what
have you. Dress up your
home with our charming
handmade decorations,
or make your own with
,crafts from our shop.
We have Rhinestones
& Nail Heads for
Sweatshirts & Bandanas, etc.

Shop Murray!

The
I E013LES BANK

Wild •Ratt*otij

M I

Ct. Square
Murray - 753-0859

Ft HAY I

KY

5th & Main • N 12th & Chestnut • S 12th & StorN,
753-3231 • Member FDIC

*
4=11 W.m
I
The Saving Place
Non can has r s our cake aml eat it it.,. if sou're hicks emough to receise this gift.
And fin- a last
Is prise sit for a parts. hosts...-. gift or other use. the supermarket
can be a real friend. Pick out a high-qualit) 104141 container. then choose fr
Vlookie... nuts. dried fruit. carols I )1- perhaps a fruitcake for a su tttttt
surprise. l/r
fill the container with gotirms.t coffee or special teas for a friend. The container
niakes a lasting rs•minder of sour thoughtfulness. Just top it with a boss or special
ornament and sou're reads ill go. Sersin'
bast contains.r. bs Rubbermaid
4.
• in 4.1par it total/1yr. that make ciontesit• esell
appealing. thnond lids -cal
tighils to keep edibles fresh. Dishwasher-safe_ this makes a creatise, set quick. gift
for just a few dollars that i• sure to plya.e.

James kenrob
For the working woman who
loves clothes that really work

Santa
Will Be Here
With Candy For
All The Kids,

9-12 & 1-4
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 28-29
Sun., Nov. 30
6-8 p.m.
Sun., Dec. 7
6-8 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Sun., Dec. 14
6-8 p.m.
Sun., Dec. 21
Santa will have candy for the
children and pictures will be provided
of children with Santa.

5.
America's Fa%erite Saxe

sli
t*
t0tItt;

SHOPPING SPREE

TUES., DEC. 2
8-10

'Free Gift Wrapping of Your Purchases
*One $50 Gift Certificate To Be Drawn For Each Store

10°0 TO 60°0 OFF ON THESE ITEMS

The unmatched suit three pieces that work as well
separately as they do together. The textured knit jacket, with
an interesting cut and Ibis of style. A luxurious,
longsleeve poly crepe blouse features a clever button on
ascot. The comfortable knit site Mat goes with everything. _
The easy elastic waistband make it the one you'll always
reach for. Navy and-Yellow Topaz.

The Mademoiselle Shop
Downtown Murray

6" Poinsetta, 5 To 11 Blooms
"Mr. Coffee" Coffee Maker
"Celebrity" Beverage Sot, 24-Pc.
Conair Phone Switchable Tone/Pulse
G.E. AM/FM Elec. Digital Clock Radio
Trash Bags 50-Ct., 20-30 Gallon Capacity
• Roll Christman) Gift Wtap 30" Widfh
-Lux Liquid Dish Detergent, 32 Oz.
60% Off 14 Kt. Gold Chain* And Charms
Timex Watches 30% Off Mfg. Price
•

REG.
PRICE

4.27
29.97
9.97
15.97
19.97
4.97
4.97
1.66

SALE
PRICE
3.27
22.44
7.97
12.97
15.97
2.99
• 2.97
.97
60% Off
30% Off
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New wreaths
are offered

Gifts for new,soon-to-be parents

In James Thurber's
delightful story "What
Do You Mean It Was !
Brillig?," the Christmas
..reeves" are a source of
Linguistic confusion.
In Jeanne Bloch's
Westhampton
Greenery, the wreaths
are a source of income.
The Greenery, in an
SO-year-old cottage in
Westhampton Beach,
N Y , is offering three
new wreaths for this
season - including a
car wreath for the front
grille. "road-tested by
The Lily. my 1978
Marathon Checker,"
says Miss Bloch. The
other new wreaths are „
called "Seasonal
. Favorite': a.nd "Twelve
Days of Christmas."
The wreaths are made
of balsam fir and local
greens and embellished
Hi 'lit NI NAINt. s 1.1% I 5's1)l-1(1kING IT TVA:E. •cause t:Iiristinas is the
right time to gist. a 1.011,0111•,... Longines captures the holida, spirit with an inspired
with pine cones, red bergift. the 1;olil Medal. les a Suiss quartz %Loch v.ith %inning "I'. It'. Fine jeuelr, that
ries, and, of course, a
tells time (ruin the Longitzes-Witinatter %Smell t: pan, - the gifts the,'5e been
.red bow.
hoping for all year long.

This holiday season, a whole riew category of gifts may belong on your shopping
list. Friends and families of patents-to-be
can add some practical and fun gifts for
the couple expecting a child in the New
Year. and parents of young infants may
'welcome many of these gifts also.
Since soon-to-be parents will be setting aside more of their household budget
to feed and clothe a new baby, holiday
gifts will be particularly welcomed.
Gifts may be fun, or practical. or traditional, depending on the needs of the
couple. according to the experts at Gerber
Products Company. who have been in the
baby business for more than 50 years.
Fun family gifts
Parents-to-be or new -parents might
appreciate some gifts the whole family
can enjoy. One gift that may be especially
popular with parents is a new camera to
record baby's first years.
The camera might be accompanied
with a book ,or videocassette on the basics of photography or a guide to shooting home videos, or a photo album to
hold all those new photos. Also check
your local photography store - many
offer certificates for video recorder
rentals.
Family members could consider giving
some "time commitment" gifts. such as
‘olunteering labor and supplies to help
paint the baby's room, offering a certificate worth several hours of baby-sitting
tinie, a diaper service for a few months.
payment for services of a housekeeper
for a day. or 4 "parents: night out."
Another fun gift idea might be an exercise tape for mom to help her get back
into shape after the baby is born. A cordless telephone could prove useful for new
parents, too.
Some baby basks
On the practical side, you may want to
A holiday gift idea consider gifts that relate to the care,
that involves the Statue safety and feeding of the infant.
Some baby-basics that may be appreciof Liberty and Ellis
Island is called ated by parents-to-be are a crib, blankets
and a mattress pad for the new baby. and
"America's Family
accessories to help furnish a baby's
Album," a project room,such as lamps. mobiles and
stuffed
created by Eastman animals.
Kodak Co. to help supA bab% bath tub is a practical gift for
port the restoration of the new baby: to make the gift complete,
the national landmarks. till the tub with a selection Of hooded
For $10 each, your towels, washcloths and baby soaps and
photo selection will be shampoos. And, for a clean, comfortable
place to change baby after a bath, a baby
assigned an individual
changing pad would be perfect.
access number and perOther baby -basics include an infant
manently recorded in seat, canvas baby carriers, and folding
the "album."
strollers, all of winch will be particularly
When visiting the useful in the first year.
Another fun, yet practical gill for parstatue, you can call up
the photo by name or ac- ents with an older infant is a baby walker.
cess number on a video such as the Star Coupe" from Century
Products Company: a ullsidiarY -Of Gerdisplay screen
t10-. Under'the watchful ee of parents.
the walker provides exercise and mobil-

`Album' idea
to support
restoration

Iittb 4:A4INAlk

PICK YOUR OWN
DISCOUNT

1O%-50% Off
Thru St., Nov. 29th
Large Group
/
1
2

Price

Selected Styles

Price
Stride Rite, Nike,

/
1
2

Including selected styles
of SAS, Impos, SRO,
Joyce and Connie

New Balance and
Little Capezio

the

It's the holiday season
and the top-of-the-line
catalogs are out in force
for the financially
fortunate.
The guide to seasonal

Fine Children's Shoes

Southside Manor

20OFF
-50%
S

L E
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
20%

All Women's Swimwear
All Women's Tennis Shorts
All Women's Tennis Shirts
All Men's Swimwear
All Men's Tennis Shirts
All Men's Tennis Shorts

100 STYLES
Athletic Shoes

All Baseball Gloves
All Racketball Rackets
All Fraternity & Sorority Jerseys
All Tennis Rackets
All Nylon Jackets

can make life more convenient are an
electric bottle warmer to use with glass
and plastic nursers. and a hot water feeding dish to keep food warm and help prevent spills.
Although most parents probably' will
have selected child care books to use as
reference for the first few years, you
could consider adding a subscription to a
monthly magazine written especially for
new parents.
A final _tip_
And, finally, for parents of newborns
who want to get a head start on the basics
of infant nutrition and feeding practices.
the infant nutrition experts at Gerber
have a .comprehensive brochure emitted
"Feeding Baby."
To obtain a free copy, send a postcard
to "Feeding Baby," Gerber Products
Company; P.O. Box 2000, Fri:el-hoot MI 49.413. The-booklet would make a great
stocking sniffer; "

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

shopping chic in Texas,
the Neiman-Marcus
Christmas catalog, is offering His-Her gifts this
year of specially bred
spotted kittens -at
$1,400 each.
Another listing suggests that the hard-toplease friend who keeps
a pet cat might be pleased to get a $1.1 million
home for the kitty
shaped like an Egyptian
temple and made of
lapis, quartz and
turquoise.
The semi-precious
stone house also makes
a nice conversation
piece and comes complete with deed, architectural plan and
• owner's manual, according to the annual Robb
Report on extravagant
Christmas stocking stuf-

fers, released in Boston.
The publication calls
itself the "magazine for
people with million dollar taste."
One catalog retailer
commissioned original
artwork, by Thomas
McKnight, for the two
covers of its Christmas
catalog. The two paintings, selling at $25,000
each, are the most expensive items in the
Spiegel catalog.
Spiegel said it mailed
four million 1986
Christmas catalogs to
customers in the United
States.
Baccarat Crystal, in
its color Museum
Reproduction Collection
catalog in French and
English, offers crystal
pieces designed between 1830 and 1930

with prices ranging
from $1,000 to $5,300.
The Neiman-Marcus
catalog, famous for
lavish gifts sprinkled
among more conventional Christmas gift
items, also offers a portrait session with pop
artist Andy Warhol's
studio for the rich who
want to be famous.
For $35,000, the recipient will be flown to
New York to be painted
in Warhol's studio. But
there's a limit: only
three people can buy
that gift.
"A wonderful part is
that later you receive
900 reproductions for
Christmas cards for
1987," said Pat Morgan,
Neiman's vice president
of mail order
merchandising.

"Our Dad always told us that
this is the best store in town"

20-50°A

All Running Suits
All Running Outfits

All Athletic Bags

ity for baby within a limited area.
Another popular gift for parents is a
quilted carry-all bag lined with wipeclean vinyl, fitted with loops to hold baby
bottles, and accessory pockets for other
_ baby essentials.
. An infant car seat is a-must purchase
for parents who dri%e and one of the first
accessories a new parent will need. All
states now require that infants and children be restrained when riding in a car,
even on the ride home from the hospital.
The infant car seat sewed as -a-gift
should be a federally approved car seat
siiitable for each child's height. weight
and age.
Traditional favorites
,Along more traditional lines, prospective parents might welcome recei% ing a
bah% book or journal to record baby's
medical and personal history, including .
special -firsts." like a first tooth. the first
word, and a first step.
•
-For feeding time. two accessories that

. Catalogs cater,to financially fortunate

ft

-;hoe tree

THE OLDER INFVST can find hours of fun and exercise in this Star Coupe ba
isalker. made hi, Centur:, a subsidiar• of Gerber Products Comparn.

OFF

20%
40%
50%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

SALE ENDS NOVEMBER 26

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

Now we know WHY!
All Seasons Hobby Shop has
*Trains
*Telescopes
*Rockets
*Chemistry Sots
*Planes R/C
•R/C Cars
•Models
•Hobby Tools
'Race Car Sets
*Paints
'Doll House Kits *Wood Models
'
*Microscopes
Race Car Acts.

*J. Deere Toys
*War Games
•DILD
*Mini Figures
•R/C Radios
*Steam Engines
*and more

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

Other choices include
an $80,000 Bubble Boat.
The 12-foot diameter
boat, styled lilse a
spacecraft, has a
galvanized steel dome
that floats on aluminum
pontoons and is studded
with flashing lights.
For those who feel the
million-dollar-plus cozy
for the cat isn't spending enough for the
holidays, the Robb
Report suggests a $5
million miniseries on
the life of your spouse.
The four-hour film
will be shot by a professional crew which will
recruit makeup artists
and actors, and provide
period costumes and
automobiles or even
Arabian horses.
Then there are the
22-carat gold epaulettes
with seed pearl braids,
not for generals, but for
fashion -conscious
women. Since only
seven pairs are being
made for a New York
firm, their exclusivity
might help justify the
$15,000 price tag.
For the pedigreed
hound in your life, there
are Molly's Palm Beach
Dog Biscuits, six for
$3.50, and shaped like
19M Bentleys, of course.
Taken by Palm Beach
itself? Why not reward
your spouse will' a $25
million mansion with
retracting 18-foot windows, chandeliers which
automatically raise and
lower for easy cleaning,
heated salt water pool
and cabana with heated
marble. floors? The
Regency-style Florida
manse was built for the
late "hostess extraordinaire" Anita O'Keeffe
Young, the Robb Report
said.
For people who prefer
events over real estate,
the magazine suggests a
$1 million party.
The blowout at the site
of your choice - Liberty
Island, Grand Central
Station or the Grand Canyon - includes pianist
Peter Duchin playing
for guests who will be
served bubbly, caviar
and a 10-foot cake by
Disney characters.
The event .climaxes
with a helicopter
"covered in- diamond
dust'' towing a
rhinestone banner. with .
your specified message.
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What is Christmas?
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Many aspects of the holiday discussed

It) SEE SANTA...she's decked out in MI appliipied pinaforeALL DRESSEI)
toe& dr• It
the Nana''. Pit I ant
. His three piece outfit includes a starpatterned s,seater in red. tuill pants and a short-sleeseil shirt.

NEW YORK (Al') —
What is Christmas?
It is the time when
people's hearts ring like
bells. And legend says
that oxen kneel in their
stalls at midnight in
memory.
Christmas is the anniversary of one kind of
faith and selflessness. It
is the natal date of a
lonely Jewish carpenter
who in 33 short years of
breath stamped an undying conscience on this
world and promised all
men life everlasting
through belief.
He died a radical upon
a cross for what he
taught, bleeding slowly
to death from the agony
of nail and spear
wounds. Few listened to
his message in his day.
He died a minor gadfly
to a Roman world.
One of many martyrs
to many faiths, time has
raised Jesus Christ to a
gigantic stature, so that
today more than 600
million people, onefourth of all mankind,
celebrate his memory.
More men follow him
than any man who ever
lived. In the centuries

since his birth, he has
become the greatest
religious figure in
history.
What is Christmas?
It is his spirit and his
philosophy — that "it is
more blessed to give
than to receive."
Today the celebration
of his birth, as is his
death, is crossed with
old pagan ceremonials.
But his spirit and his example inflame the day.
Sometimes religious
leaders get cross with
Santa Claus and say he
takes the honors that
belong to Jesus. But no
one who has read the life
of Christ could ever
think of Him as being
jealous. Santa is just
Him with a beard on.
Perhaps, if Santa
Claus pressed his view
385 days a year, as
Jesus did, he might,
even in these enlightened days, risk a similar
persecution.
What is Christmas?
It is the time of letting
go of hidebound prejudices and having the
courage to be sentimental and good. It is the
time when men take

"Daddy, I was chosen
down a cold unfeeling another candle, give
star from the sky and another gift.
to be an angel in our
make it a warm and
The other day a Christmas play, but do I
stirring beacon on a Jewish friend of mine, have the right to play
"
tree.
whose children go to a it,
And her father, know
Mainly the grownups public school and love
say, "Christmas is for the festival of ing her problem, said
"Honey, be their
kids." But they Christmas, told me the
themselves enjoy it plight of his young angel."
I think that is
most, although often daughter.
they are oddly ashamed
She came to her Christmas — and
America
to acknowledge it. In father and said:
December their crust of
foolish sophistication —
the crust they. grow to
protect themselves
from disappointment —
wears thin. They light a
silent candle to an old
belief, that most -men
really do wish each
other well but don't
Christmas
know quite what to do
Open House
about it.
What is Christmas? Is
Sunday, November 23
Is a season when they
can cast away their
mutual doubts and realChristmas trees, wreaths end
ly do something for one
ornaments, foods end candles,
gifts and collectibles.
another.
The Jews, who regard
Come by for a cup of our mulled cider.
Jesus as only a prophet,
have their own festival
WEST SIDE COURT SQUARE
MURRAY
this time of year. It is
called Hanukkah, the •••<::^6
IgPS -47.e•=0:-cz;•-•
4:44.4
Festival of Lights. It
lasts eight days. On
.
- 11111111W
each day they light

the

$antes

Attic

We are celebrating
our 1st Anniversary
with an Open House
Sun.) Nov. 2,3
1-5
:TREES
WREATHS
10%
.ARRANGEMENTS Off

Jews world-wide to
celebrate Hanukkah
on a Jewish altar in
Jerusalem.
Instead, Mattathias
Macabee, a Jewish
priest, fled to the mountains with his five sons
and led a three-year
rebellion that eventually overthrew the
Syrians. The Macabees
ruled until 37 B.C.
Symbol of the holiday,
known as the Feast of
Lights or Feast of
Dedication, is the
menorah, a
randelabrum with branches for nine candles,
lighted in increasing
numbers during the
eight days of Hanukkah.
The menorah symbolizes the story, as
related in the
Apocrypha, that after
cleaning the temple of
Syrian idols, the Jews
found only one small
cruse of oil with which
to light their holy lamps.
To some people, a But somehow, the cruse
"white" Christmas provided oil for eight
means white sandy days.
The holiday s also
beaches and a palm tree
instead of an evergreen. marked by frying food
For those, there is a in oil, with the "latke,"
Christmas cruise to the a pancake made with
Caribbean. Royal Carib- grated potatoes and
bean has two seven-day onions, a popular
Christmas cruises leav- delicacy.
It is also traditional
ing from Miami_Qn Dec.
for
the children to
20. The ships will be
decorated for the holi- receive little gifts each
day and Santa will be on day of the holiday and
board for traditional for contributions to be
made to the poor.
gift-giving.
Children spin
The line promises onboard entertainment dreidels, four-sided tops
with a holiday theme, a that contain the
Christmas show per- acronym for the Hebrew
formed by the cruise words for "a great
staff and traditional miracle happened
religious services as here."
well.
It happened more
than 2,000 years ago, but
Jews around the world
still celebrate the event
every year, usually
some time in December.
This year, Hanukkah
begins the night of Dec.
26.
It was in the year 165
B.C. that Judah
Macabee and his
followers defeated three
Syrian generals and
recaptured and
rededicated the temple
at Jerusalem.
The Jews had been
ruled by Syrian invaders under King Antiochus IV, who commanded them to worship "foreign" gods and
burn a sacrifice to Zeus

Caribbean
Christmas
cruise offered

Liberty coins
are awtilable
for holidays
Government-issued
U.S. Liberty coins, with
the Statue of Liberty appearing on legal-tender
coinage for the first
time, are available in
silver dollar and halfdollar, for $24 and $7.50.
The U.S. Mint stops producing the coins after
Dec. 31, and all unsold
coins will be melted
down.
The coins commemorate the 1986
Statue of Liberty
Centennial and are being minted to raise
money to restore the
statue and Ellis Island

Looney Tunes
books on tape
are released
Books on tape: Bugs
Bunny and friends are
on cassette, as Warner
Audio re-releases
"Looney Tunes'-' for
Christmas. Voices are
by Mel Blanc. The program includes one
30-minute cassette and a
12-page activity book.

iN)
sMIE FIT-TINI; GIFT SI GGESTRYNS for the holidays. Those resol‘itig to -get in shape- after the 6:Aida's '..ill appreciate
these gift ideas specially aimed at keep-fitters. Left: Last minute stocking stuffers include Rath It Shcmer
Daily Shampoo
and Conditioner. Cooling Talc and, peeking from the stocking top. Ella Man fragrance in its %bite. refillable tra‘el spray tviith
Fila IllVoman in red right'heside it). Right: Exercise Mat. lIeluxe Junip Rope and Fit StiO Hand Weights — all from the tie% ilia
1:ollectiiiii.

Flori:st
Bel-Air Center

Special holiday trees that really feed birds
By CRAIG TUFTS
This season I'm making a special holiday tree fOr the birds I'm by-passing the
usual evergreen decorated with strings of
cranberries or popcorn or stale cookies.
Those traditional "bird trees" do look
festive and inviting, but, to tell you the
truth. I've never noticed birds eating the
decorations_ Have you
That's why. this year. I'm going out on
a limb or two to experiment-with a real
had banquet You might like to follow
suit
Instead ot festooning an evergreen. I'm
adorning the bare branches of a deciduous tree Yini could decorate either a tree
growing in your yard or a cut one placed
where birds are most apt to notice it.
ChOOSC a sturdv. sparsely -branched 5
re 10-toot tree- Gather se% eral kinds of
berry -hearing clippings Using small,..!atige copper wire, attach the clippings
toward the ends of the tree bdinches
making it look as if the clippings belong
there .
Berry-bearing plants (both native and
non-naiivel vary from area to area. Home
in Virginia. I'm selecting mine with one
eye on design and color scheme, the
other on bird -feeding. Here's my choice:
The color red is, of course, a must in
any holidav decorating. and I'm using
several red -berried plants: Mountain
ashes and staghorn sumac. for instance.
then some deciduous hollies (especially
possum haw or w interberry f. plus multitlora rose sprigs. 41 dip the freshly cut tip
of all sprigs in molten paraffin to keep

the hint from drying out LuolasLi
Magnolia berries are among the best
tOods for robins and other thrushes that
min winter with us_
Along with the red, orange -toned bittersweet and pyracaritha make.bright
splashes of color, balanced attractively
tiv gray or gray-green juniper berries and
the blue or black berries of large v iburnums. Snowberry fruit pros ides a contrasting white accent.
I'm including a few wild grapes. not
for their looks (dry and shriveled, but because I know that over-wintering bluebirds. mockingbirds and robins eat them.
I'm not entirely throwing tradition out
the window. My tree' includes Several
cones: Pine and spruce cones filled with a
suet-peanut butter mixture for chicadees,
nuthatches and maybe a titmouse or two.
If you can't obtain pine.cones in your

HOW TO WEAR MAKEUP I
UNDER GLASSES
If you are buying your first pair of eyeglasses or have always worn glasses. but
have never known how to use makeup to
look pretty, Hilary King. Fashion Director of The Zyloware Corporation has lots
of helpful advice for you.
Whatever your age or prescription,
you can look gorgeous in glasses with the
correct makeup. Write to Hilary King,
169 East 91st St., Suite LLA. New York,
NY 10128.

area, perhaps youll-he able te . use the
conelike structure from large magnolia
trees.
Once the red berries are gone. the big
cones (plus tour or five inches of stem
can be dipped in suet-peanut butter mixture and hung by. wire, like single tree
ornaments.
The small. conelike fruits of the sweetgum tree Liquidamhar can be plucked of
their gumball "points- to make attractive
cratered structures which can he packed
with a suet mixture and wired to the tree.
.A holiday tree isn't complete without a
string of something twined through some
branches. But instead of popcorn. I'm
hanging short strings of high-sugar content, pitted dates.. f(( for bluebirds
and mockingbirds I'm also wiring a few
small containers of raisins to the tree
trunk.
With our bird tree complete. my family. can really 'celebrate the holidas.
watching front the window to see which
birds eat what from the feeder tree we
built for them. If you make a special holiday tree for the birds, let me know what
you see!
For pin re infin- mation about wildlif"t'
antund ,Sour he
contact the Nati( Mal
Wildlife Federation. Dept. !V. 1412
16th Street. !V. W., Washington D (
20036-2266.

40161a.
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OPEN HOUSE
La Diamondnique invites you to come
in and add a touch of elegance to your
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 23rd, 1-5 p.m.
Enjoy a cup of cider and refreshments
with us and have your jewelry cleaned
FREE!

Special Christmas Layaway

•

6
,
/I 1

/71('
1-•-•

Downtown Murray
those English Sole

SIMHTS
Open Fridays
until 8:30 p.m.
Open Every Sunday
1:00-5:00
i/XAIRq.11110t3AqiitUiltNilltdailtNifitNePtq4dRqIIRqietelt

OUR PRE-THANKSGIVING SALE
CONTINUES

A 4itt,
IBMI
;
1-?

Reduced 20 to 50% •
*Furniture, Storewide
Now 20% Off 1?It
t
*All Placemats & Napkins
I
20% Off
*White Porcelain Dinnerware
20 to 40% Off•
*Red and Green Candles
*Cushions
1/2 Price with purchase of10
3-Piece Grouping (Settee, Chair & Table)
*Plus Many More Items Reduced ;
A PiacelbDiscover.*Sale Ends Wednesday, Nov.'26th 6:00 p.m. • BEL-AIR CENTER

1

4e,

Christmas '86
Arrives
You're invited to the
beginning of a wonderful
and exciting holiday
season. Come join us
to celebrate the very
merriest of days.

the Place
SOLTHSIDE MANOR • MURRAY, kENTt ehy

We have great savings on
Weekly Specials! ,

V
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Christmas games can be used
to further children's education
Child's play can be
more than just fun and
gamesat
Christmastime — It can
be educational as well.
Variety is important
for holding the attention
of children, according to
child development
specialists, and parents
should avoid pressuring
preschool tots when
playing games with
them.
Christmas Shoppers
should select toys that
have variety and will
stimulate the imagina-

tion of children, according to Dr. Janice Gibson, chairman of the
department of
psychology and education at the University of
Pittsburgh
-Playing with figures
which have 'human'
characteristics can help
children construct new
fantasies and understand their own unique
feelings and ideas," the
psychologist suggests.
"Children are more
easily apt to identify
with such characters

message I'd like to give
parents is 'let kids be
kids and don't pressure
them'."
With a 4-year-old
daughter of her own,the
educator and researcher has an opportunity
to practice what she
preaches. In addition,
she serves as a consultant to International
Games, Inc., marketers
of "Games for Growing," which features
"Sesame Street"
characters for
preschoolers.

and creatively work out
conflicts through imaginative play."
Variety in toys and
games is important
because children are
constantly changing,
says Ms. Gibson, who is
a consultant to L,IN
Toys. Ltd. "As their
world expands,
children's toys need to
hold enough variety in
terms of color, shape
and size so as to remain
attractive and
challenging."
As children develop,
she says, their toy
preference changes. A
NUM 5121111119,12111,111111C,11681111C11i1tild
toddler needs toys
which stimulate imitative play, but during
44-1
,
the middle school years,
f‘ti )t
children enjoy team
FLOWERS .
4.*
play and begin to be coninvites you to
cerned with "winning."
• is
Dr. Elizabeth Sulzby,
their Christmas
an
associate professor
3
Open House
of education at the
University of Michigan,
1 Sunday, Nov. 23rdl cautions that
1-5
preschoolers should not
be pushed too hard in
*Door PrIzes
game competition.
"If you're playing a
*Refreshments
game with a child and
Served
all of a sudden it's not a
game — you're com917 Cc.I Jwoter
peting with the child or
you're mad at the child,
or the child's mad at you
fiLIE RUM RIM — that's a sign you're
putting too much
pressure on, and it's
time to get out.
''In general, the

According to Ms. Gibson, the University of
Pittsburgh educator, active toys also should be
considered for the
Christmas list.
"Remember that in
addition to intellectual
and emotional development, children need to
develop and strengthen
their bodies as well,"
she adds.
"Whether it be the
development of small
muscles in the hands
and fingers or improving and perfecting eyehand coordination,
many toys are active in
nature and allow the
child to foster his or her
manual dexterity."

e6-1r,
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TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS

op:S.141T,11,440
C0UNTRY

tiler

CRAFTS
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Refreshments
Register for Door Prizes
f

Mrs. Claus occupies a spot in a well-decorated tree.

b.

Holiday Celebration
Sunday. Nov. 23
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

South‘hlt. Shopping (

eac

1 ilh
'
f

Be k Part Of The

v63eftf'?"Cfl42‘,
Refreshments
.
& Drawing
.
. FREE Gm. vet4t.
SoNDAY. Nov ,3_ qv i-io #1.1
*
.,7
ml FROM MURRAY On/ 94 EAST . t LAWN

A

NIurraN 733-698
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An assortment ofunique
giftsforphoto enthusiasts
There's prohahl\ a darkroom enthusiast on your gift list vcho ossns e‘ery
photo gadget under the sun Nov,. voth
the nevi. Edmial 7+1 Darkroom Specialty
Kit. you can introduce your li'cal expert
to the special products that the professionals use.
FAX\ al Scientific is a dis i"ion of Falcon
Safety Products. Inc.. the Dust-Off' II
"canned air- people For the first time.
the firm is packaging a selection of its
most popular professional specialty prodhome darkroom
ucts specifically for
user.
All are contained in a sturdy, plexiglass storage unit included at no extra
charge
-The Edv.al 7+1 Specialty Darkroom

Kit contains eight professional quality
products for the darkroom included is a
4-otrnee'hottle of Fd\\ al Anti-Stat him
Cleaner. a I tqlrl• e bottle ot li.d\\ al
No-Scratch ". a liounL,.. bottle of Ed \\al
Permafilni
"i-oun\ e bottle of Edv\ al
Hy pt'-Chek-. a '4 ounce bottle of Edv.al
Li7N." Loss Foam Wetting Agent. a '4ounce bottle of Falv.al Protective lens
Cleaner, and a packet ot Falcon Lens
Tissue
As a bonus. Falcon is also including a
4-ounce sample of Ed \+al li-G7:" Black &
White Film Des eloper
The 7+1 Kit and other Ed \\ al and
Falcon photographk produ\ is ctin he
found at your lo al camera store or department store photo .eL t ion

A•*,1•1•I•iP•A• •1•1•‘•A
•

COME TO OUR CHRISTMAS S
OPEN HOUSE WEEKEND
NOVEMBER 22 AND 23
•

Register to win a
lux urious Christmas tree •
.aiorned with Hallmark I
Keepsake Ornaments, •
complete with
lights & garland

11 Christmas Open House

A
•

Hallmark Value
Pack Boxed
Christmas Cards

25%

•

off

on
X-mas Cards
purchased these
2 days

-•
%the green iloorr
DixiELAND CENTER

I Sunday, November 23
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
I •Door Prizes •Refreshments

FREE Imprinting
,
"IPS

.••••••••••••••

FOR THE il.tNIER t RI FE ON IOUR LIST. the Edv.al 7+1 !...pecialt Darkroom Kit
contain.. eight profe..siottal quaIit products for the darkroom.

•

*Free Gift Wrapping
.. Lay-A-Way
Discover
VisaIMC

MIUMIMIEMOOMMIINIMIIIMONid.

Off All

X-mas Items

•

Hallmark X-mas
•
Album or Cassette A
'2.95 with any
X-mas purchase
•
of S5.00

kEA DMO RE,
J

•

Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 23rd
1-5 p.m.
Sample our mulled cider & cookies and see our
I
)
.selecrion of gift Items
10%Off All,Brass

•

A•h•JE i•4•A•S•JE •„.1c,• 4„ •. A
.
S

'MFci
.

BOOK-N2-CARD

;":1\40
:
44i
41.4

Itit

•

10%

06t;i0e.gilikfl
111••ITEAVetkic
oc

804 Coldwater Rd.
759-1319

74relaiiet
%lot_

tortioe

The Happiness Place
invites you to
Shop This Weekend for
Early Christmas Buys.
Sun.,Nov. 23rd
1-5 p.m.

Holidays can
spur salting
rivalries
Competition between
siblings becomes pronounced during the
holidays, but parents
can anticipate the problems and work around
them, says a clinical
professor of child
psychology.
"An older sibling's
return from school can
upset an established
'pecking order,— says
Richard Oberfield,
clinical associate professor of child
psychiatry at NYU
Medical Center in New
York. "There's bickering about who sits where
and who's sleeping
where. Parents are suddenly confronted with
immature behavior they
thought was lonspone."

CHRISTBIAll GIFT GUIDE
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Tips given on
wardrobe for
the holidays
Dressing up for the holidays is something most women enjoy, It's a sure way
to get into a festive mood, and the best
excuse for splurging on a fabulous new
outfit. Anti. yes, there are ways to
splurge on a new outfu and still be practical about it.
Investing in a pair of black silk pants is
one of the smartest purchases you can
make. Classic and simple, a pair of silk
pants can be paired with everything from
a beaded blouse, to a lambswool sweater,
to a more tailored blouse; enabling you to
create a multitude of looks.
Another wardrobe staple to consider
buying for the holiday season is a cashmere Sweater. Although expensive, it is a
timeless classic that can be dressed up,
worn to the office, or thrown over your
favorite pair of jeans.
This season, soft cashmere sweater
sets are replacing the more elaborate
brocade or lame tops that have been
more popular for holiday dressing in past
seasons.
What has remained constant, however,
are elaborate. glitzy accessories. Gold
and silver shoes in all shapes and sizes
(including loafers) are more popular than
ever, and black shoes adorned with buckles in-gold:tortoise shell, grosgrain ribbon
and silver are the perfect accompaniment
to the little black dress (which has gone
- strapless).
.
Chunky belts in gold, silver and lizard
can spice up everything from a simple
sweater dress to silk pants with a matching top. And, costume jewelry is back,
especially gold and silver chain-link
necklaces and bracelets, large hoops and
lizard buckle bracelets, adding a festive
touch to this season's fashions.
It doesn't take much to add some festivity to your wardrobe, a hit of ingenuity
and some planning will go a long v.ay in
helping you dress in the Christmas spirit' I

Winter warm-ups
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A gift ofluggage can include travel dollars,too!
One of the most popular holiday gifts
is exciting new luggage, perfect for anyone in the family at Christmas, ideal in
June for the bride, and for anyone, any
time for a birthday.
This year, notes Walter Bialo, Chairman
of Ventura Travelware and former president of the Luggage and Leather Goods
manufacturers of America, Ventura is celebrating its 50th anniversary with a Christmas special unique in luggage history.
"This most special year we aimed to
do something breathtaking for our dealers and for their customers. At participating luggage centers everywhere.
you'll find that with every Ventura ease.
carry-on, wheeled luggage and garment
bags and even our attache cases4here's
a $50.00 Travel Dollar Cenificati, a gift
from Ventura. convertible until September, 1988. to.cash savings on holiday travel almost anywhere in the world."
Actual travel arrangements are in the
hands of Travel Network of New York, a

major travel organization which redeems ious luggage and
the $SO Travel Dollars
these certificates as part of purchases for Bonus—for yourself
or any family memairline seats, hotel rooms, rented cars, ber. Wnte in for a free
booklet, "Tips on
cruises and travel-relatid products and Packing" to Ventura
Travelware, Inc.,
services. As with any travel program. Long Island City, NY
11101.
there are limitations on certain dates,
destinations or seat availabilities.
Ventura makes 14 lines of luggage in
every color, size and shape, including the
very popular lightweight carry-on luggage. Long the quality standard for the
industry. Ventura features numerous innovations to enhance garment protection
and traveler convenience.
For example. Ventura is the exclusive
source for Tarpcloth', an all-weather
material so tough, yet so light, that it has
become the standard for tarpaulins that
protect boats and trucks. Ventura offers
this miracle fabric in handsome colors in
its widely-available Impressions' luggage
line.
Plan luggage as a Christmas gift. Get WORLD'S FIRST $50.00 travel
bonus
the double gift of the world's most luxur- from Ventura luggage.

New York gears up for Christmas
NEW YORK (AP) —
Rockefeller Center will
celebrate Christmas
with hundreds of tubaplaying Santas, the annual Radio Cie)
,
Christmas spectacular
and the main attraction: a 68-foot Norway
spruce tree.
New York is getting
back to its roots this
year, choosing a tree
donated by an elderly
couple from Dutchess
H'iI"FIB UHES for the holida,, begin with rugged wear. JI:Pentie will keep an•
•
County, about 90
berjack warm with a buffalo plaid polar fleeee and %meth black jean. "
minutes from midtown
Manhattan, said
Rockefeller Center
spokeswoman Bonnie
Arnold.

Timelessly classic,elegantand versatile,cultured
pearljewelry is ideal for Christmas gift-giving
Along with the exhilaration of the holiday social whirl is the joy of finding
that specially suited gift for those nearest
and clearest to you. Peel confident that
the timeless elegance of cultured pearl
jewelry will reflect your caring in a very
special way.
'AVailabte-itt a My had of st;fOr both
men and women, cultured pearl - jewelry
impart&a look .of classic elegance that-kr-both timeless and timely and, because
high quality cultured pearl jewelry has
lasting value, it is sure to be treasured for
years to come.
In -cemories past. warriors' shields and
swords were sometimes studded With
hundreds of pearls in the belief that they
would mit-ye as charms against danger.
and pearIS-gleamed-regall) froth The
crowns of Henry VIII and Charlemagne.
Now preferring the more subtle ornamentation of cultured pearl tie bars, cuff
links and lapel pins to the earlier ornate
displays. today's men have rediscovered
the. .statety. striking beauty of this precious gem of nature.
Women, too, have found that the versatility of cultured pearl ievkelry provides
the perfect complement to a wide range
of clothes and looks, from casual to
dressy, daytime to evening wear. Perfect
for accessorizing the "little black dress"
and enhancing the smart st ling of a tailored business suit, and just as ideal an
adornment for an elegant evening dress,
the inherent worth of cultured pearl jew
elry is increased by its versatility.
Selecting high quality cultured pearl
jewelry will ensure that the gift .wu have
chosen will have long-lasting value
A beautiful, rich lustre is the most significant indication of quality. for it is this
glow, emanating from deep within the
cultured pearl. that gives it such remarkable beauty.
SAN-It's
RPRISE. a gift of cultured pearl jewelr. is sure to be treasured for
When judging cultured pearls, examine 'ear. to come. Beautiful and versatile, cultured pearl jewelr
i. an ideal gift for both
the shadow area rather than the reflec- men and ttttten.
tive highlight area, taking care not to
confuse surface shine with the deep inner mottled or blotched.
within your budget. it is wisest to purglow of lustre.
With the variety of shapes and sizes of chase the most lustrous and highest qualOther signs of superior quality are an cultured pearls that are available, there is ity cultured pearls that you can afford.
absence of flaws in the cultured pearl's cultured pearl jewelry to accommodate
A flattering complement to any outfit,
surface and shape and, when selecting a every budget.
cultured pearl jewelry is the perfect
strand of cultured pearls. appropriate
A beautiful investment, cultured pearl choice for Christmas giving. Combining
size matching is also important.
jewelry is timelessly classic and versatile long-lasting beauty and quality, these exLook also for cleanliness and even col- and, while it may be necessary to purchase quisite gems are sure to be treasured for
oration — the color should be clear, not smaller cultured pearls in order to stay many years to come.

The 53-year -old
spruce is expected to arrive Nov. 14, to coincide
with the opening of
Radio City Music Hall's
annual "Magnificent
Christmas
Spectacular."
The Music Hall show,
starring the Rockettes,
will be performed
through Jan. 8. Tickets
for the 90-minute show
are $22 and $25. All seats
are reserved.
—The show is a compilation of various
scenes and elements
associated with
Christmas," said
Helene Greece, a
spokeswoman for Radio
City.
The show includes
staples like the "living
nativity scene," complete with live camels,
sheep and donkeys.
Another favorite
Christmas number is
the parade of the
wooden soldiers from
"Babes in Toyland,"
first performed by the
Rockettes in 1933.
Though the Rockettes
are known for their high
kicks, there is nary a
one in this precision
dance number.
Other elements of the
show include a teddy
bear's dancing to
Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite" and a

scene from Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol."
The show's most
elaborate number, based on the theme
"Christmas in New
York," will feature an
on-stage ice rink, a
balletic ice dance and a
lively tap dance by the
Rockettes, said Ms

lit until about Jan. 8,
Ms. Arnold said.
In addition to daily
skating, Rockefeller
Center offers the annual
festival of tubas on Dec.
14 and a traditional 19th
century Christmas dinner at its American

Follow The Crowds

Greece.
Meanwhile, some 25
Rockefeller Center
employees will work
daily to hang 16,000
multi-colored lights,
strung over five miles of
wire, on the giant tree.
Officials estimated
that 20 million people
stopped to gaze at the
decorated tree last
year, in a tradition
started in 1931 by construction workers who
were building
Rockefeller Center.
The annual Christmas
tree lighting will take
place Dec. 1 and will be
followed by an ice show,
celebrating Rockefeller
Center skating rink's
50th anniversary.
The tree will remain

a
•
Nil

Festival cafe.
The 12th annual tuba
Christmas concert will
feature 300 to 500 tuba
players, many dressed
as Santa Claus and
tubas decked in colorful
lights or holly, performing carols.

10% Off

On All
Christmas Tree
Ornaments!

OPEN SUNDAY, NOV. 23rd
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 9-3

630azit/y,
121 Bypass — Murray, 10 42
411
171

Christmas
OPEN HOUSE
Sun., Nov. 23rd
1-5 P.m.
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94 E. Murray
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Flower
Basket
and Allison
Photography

Holland Drugs
Cards & Gifts'

Christmas
Open House

invite you
to their

Sunday 1-5 p.m.

10% Off Cosmetics
20% Off Gifts & Jewelry
20% Off Boxed Christmas
Cards
10% Off Greeting Cards
Downtown Murray — 753-1462
"A good reason to shop Downtown Murray"

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday,
Nov. 23rd
tz 1-5 p.m.

i

Start your
Holly Stemware Goblet
Collection Today!

Only v4. Arhys
vs•

'Refreshments
Served
*Door Prizes

•

4444'M

Season
Greetings

607 & 609 S. 4th St.
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PRACTICAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
For the Entire Family
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Whirlpool Undercounter Dishwasher and Trash
Compactors are the perfect gifts to round out
any kitchen.
Dishwashers
Trash Compactors
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FLASHLIGHT
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Serving You Since 1955

Murray Supply
208 E Main

Over 300 fans in stock with
over 20 different fans on display

753-3 61

Fans Starting
as low as

HITACHI

$39.95

SHARP

We have the new
Hallmark remote control
Fans in stock'

Linytron TV

Light Fixtures

19" Color

Hitachi VCR

While
Supply
Lasts

269

as low as

5" TV
Hitachi Stereo
•Dual Cassette
•3 Band Graphic Equalizer
•AM/FM Receiver
•Turntable
'Speakers & Cassette

While Supply
Lasts

Stereos available in 35,50 & 100 Watts per channel

MURRAY

RENTALEtSALES

CENTER
200 East Main St.
Murray
753-8201

Take It
With You

with AM/FM
Radio
Completely Portable
$8
9
00

Before You Buy, Check Our Quality & Price

Wholesale Electric
• Supply Company
206 E. Main

Panasonic VCR's
14-Day 1-Event
with Remote
Renewed with
1 Year Warranty
$2390
0

$7.95

Many Styles evadable

14-Day
4-Event
with HQ
Wireless Remote

95

e$299

Murray

753-8194

New Shipment
of VHS Video
Tapes Just Arrived
Rent your movies
for the Holidays
or give a Movie,
Club Membership
for Christmas

